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FOREWORD

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., JUL. 17, 1996    7:31 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 336

WED.,  JUL. 17,  1996

SMALL  GROUPS

This is a good “think about it”:

“Never doubt that a small group of
committed individuals can change the world

Indeed, it is the only thing
that ever has.”

Margaret Mead

This came from Paul Kenyon, Hawaii, who came across this a day or so ago and sent it to share a little
encouragement and support.

At first glance you may well toss it aside and look to your own “small group” doing whatever is being done
to reclaim and restore.  But look to the greater picture—it is such a tiny, tiny GROUP who has
brought the world and her people to their knees.  Now it will be the same small group who destroys
or backs off in the destruction of nations and peoples.  Each action begins with a thought, each thought
originates within a mind and is projected outward into manifest form.  Just as YOU are a manifest thought
of God, so too are all manifest thoughts, from a MIND somewhere, sometime, producing some thing.

If you can objectively look and see what is taking place, you will find that you are swept up in a major
confrontation of various groups, very small groups (relative to the population of your planet), vying for
power and control.  They have made the rules and continue to cause the rules to be used through power—
not law, not just or honest business, but rather, power stemming from the corruption of goodly laws and
regulations usurped and manipulated through power—accumulated power.  These groups will PRETEND
and take on the colors of anything and any religion, any body politic or whatever you will accept.  They
have allegiance to POWER and CONTROL and the bloodier the better, for you come under control
through loss of all property, all monetary exchange, all food supplies and finally, your very MINDS.  GO
READ THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION.  It doesn’t matter what group is in power—the same NEEDS are
present and will be found in every manifesto and protocol for accomplishment of the task of takeover.
Then, when the Titans get so big as to threaten each other—there will come the confrontation which will
destroy nations while the groups fight it out on YOUR BATTLEFIELD.  Then, for the people, there also
becomes the divisions of those who want God to save everything—FOR THEM.  Those who break the
laws of God and Creation for whatever cause have wrong intent.  And no, I am not a pious do-gooder.
War simply does NOT work—it only shifts POWER to the stronger of the damnable bullies.
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Religions then are interjected to PUT YOU INTO A DEEP, DEEP TRANCE.  First you are mesmerized
by that which is presented for your beliefs, then you are gathered into little bundles of belief systems
wherein you are only separated by small things of doctrine, color, creeds, etc.  Then when you are lied to
over and over again by some MAN’S interpretation of how God functions and how you WILL BE
handled—you sink even more deeply into your TRANCES.  Finally, you have no idea which way to turn,
you have NOTHING with which to struggle longer, you are hungry, your children are dying, and you
QUIT, simply give up and pray for a Rapture of some kind to save you.  SAVE YOU?  Save you FROM
WHAT?  TO WHAT?  What you really ASK FOR is that God give YOU what you now decide you
WANT—right or wrong, evil or just.  Then the next set of controllers moves in and takes over.

Well, world, you don’t have NEW WORLDS to discover on your planet.  There is no promised land of
virgin soil and timber on your globe—you found your last continent and have blighted it—the world of the
Americas.  You have a possibility of an Arctic and Antarctic region—both of which are, as they are, very
ungracious to living humans.  Moreover, if you move out into the Cosmos only to find WORSE and more
deadly beings out there—what have you gained?  So I repeat: SAVED FROM WHAT TO WHAT?

You are waiting for what?  A return of your “messiah”?  That is a “teacher”!  Do you think that the
presentation of a GOODLY BEING into your midst will CHANGE THAT WHICH IS EVIL AS SUD-
DENLY AS A SUNRISE?  Why?  Would YOU even look up to see and, if so, would you believe?  Why?
Teachers have come, we of the Cosmos have come—are here with you, and you make laws against us,
bring war and lies against us—and why would anyone in their right minds wish to take on the problems of
YOUR PLANET WHEN YOU WON’T?

People come along and say, “Oh yeah, that sounds ‘right’ and I’ll support it.”  But then something happens
to upset your ego foundation and you are off onto “kill that messenger” and “get me another one”.  So be
it.  You can have all the messengers you want—telling you everything you want to hear—and it will NOT
SAVE YOU FROM YOURSELF.  Ultimately only SELF can be “saved” and only “self” can do the
saving.  All the rest of the teachings are lies, for each will supply you with a SAVIOR—OTHER THAN
SELF.

I have actually heard people say, “Well, I’m going to live while I can—I can always go back to God.”  Oh?
Who told you that garbage?  Oh, I see, it came from that corrupted book you decided TO ABANDON
on other cause?  If one thing is corrupted, is not everything else about it suspect?  So, you who want to
believe that old ‘aton’ will save YOU—forget it.  I am not here to SAVE YOU, or anything about YOU.
I am here to offer to show you the way, offer the truth in ground rules for SAVING SELF, and BE
AVAILABLE WHEN YOU GET READY TO SAVE YOURSELVES.

God has provided that commodity which could give you freedom, a stable economy and no one on the
globe is willing to touch it—because of fear of the “big boys”.  So be it, brothers—for if YOU care not for
self—why should I take the care upon myself and cause my people more struggle and load?  It is said “but
that can’t be THE way” when something is presented for your use.  HOW WILL YOU EVER RECOG-
NIZE THE TRUTH AND THE WAY?

Therefore, I say to our people: continue in your work, continue in your revealing of that which is offered,
attend the needs for simple survival when things worsen—AND THEY WILL WORSEN.  When the
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Kansas grain fields were plowed under because (OF WHAT?) this last month—it marked the end.  You
may well make it this year some way or another—but famine is in your crystal ball for the coming years.
There no longer IS A LAND OF PLENTY!  People from the lands of plenty are now SOFT and spongy
and have NO IDEA OF HOW TO SURVIVE if the local market is closed or the electricity is off.  How
are you going to cook your meals with no electricity or gas?  What about “matches”—how many of you
even know what a “strike anywhere” MATCH is?  How do you make a match?  Do you realize that, now
during emergencies—you have to get your water from a market in plastic bottles!?!  How can you make it
though major disasters of increasing magnitude and WHEREFROM will you get your plastic bottles of
water—if the markets are closed?

How are you going to survive if you get stranded on a freeway and have to wait for help?  Just this week
this happened and while waiting—a random driveby shooter—shoots the waiting people.  Is this not
INSANE behavior?  And NO, it is NOT just “out there somewhere”.  Right here with some dissidents in
this very place we have had vandalism, burnings, thievery and secret “turn-ins” in total lies.  Here it is all
revealed—but it doesn’t matter—the distractions go on and on and on.  The people are filled with hate for
whatever their claim to reason.  So be it, WHY DO THEY STAY?  They are losers and takers and no
matter what they are given—it is never enough—they have to TAKE more and destroy that which is left.

Let me share with you just how LOW some people will reach to glean from another—especially if there is
ill-will.  Nevada Corporate Headquarters just uncovered some really dirty laundry hanging on the vines of
thievery.  “Someone” started a “corporation company” called something like “Corporate Headquarters”
and set about getting the records from the State.  About a week prior to lapse date for billing for annual
fees—THEY send out bills to the corporations for their fees.  The fees are paid then to the “alternate”
company under the assumption of legitimacy and inattention to details and there you have it—total rip-off
with nothing necessary other than evil minds, corrupt and criminal actions and a “nearly the same” label.  In
this case the actions were caught—but these same people work ALL OVER NEVADA and have stretched
out into other States.  Nevada brings relatively LOW fees—California, for instance, brings LARGE FEES.
Now just “WHO” do you think would conjure such a cute trick???  Please check your billings and make
sure you know with whom you are dealing.  Or, you will be in the same predicament as Betty Tuten who
got caught up in taking some corporation books from Nevada Corporate Headquarters.  You see “good
intent” may work with God—it does not with the laws of Man.  Would you like it if it was YOUR corpo-
ration on which you have to pay double fees?  Would you like it if YOUR corporation is the one the Officer
and Directors allowed to be filched and then to be USED AGAINST YOU?  THESE are the things that
you people don’t seem to understand as being the underlying cause of a global downfall.  The “big boy
thugs” got inserted within the cracks of your systems—and now they have gained control of the whole
system.  They began in just these little simple ways.  But then, didn’t thievery begin with the taking of a
piece of gum or a candy-ball without paying?  If you BLESS the little things—how dare you complain
about that which evolves—from those blessings and allowances.

I find it most interesting how the ones in this little tiny “play” going on here—are going to “get the Ekkers”
in their efforts to cover their own silly and stupid tricks only to move from the path of abundance INTO
THE VERY MOUTH OF THE WOLF.  Do they really think the attorneys of such ilk will leave anything
in their coffers?  Well, it is their business that which they will do—not mine.  We will do that which the law
requires that we do to protect others from these dregs of the injustice system, but ones who demand to be
left in their company—shall be left in their company and, it appears, go down with that company.  Do they
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really think that more and more DIRTY tricks will somehow make them appear RIGHT?  At some point,
truth is recognized and then what will you do, you who continue your acts of “support” for your brother?
Is not your “brother” being helped, supposedly by you, going to find out that you have actually DELIV-
ERED him into his enemy’s hands?  Can one liar and embezzler protect another forever?  No, because the
lies will eventually show a clashing—and truth will squeeze its way to the top of the entropy pile.

Rod Ence/Enz, for instance, has so perjured himself as to be incredible.  He wrapped up an “under oath”
affidavit by saying the Ekkers were packed to leave town with all the money they have stolen and “have
those bags stashed under the crawl-space at their house”.  Now how would Mr. Ence know such a
thing—even it be true or false?  Is this not a stupid error in trying to pile one more lie upon the cover-up?
Ekkers have not nor are they—going anywhere.  Now we have TWO embezzlers trying to prove some-
thing that is also a LIE to a court that has given them every conceivable break and extension of time—
totally without lawful backup.  Does this not eventually do-in a JUDGE?  Perhaps not in this world of
corruption.

I have gone along telling you how interesting it is going to be when the Titans clash.  I am just a bit incorrect
in my presentation—let us paraphrase a bit more simplistically—and begin to refer to this major clash of
forces as the Titans and the “TROJANS”.  Perhaps this statement will make more sense to some readers
THAN TO OTHERS.  There is major overlap in groupies but which group would you serve?  Neither?
Good—BUT how can you get enough strength to SERVE GOD if you do NOTHING?  Drug dealing and
money laundering can be eventually cleaned up for this deals with individual choices to work.  The alterna-
tive however, is a way of LIFE BELIEF and cannot and will not be left to individual choices.  YOU DO
NOT HAVE TO BECOME EITHER to begin to reclaim some stability and from stability you can move
forward to reconstruct.  You have to understand that even Russell Herrman worked with the “big boys”
until they thieved the documents, used them FOR WAR purposes AND DIVERTED THE THRUST
INTO MASSIVE WORLD DOMINATION THROUGH WAR.  YOU MIGHT VERY WELL BE
ABLE, NOW, TO DEAL WITH THE SAME “BIG BOYS” ON A MORE REASONABLE LEVEL
OF INTERCHANGE.  THINK ABOUT IT CAREFULLY FOR THE ALTERNATIVES ARE PRETTY
BLEAK UNDER THE STEAMROLLER OF THE “LIZARDS” AND THOSE WHO ALWAYS
CALLED THEMSELVES “SERPENT PEOPLE”.

We will move right along here as we pick up more and more documents worthy of stopping the press every
hour of experience these days.  Worse, we don’t know how long we can keep presenting a paper so
everyone who contributes material must realize that we are LIMITED in almost every way.  Frankly, our
people are getting to the point of being unwilling to tolerate more.  Even beloved Kathy had her car stall-
out and it had to be left on the roadside until help could be gotten to tow it—the police found it with the
windows smashed out.  WHAT HAVE YOU BECOME, PEOPLE?  Look around and then ask WHY
these people should go on—WOULD YOU?  Some do everything possible and beyond—but most just
say, “Well, I can’t do anything for I’m too old, too sick, too poor, too ignorant, too frightened, too what-
ever...”  Well, friends, our people are beginning to say, “I’m too old, too tired, too poor, too frightened, and
too whatever...”  How much is enough?  When is enough?  GOD DOES NOT DO THE WORK FOR
HIS PEOPLE—HIS PEOPLE DO THE WORK, SOLVE THE PROBLEMS, AND HAVE TO FACE
THE DRAGONS—FACE TO FACE WITHOUT LET-UP.

“Ah,” you might say, “but they have YOU!”  Say what?  To have “me” they have just quadrupled their
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problems.  And, by telling TRUTH and struggling for TRUTH—all those who need to cover up their dirty
actions—turn like vipers to the attack.  You know, readers, KILL THE MESSENGER!

On every set of stairways there are “landings” and at every landing there comes a decision as to whether or
not to continue climbing, or descending back to the KNOWN—even if it be uncomfortable.  Do you
ascend through the Hell-fire of the breathing dragon’s poison?  To do what?  Repeat that, reader—TO
DO WHAT?  Perhaps you have to divest of the pressures of either side and wait on the landing to see if
others will move with you.  I hear mainly, “But is it good business to go with these people?”  Good
business?  You aren’t going to be left with any “business” at the rate the nations are falling apart.  You aren’t
going to have food or shelter.  The infrastructure of your nation’s cities and political structure are so
corrupted and deteriorated that you CAN’T recover as NOTHING is going back into the REAL work-
ings upon which to BUILD.  Yours are becoming death-trap cities instead of sound and solid stability.  You
can have a whole bunch of gaudy show-and-tell at such as gladiator games in Atlanta—but it is but a pretty
spot on a skin of erupting sores and—within a couple of weeks—it is over and the piper is waiting to be
paid his due as the corporations take their loot and leave.  The pretty tents will fall apart in the rotting sun;
Coca Cola will dismantle the center where they have ripped off the visitors and Atlanta will fall further into
the clutches of the wicked.  It simply is the way it IS.  It is not new, different, or otherwise remarkable.  You
will have had thousands of porta-potties on the scene without one iota of repair to the sewer system
already in total deterioration—only more OVERLOAD to an already dilapidated system.

Mr. Green demands, with his allies and attorneys—forced liquidation and bankruptcy of the Institute?
Fine, it is alright for him to want that.  And IF you allow him to get it—what have YOU gained?  How much
will you have LOST?  Can Ekkers do it all—AND SAVE YOU AND YOURS?  No!  And, if you allow
this to fall, you will have no paper, no journals, no way to GET TRUTH for if one falls they ALL FALL and
MANKIND will have spoken his “druthers”—he would rather die as a species than stand against the
dragon.  Man wants God to give ALL while he only shares CONVENIENTLY.  I wonder how many
realize that perhaps it is NOT convenient for God to serve YOU?  It is most certainly getting less “conve-
nient” for US to serve anyone.  Perhaps it is time to retreat to the hills, put up barricades against intruders
and wait to be blown away by whatever comes next.  The ONE thing on which EVERYONE relates and
joins in belief—is that you are NEAR THE END OF WHATEVER YOU HAVE GOING NOW, CALL
IT WHAT YOU WILL.  When the corner store is closed or you are without welfare OR barter—WHAT
WILL YOU DO?  Even the “experts” and “geophysicists” tell you it is a-comin’.  I can promise you this
much, our people don’t want to be the ones WITH ANYTHING—because I think you can see the
handwriting on the walls, for he who HAS will be slain over a crust of bread or a handful of beans.

Gloom, doom, fear and trepidation?  So be it.  I am not the first to tell you things “ain’t so good”.  I have
told you how to make it better and even reclaim it—and man is too fearful of everything as to hardly even
consider the solution as more than a “joke”.  Fine, they laughed at Reise (he is the one who actually
invented the telephone) too.  They laughed at the autos burning such a stupid thing as “oil”.  Now oil
controls the world.  Each will do what each will do and whatever happens will be exactly as whatever
happens—prophets or no prophets.

Is “survival” worth it?  Of COURSE IT IS.  Otherwise you scoff in the face of your Creator who gave you
perfection and—IF you find yourself unworthy—you ERR for you insult your Creator.  Why do we not get
our GOD POWER to work and fix this mess?  If you think things are getting better—then you need senses
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adjusted and are living in a delusional illusion.  The one thing is for sure—IT IS GETTING BETTER FOR
THE WOULD-BE CONTROLLERS—it is CERTAINLY NOT getting better for YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
YOU are now the expendables.  In this world of computer payoffs—YOU are not even needed to VOTE
on the politicians.  Wake up and smell the toast and coffee—BOTH ARE BURNING!  Supplies have
been put aside for the Elite allotted number of “survivors” in their bunkers while the rest of you are exter-
minated.  If you don’t already HAVE YOUR TICKET to one of the “safe” places—watch it unfold as you
are without—while those promisers are within.  There won’t be a RAPTURE to heaven and God.  You
will have been “had”—AGAIN!  Those evangelical liars will simply say, “Oops, guess we were wrong!” as
they head for the bunkers and dinner—and you perish in agony in the fires.  And after all is said and
DONE, it will be SOUL that is drained and filled with sorrow as it must then search without benefit of
ability to “house” itself.

You are told to walk strong or to walk gently—but carry a big, big stick!  I ask you—what bigger stick,
THAN GOD, will you find?  No, Satan cannot even hold a candle to the LIGHT OF GOD—

he
 just has all

of you fooled—most of the time.  
His

 greatest trick being the convincing of you that YOU CAN’T DO
ANYTHING ABOUT IT!

If YOU can’t do anything about it—why think you that WE CAN?  And again, I ask: WHY SHOULD
WE?  Until you can tell us why we SHOULD even work further to serve, why SHOULD we struggle
longer?  Because it is our DUTY?  No, it is our gift, our privilege and our accepted mission—nothing
MORE.  And furthermore—WE CAN DECLINE ALL OF THE ABOVE except the assuming of each of
our own RESPONSIBILITY.  My team would welcome the TIME OFF.  My on-board team would
welcome the TRIP HOME without the further confusion of having to attend primitive and helpless search-
ers who NEVER “FIND”.  It is time you ALL come to realize we can as easily be the WATCHERS as the
GUARDIANS—the choice of which is UP TO YOU.

Let us take a break before we continue with FIRE FROM THE SKY and then we DO need to write on the
INTER-AMERICAN INVESTMENT CORPORATION.  Oh, you don’t know what that is?  Why?  Do
I make my point?  Good morning.
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THU.,  JUNE 27,  1996

WALKING  THE  CROOKED  LINE

Frightened friends are calling to inquire about the Chlorospora (or whatever) supposedly on the California
strawberries.  No, readers, you must attend the parasites walking around on two legs.  You can clean the
parasites off the strawberries.

If you have the frequency boxes and use them regularly you won’t reinfect with parasites because the little
critters are “charged” and are repelled by their usual nesting sites.  Also, if you have a regular pattern of
parasite eradication processing (which is beneficial in so many other ways than parasite control) you
will be fine.  This doesn’t mean, dear ones, that you won’t ever get sick—it means that you can defend
your body in most instances.

However, since the new mode of transmission of the “bugs” is within the spora carriers, we are, as soon as
the team can gear up and label bottles, going to offer colloidal copper and colloidal titanium.  The viruses
being introduced are fashioned with a “copper neck” and/or a “titanium neck”.  This is specific to the
“plague” and the “cholera” strains of carriers.

Any of you who have ongoing (chronic) cysts which routinely “fill”, take care and when the cyst is drained,
flush it with GaiaCol to which you add titanium colloid.  It only takes a couple of drops.  Keep the “fill fluid”
from becoming infected for herpes viruses like to harbor in those cyst sites.  And, you have now acquired
a new resistant herpes strain.  ANY UNUSUAL BLISTERING TYPE OF ERUPTION SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED A POSSIBLE SITE OF INVASION OR VIRAL MUTATION SITE.  Watch the chil-
dren regularly for these small types of eruptions and, when you find such, increase their intake of GaiaCol
and add the Titanium and Copper.  The best virus is the one you DON’T have.

Right now you are being infiltrated with a “meningitis” strain of invader which is classified as resistant to
treatment.  And, to the usual antibiotics, this is true, but it is meant to be a precursor to the various other
anticipated microbes.

I have been asked to interrupt, again, our topics in progress to address the physical assaults of current or
ongoing annoyances.  It is hard, readers, to “catch up” anything as changes are coming so rapidly.  I have
to ask you to “keep up” for “catch up” can often be too late in coming.

Beware of the “new” treatments for AIDS because all they do is change the strain of virus already at work
and after the first surge of “improvement” in bearers the concomitant tertiary (accompanying side) disease
will getcha.  Tuberculosis presenting in its new form is quickly taking over as the major accompanying
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disease to AIDS.

Malaria is also presenting in greater numbers of people and that is especially bad for the population for it is
something that is carried in the mosquito which is now being bred to carry this specific new form of
infecting microbe.  Any time you have mosquito carriers, the resulting diseases of blood-borne distribution
will have virulent HIV characteristics as well.

SUN  REACTIONS

Take great care if you or your children show intense reaction to the Sun.  I don’t mean a “little redness”
from the heat, I mean eruptions on the skin which remain after the cool-down period after activities.  This
will indicate a really close call to Lupus reaction and will indeed indicate the probability of Lupus symp-
toms.  Don’t panic, change to a higher protection level of sunscreen—in a different product form.  Then
watch the reaction closely.  The Sun rays are becoming so “intense” in themselves that damage is present-
ing more rapidly in these current days.  You can judge that damage by how short a time it takes to destroy,
say, a piece of rubber exposed to the Sun (or just to the air).  Any time the skin becomes “red” indicates
increased superficial blood circulation and, in turn, means more blood cell exposure to the rays.  Children
should be monitored closely and, when reactions occur, be sure to maintain a shade for them and AL-
WAYS use a sunscreen.  In darkskinned people—do NOT think you are protected because you can’t
quickly see response to the Sun burns.  Wear those protectors for what happens is that you are as quickly
damaged, you just don’t see it as quickly.  You will, obviously, less quickly have long-range results—but
do not play with these symptoms.  I realize that you can’t longer anticipate “regular” weather patterns so
you will have to be THE flexible party in this change and expect the unexpected.

OTHER  TEACHERS

I hope you readers will be keeping your eyes attuned to the contributions of our other brothers and
teachers of the higher realms.  No, we don’t have “just any writer” pop in and offer a bunch of wise
statements.  Those are ALL OVER THE GLOBE NOW so be discerning and bless the receivers for each
writer brings “his” own “truth”—but some bring “HIS” direct communications.  YOU must attend YOU
and always pay attention and if there appears to be an “easy” way out in the form of undisciplined “be-
ing”—take great care for there is no longer time for lack of discipline of SELF.

We are blessed with a couple of our students who have graduated through the soul testing process of
“clearing” and we are honored to be allowed to share.  I choose to honor and respect each contributor by
NOT plastering who, what, when, where and how all over the public transmissions.  Why?  Because a
truly cleared receiver will always flow totally into the background and realizes the severe consequences of
the JOB and, although there are wondrous connections made, there is responsibility to be uppermost in
consideration.  EVERY ONE SHOULD NOW BE ABLE TO GO INTO YOUR QUIET CONNEC-
TION PLACE AND “PLUG IN”.  IT IS THE WRITER/RECEIVER WHO BEARS THE BURDEN
OF ALWAYS ATTENDING THE TEACHER FOR THE SHARING OF WHICH I SPEAK HERE.

I would repeat something Little Crow shared years ago with Dharma and readers of Sipapu Odyssey:
“Everyone wants to ‘know’ and searches for the flow of higher input—and what do you get?  You get
sleepless nights and restless days...” or something to that effect.  And always, the awesome responsibil-
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ity...!  If you don’t have waves of terror of correctly receiving—then you are NOT hooked up with a clear
circuit.  Anyone can “write” so the test of the metal is in being able to “scribe as a secretary” for a guide or
teacher so that the perception is NOT yours.  You are never writing for ANOTHER—if you cloud the
writings with YOUR PERCEPTIONS.  And remember that your teacher will TEST YOU EVERY LET-
TER OF THE ALPHABET—EVERY TIME YOU WRITE!

It is such a blessing to have “fill-in for soul” while we at this keyboard have to address things such as is this
topic.  There is no point in having bread for the body, however, if you have no soul to thrive.  As important,
however, is to have bread for both the SOUL and the BODY.

SPEAKING  OF  BREAD

Because of the request for a bit of “different” spelta bread instruction, i.e., flour with multiple grains and/or
flavor I can discuss this a bit “now”.

Testing, I am told, has been accomplished to offer a flour and a bread mix utilizing some of my requested
additions.  With Spelta grain there is a bit more limitation to additives because of the low amount of simple
gluten in the grain itself.  One of the more pleasing variations of grain is the Buckwheat berry.  Therefore,
with tampering and adjusting, sampling and mixing, trying different grinds, and generally suffering through
several thousand pounds, we have a nice product to offer.  The flour will contain a mix of VitaSpelt,
Common Spelt and a bit of Buckwheat along with a very small addition of common oat grain (excellent
fiber).  Because of handling and having to mix by hand and grind separately there will be a small extra fee
for the product but you will find it worth the little extra.

Please note that Buckwheat is dark brown to black in color of grain.  It is also small and if you don’t know
what to expect in the cereal grinds or cracked varieties for cereal, you may well think you have “bugs”.  If,
in addition, you wish to have more “oats” you can add your own oats to the cereal.  We have to take care
with the mix so that the blend produces good loaf qualities.  I know, however, that you will find the ground
mix for cereal to be exceptional as is.  Add a bit of salt to the cooking water and sweeten with maple syrup,
brown sugar or honey  and you have ambrosia.  Another sure bet, especially for selective children and
adults, is to add a bit of vanilla flavoring to the porridge.

I am accused of cooking for my own taste—and that is not all bad, readers.  If you are going to bother with
food—it should be simple in its own right—and satisfying to the body AND TO THE SOUL.

Now that we have a good blend of the fabulous four grains, we will begin to research a bit with a rye blend
for specialty bread—but allow us time for the flavor of rye is quite variant as to variety as is the pumper-
nickel.  It should be noted, however, as to an old saying about the Russians and their peasant food supply
of black bread and dark “brew” and that “they could take the world with their good health alone.”  Now
they, of course, are being corrupted to Vodka and white “Western” taste—which, of course, again, is
totally TASTELESS.  Look at what you eat and you will find it TASTELESS.  It is the salt, sweet and other
“tones” that you enjoy while the products are so refined as to have almost no flavor of their own.

I wanted to offer this to you while we are on the topic.  I’m sure New Gaia will make an announcement
with further instructions when labels are ready.  Remember that everything about packaging must be changed
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with a change in any product.  The instructions, however, will not need changing with this product because
the mixture is tested to present a good bread loaf and an especially good cereal mix which is pre-mixed for
proper percentages for the best products.

Buckwheat offers some of the minerals you can’t get elsewhere and among them are iridium, copper,
vanadium, and a “squeak” of selenium.  Further, mixed with Spelta you have B

17
 which is Laetril in its most

beautiful and natural form.

I’m always apologizing to the “product” people for tossing in such advances and changes into their already
outrageous schedules but they are wonderfully gentle with me in response for each change is worthy of
ALL’s attention and trial.  However, with such as the Buckwheat and mixed Spelta grains we will only have
a limited supply because of availability and our need to offer good product.  We have to be very careful
and that means, often, that you must be patient with us as we continually push the envelope.  Just as when
you change recipes and ingredients at home—we have to thoroughly clean out the whole milling apparatus
every time we tamper with the flour or grain size.

WATER

Well, this fun could go on and on but I need to cover another topic of INTAKE: YOUR WATER.

Diane and crew are in the process of manufacturing some vortex apparatus for me and these will also be
available soon.  Here I am pushing their river again and therefore, AGAIN, apologies please.

Before I speak of the apparatus however, I would like to offer you some input on “water” as recognized
and presented by Flanagan and Coanda who found “you are what you drink”.  They did major research at
Huyck Research Laboratories in Stamford, Connecticut.  This was in major part done in the early 1960s.
We are continuing that in-depth research through the Phoenix Institute.
Please, while we are on that subject, readers: The Phoenix Institute for Research & Education, Ltd.
IS EXACTLY THAT.  We realize that we have had a very hard time in the mainline assaults of those who
would steal and take technology and product, funds and ideas, in getting that recognition across to you.
We will soon, we pray, have those distractions put aside and in our remaining time, if allowed, will grow as
God allows us fulfillment of our tasks.

In respect to the gentlemen just mentioned, I will offer unedited the chapter on “Vortex of Life” from
SECRETS OF THE SOIL.  I do not have the reference material to offer but I’m sure the book would not
be too difficult to locate.  [Editor’s note: The book Secrets Of The Soil (1989) and an eariler book
called The Secret Life Of Plants (1973) by Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird, are excellent col-
lections of the scientific/spiritual interface as relates to gardening and farming, very little of which
are you likely to come across in a conventional agricultural training environment or classroom.]  I
only wish to deal with this one subject at this time, so I leave the other collection of information to each of
you who are interested.  I need to offer this to accompany our apparatus for utilizing this “vortex”.

[QUOTING:]

VORTEX  OF  LIFE
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From Chapter 9 of the book, Secrets Of The Soil.

So strange and mysterious are the properties of water, just ordinary tap water, that anything new about
its behavior has become a landmark in the history of science.  In the 1920s when the Romanian scientific
genius Henry Coanda made the discovery, apparently banal, that a fluid flowing over any surface tends—
as if it were alive—to cling to that surface, it was considered by physicists so important it was called the
“Coanda Effect”.

Intrigued by tales of the longevity of the Hunzakuts, in the early 1930s Coanda made the arduous
journey to Hunzaland.  As a water expert he was delighted to be told by the Mir that the secret to the
Hunzakuts’ longevity and health was hidden in the water they drink so freely.

Convinced that any health-improving properties of the Hunza water would be related to its molecular
structure, Coanda set about analyzing a sample of it alongside “ordinary” water, using the facilities of the
Huyck Research Laboratories in Connecticut, to which he was at that time a consultant.  His novel method
was to study water in its crystalline form as snowflakes, each of which, as they fall by the zillion, is uniquely
designed and molded by unknown forces in its micro-environment, no two being alike, as far as anyone
can tell.  [H: However, as with all living forms, there are things which are exactly alike.]

With a “fluid amplifier”, a device he invented that could make snow from water, Coanda found in the
center of each snowflake a circulatory system composed of tiny tubes in which still unfrozen water circu-
lates like sap in plants, or blood in animals—water which he considered to be what dowsers char-
acterize as “living”, to distinguish it from its stagnant, lifeless counterpart.

By carefully timing the life span of snowflakes, which “die” when all the water in them becomes con-
gealed, Coanda was able to establish an extraordinary and direct relationship between the duration of his
snowflake water and the life span of people who regularly drink such water.  The “living” fluid appeared to
add more life to humans.

On far-flung travels Coanda found that the water that produces long-lasting snowflakes is the principal
beverage not only of the Hunzas but of other long-lived peoples in Soviet Georgia, Ecuador, Peru, and on
the mountainous Tibet-Mongolian border.  [H: Part of the wondrous properties of Kargasok Tea, by
whatever the name, is that the water becomes “living” as the lifeform grows.  In the mountains
where this tea is so widely used the people make sure to have “snow” water for the tea making.]
Still he did not know why or how the special glacial water extended human life.  Before returning to his
native country to become president of the Romanian Academy of Sciences, Coanda entrusted his water
research to a young collaborator at the Huyck laboratories, Patrick Flanagan, a prodigy who, at only
seventeen, had been listed by LIFE magazine as one of America’s top ten scientists. (This was for his
invention of the neurophone, a hearing aid which bypassed the eighth cranial nerve associated with hearing
and allowed the deaf to hear directly via the skin.)  “I think you are the only one I know,” Coanda told him,
“who can eventually come up with a system to make Hunza water available anywhere in the world.”

Flanagan, a short man of forty, with a closely clipped mustache, his head as razed as Kojak’s or Yul
Brynner’s, met us in a small motel next to the tiny Sedona airport atop a mesa in the mountains of central
Arizona.  All around us rose a magnificent series of red rock cliffs and spires, dominating the town in the
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canyon far below.

“I read everything I could on water,” said Flanagan, at ease in his khaki clothes from the Banana
Republic, “only to discover it was one of the world’s most mysteriously anomalous substances.”

Once a flamboyant adventurer who would savor the gall bladders of rattlesnakes and cobras to as-
sume their powers and immunity, regularly earning thousands of dollars with far-flung lectures on such
arcane subjects as Pyramid Power and Tantric Sex, Flanagan is now a quiet vegetarian, as reclusive and
peace-loving as a Tibetan monk, healed and domesticated by his lovely wife, Gael, soulmate, so he claims,
from an equally adventurous past, and expert on the structure, function, and properties of crystals.  Like
her husband, Gael received the degree of Doctor of Medicine from the Multi-Disciplinary World Medical
Congress in Colombo, Sri Lanka, and now helps, in the seclusion of their Sedona laboratory deep in a
pinewood forest, with research on the colloidal properties of water.

[H: Here is a good point to make a reference to Gaiandriana and the reporting by some people
as to there forming a cover of some kind of “crystals” (like salt or something) on the tops of the
Gaiandriana products.  THAT is excellent because those are PURE LIFE CRYSTALS.  Right
there is where the catalytic process of LIFE forms pure monatomic gold crystalline structures
and wonderful iridium-based life cells.  Both are so enhancing to the mitochondria as to have no
other substitute.  We have always had the crystals but as we have tended to change the formulae
for the maturing drias we have developed the production of those crystals.  Since we have no
way of conveniently using the crystals alone, we simply mix them back into the solution wherein
you then have a colloidal solution of the most important minerals unavailable ANYWHERE
ELSE.

When we have funds and capability we will take the growth of crystals and certainly offer them
separately in that perfect form of mineralization and even separate out the monatomic gold
atoms for your comprehensive use—but at this time it is simply unacceptable to take the time for
such tending and YOU need the product as is.  We do find it wondrous to watch the crystals form
and grow in the direct sunlight because of the magnificent microscopic action of crystalizing in
the refracted light rays of the Sun.]

Oddly coincidental, or serendipitously propitious, the town of Sedona—lying in the coils of the twisting
Oak Creek Canyon, surrounded by gnarled terra cotta peaks against a sky so blue its energy is tangible—
is what Lyle Watson in his The Romeo Error describes as a unique “power spot”, one where great
concentrations of energy can be felt coming up from the Earth through four separate telluric vortices.  (At
one such mystery spot in Southern California when two men were photographed facing each other across
the “vortex”, the man on the right appeared shorter in the developed picture, even when the two men
changed places.)

Visitors from all over the world, alerted to the existence of what they believe to be “psychic energy
vortices”, flock to Sedona to bask and meditate in the extraordinary energy emitted from the soil, and
describe experiencing visions, telepathic communication, past-life regressions, precognitions, UFO sightings,
enhanced automatic writing, spiritual healing, and other psychic phenomena, especially during the period of
the full moon.
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Two of the vortices are said to be magnetic, the third electric, and the fourth electromagnetic.  The
electric vortex, being charged with yang or male energy, is reputed to stimulate and elevate consciousness;
the magnetic, or yin vortices, charged with female energy, are supposed to open one’s psychic perception;
and the electromagnetic vortex is credited with balancing both body and spirit, stimulating memories of
past life experiences.  [H: This is what you get out of the GaiaLytes mineral supplement.]

Author and lecturer Dick Sutphen, an aficionado of Sedona’s vortices, has collected an anthology of
visitors’ experiences, ranging from intense spiritual visions to impressions of what may have taken place in
the canyons long centuries ago, especially visions of refugees from what they believe to be the cataclysmic
destruction of Churchward’s legendary Pacific Continent of Lemuria, the claim being that the nearby native
Hopi Indians are descendants of ancient Lemurians.  Many a visitor attests to sensing the presence of great
crystals buried beneath the existing town, to which they attribute the emission of intense radiating energy,
the source, they say, of the vortices’ power in the area.

But, whether or not this is just the bright dream of a successful real-estate developer, happy to wel-
come little old ladies with pendulums, Ouija boards, and Tarot decks to dabble in the vortices, it is a fact
that magnetic anomalies do exist on the planet, places where cars mysteriously roll backward up a hill as
gravity turns to levity.  Indeed, at Sedona the trees in the vortex in the canyon by the airport mesa do NOT
grow perpendicular, but lean toward the center of the so-called vortex.

Our purpose—not with these anomalies—was with the secret of the Hunza water and its relation to
the stirred BD 500, a field in which Pat Flanagan turned out to be an expert.

For years he has been collecting samples of water from all over the United States.  Considered no
more than an amalgam of oxygen and hydrogen, water is, in fact, far from banal.  Constituting 90 percent
of the human brain, it may, says Flanagan, be the most important substance on the planet, perhaps in the
universe.  With thirty-six distinct isotopes, each possessing different properties, it is the universal solvent of
chemistry, capable, with time, of dissolving any and all the elements, even gold.  Among its odd attributes,
such as growing lighter instead of heavier as it freezes, water, as Flanagan explains the matter, has what is
known as surface tension, a force that causes it to stick to itself, to form a sphere, the shape with the least
amount of surface for its volume, requiring the least amount of energy to maintain itself.  Yet its potential
strength is ominous.  Were all the extraneous gases to be removed from an inch-thick column of water, that
column would become harder than steel.

In a bathtub, Flanagan elaborated, bulk water is composed of a small number of liquid crystals and a
very large number of chaotically random molecules.  “In theory, liquid water, even when boiling, has
microscopically tiny ‘icebergs’ of crystalline water within it, liquid crystals that retain their set structure,
whereas the rest of the water is all randomly oriented, vibrating vigorously.  Cooling water automatically
creates more of the crystals until nearly the whole mass becomes crystalline ice.”

The point he wished to make was that when a living organism, such as a plant or an animal, takes in
water it structures it into a composition with a high percentage of octagonal liquid crystals and a very low
percentage of unorganized molecules.  This, said Flanagan, is done by means of high-energy colloids—
particles in suspension or solution too small to be viewed accurately with an ordinary microscope.  “Col-
loidal particles act as tiny ‘seeds’ of energy, charged to attract freely-roving water molecules, and thus
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form the nuclei of liquid crystals.  But to do this the colloids, normally of unstable charge, require a high
electrical charge.  In living systems, they retain this charge by being protected by a coating of such mate-
rials as gelatin, albumin, or collagen.”

To illustrate his meaning with an analogy, Flanagan explained that similar colloids, not found in nature,
are artificially manufactured by the detergent industry.  These, we learned, have two poles, one lyophilic
(liking water), the other lipophilic (liking oil), the latter on the inside facing the colloid, the former on the
outside facing the fluid in which the colloid is suspended.  This structuring allows the water to penetrate
dirty clothing.

Another force causes water molecules to form long complex structures known as hydrogen bonds.
These enable water to wet substances such as glass, clothes, powders, or one’s hands, a force that can be
strengthened or weakened by structuring the water’s internal composition.

It was these two properties of water that showed Flanagan the way to duplicate the Hunza water, and
thereby resolve part of the riddle of what takes place in a bucket of Steiner’s BD 500 being “potentized”
as it is stirred into vortex and chaos.

The mystery of why water stirred, as in the preparation of the BD preps, 500 and 501, or succussed—
violently shaken—as in the preparation of homeopathic remedies was finally given world exposure at the
end of June 1988, when the British bellwether scientific journal Nature published a report its editors said
they could not believe.  According to deputy editor Peter Newmark, if the results of experiments run by
four reputable researchers from France, Canada, Israel, and Italy turn out to be true, “we will have to
abandon two centuries of observation and rational thinking about biology because this can’t be explained
by ordinary physical laws.”  [H: So—toss out the old because assumptions were NOT CORRECT.]

The work implied that antibodies in the immune system can function even when the solution they are in
is so diluted that no antibody molecules are left in it.  There is no known physical basis for such an action.
It would mean that the solution was able to “remember” the presence of the antibody molecules and act as
if they were still there.

Conducted in seventy separate trials in several different laboratories for a year, with numerous special
controls designed to weed out errors and erase the results, the basic experiment held up under various
stratagems to prove it wrong.  “This is why we feel,” wrote Newmark, “that it would be unfair not to
publish the report.”

Particularly objectionable to Newmark was the fact that the experiment tended to symbolically sup-
port homeopathy, or what he called “a generally discredited practice of using herbs and oils ‘supposedly
attuned’ to organs in the body, to cure ailments in them, by dilution and vigorous shaking of the remedy.”
[H: Ah, do you now see the POLITICS involved in healing?]

In 1974, Flanagan found that crystals of all kinds, such as quartz and precious gemstones, have a
marked effect on water surface tension, a characteristic known to ancient Tibetan physicians, who applied
it to make crystal-affected water potions for their patients.  If poured on wheat, mung-bean, soy, alfalfa, or
radish seeds, the “crystal-affected” water produces more vigorous growth, and sprouts much larger and
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tastier than normal.  [H: The sprouting time is, in addition, cut almost in half.]

But where, Flanagan asked himself, did the crystals get the energy with which to affect the surface
tension of water?  It seemed to him they must be “resonators of cosmic energy impulses generated by
super-novas, and other deep-space influences”.  To detect such forces he basically thought to be gravi-
tational in nature he constructed a device to pick up cosmic gravitational waves.  These he converted and
amplified so as to be recorded on a chart recorder, heard though a loudspeaker, or displayed on an
oscilloscope.

Testing showed that, whereas ordinary tap water has a surface tension of 75 dynes per centimeter, the
cloudy Hunza water that appears “dirty” when held up to the light source has a much lower one of 68, and
IS NEGATIVELY CHARGED.

Hunza water was also revealed, through spectrum analysis, to contain almost every known mineral
element, with an especially high content of silver.  To Flanagan the most interesting feature of the minerals
was their being not in ionic but in colloidal form—meaning that the minute mineralized particles, though
microscopically small, do not dissolve in the water, as salt does, to become ionic sodium and ionic chlo-
rine, but remain in suspension as tiny electrically-negatively-charged and therefore self-repelling stable
particles.

Pure water melting from the glaciers in the mountains of Hunzaland, Flanagan realized, would be
devoid of minerals.  But pressure from the millions of tons of ice—enough to grind to powder four inches
of surface every century—would scrape and carry minerals to the valley at great speed to spurt into the
mullahs or vertiginous torrents.  And such is the peculiar nature of water that each time its speed is
doubled it can carry sixty-four more times the amount of matter in suspension.  In the fast mullahs, water
thickens up with sediment.

“This colloid matter seemed so important,” said Flanagan, “that I pursued the idea that is was these
stable colloidal minerals that gave the Hunza water its special structure.”

For years Flanagan tried without success to duplicate the colloidal minerals in his laboratory.  “I tried
all kinds, many of them clays.  But none had sufficient electrical charge to lower the surface tension of
water down to the sixty-eight figure characteristic of Hunza water.”

Flanagan next discovered that the mineral particles in Hunza water had a fatty or oily organic acid
around them, derived, he assumed, from old strata through which they had traveled, which, in his eyes, had
to be made up of petrified forests or something equally ancient.  What was necessary, he saw, was to find
a way to make the nonsoluble minerals colloidal by artificially putting an electric charge on them.

It flashed to him that such a charge could be produced in the Hunza water by a vortex, or whirlpool,
such as exist by the hundreds in the fast-flowing glacial torrents, an idea he had extracted, as had Podolinsky,
from Theodore Schwenk’s Sensitive Chaos.  Therein he learned that all flowing water, though it appears
to be uniform, is actually divided into extensive inner surfaces, or layers, moving against one another.  Any
obstruction will cause these inner surfaces to flow at different rates of speed and form spirals or vortices,
which separate from the rest of the fluid and generate electric current.  In flowing rills, brooks, streams, and
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rivers, millions of vortices form when water rushes over or against stones and other obstructions.  It was
the vortex, Flanagan realized, that could put an electric charge on the particles of matter suspended in the
water and thus render them “colloidal”, each tiny element forced to be distinct, repelled from its neighbor
by a similar charge.  If he could find a way to duplicate this charging of the microscopic matter, he might
produce an effective facsimile of the Hunza water.

water in
ortex

VORTEX  IN  WATER

[END OF QUOTING for this portion but you will not want to interrupt the writing(s) on this subject.  This
is just too lengthy without a break and we are having some problems with the “save” popping up too
regularly and I feel it wise to break the writing.]  Salu.

FRI.,  JUNE 28,  1996

[QUTOING, CONTINUATION OF VORTEX OF LIFE:]

From careful observation, Flanagan found that vortices have a special cadence of their own.  They
shrink in diameter and extend in length at one moment, then expand in diameter and contract in length at the
next, continuing this oscillation in a periodic manner just like a pendulum or the mainspring of a watch.

To easily view the separate parts of a vortex, Flanagan added a little glycerin to the water and poured
it into a clear cylindrical vessel—similar to, but much smaller than, the BD 500 stirring vat—with a hole
bored through the bottom from which the water emerges in vortical form.  When the shape of the container
is altered, the closer its curvature comes to the ideal for sustaining a vortex, the smaller is the hole required.
The perfect container, Flanagan found, was an egg-shaped ellipsoid.  [H: You will find that the Les
setup is adequate using two two-liter bottles such as GaiaLyte utilizes.  When you use this for
larger projects you will want to move, possibly, to larger containers but the process is so uncom-
plicated as to find the smaller containers quite suitable for home use.]

If a few drops of food coloring are added, the whole vortex appears to come alive.  Not only can its
rhythmic pulsation be observed, but layers of internal formative surfaces can be seen spinning much more
rapidly than external ones, which themselves form corkscrew patterns reminiscent of the spirals inside
conch shells or on the surface of various African antelope horns, all of which are built to scale on the basis
of the Fibonacci series: 1,2,3,5,8,11...

In the vortical flows of water, says Flanagan, reside the secrets of its great sensitivity to cosmic force
and its power as a bearer of formative living processes.

“When you read Schwenk’s book,” said Flanagan, “you realize the organs of every living thing are
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parts of frozen vortices.  Schwenk gives example after example of vortexial formative processes in nature
and comes to the conclusion that the vortex formation is tuned to the warp and woof of the Universal
matrix.  This accords with ancient Vedic texts written millennia ago in the Indian subcontinent that indicate
the shape of the Universe as ellipsoidal.”

In the monumental ten-volume work, Wave Theory: Discovery of the Cause of Gravitation, pub-
lished in 1943, T.J.J. See, an American professor of mathematics who in the 1930s was in charge of the
twenty-six-inch Equatorial Telescope at the U.S. Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C., showed that
the entire physical universe revolves around a geometric figure known as a rectangular hyperbola, which
also defines the curve of a water vortex.  This basic curve, says Flanagan, was discovered by See to
represent many phenomena, including the inverse-square law of electromagnetics; the laws of magnetism,
gravity, and planetary motion; the temperature of the sun at any given point from the center outward; and—
most important to the subject at hand—the surface-to-volume relationships and the structuring forces
binding all matter.

When Wilhelm Reich, once considered by Sigmund Freud his most brilliant disciple, nevertheless
broke with the psychoanalytic movement to make his momentous discovery of a life energy, “orgone”,
related by some to Steiner’s “chemical ether”, he found it to be made of Kreiselwelle, or spiral waves.  In
his book Cosmic Superimposition Reich describes the creation of matter from the throat of cosmic
vortices, such as nebulae.

In his laboratory, Flanagan demonstrates the cosmic properties of a vortex.  Closer examination eerily
reveals that the circulating water in its laws of movement is a miniature copy of the solar system, and, on a
larger scale, is reflected in the great stellar nebulae, as Reich already showed in Cosmic Superimposition.

Schwenk pointed to other properties of the vortex, suggesting cosmic connections.  One such connec-
tion can be revealed by affixing a pointer, like a compass needle, to a wood chip.  As it circles, the pointer
always points in the direction in which it was originally aimed when the chip hit the water.  Like the
compass needle, it is constantly directed to a single point in infinite space.  According to Schwenk, this is
a clear indication of how a vortex is oriented as if it were held in place by mysterious cosmic threads.

Fascinated by Kolisko’s experiments, which showed changes produced in crystallization of mineral
salts by planetary transits, Flanagan realized the same cosmic energies could be captured in water under-
going turbulent chaotic movement or vortical flow, and—most important—that these energies would re-
main in the water after the flow ceased until the water was again agitated violently enough to disrupt them.

When the velocity of a vortex increases, the diameter of its throat gets smaller.  In a perfect vortex, as
the diameter approaches zero, the velocity in the physical universe is impossible, something has to give.  In
the case of water, its molecules begin to dissociate into vapor, releasing electric charge.  And here comes
the first clue to what could be so mysteriously charging the Steinerian BD 500 with electric energy.

What happens, Flanagan explained, is that the hydrogen bonds of water molecules subjected to such
stress are stretched like rubber bands; at which point they absorb planetary forces, which, as the molecule
snaps back into shape are retained and energize the molecule.  This goes a long way toward explaining
Steiner’s and Kolisko’s planetary forces energizing the BD preps.
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To find out just how much charge is generated by a vortex four inches in diameter, Flanagan lowered
a thin specially shielded wire electrode into the center of its vortical throat, being careful not to allow the
wire to touch the water.  By means of another electrode touching the water he was able, when the vortex
was moving at approximately one thousand revolutions per minute, to record a charge of more than ten
thousand volts emitted from its swirling water: quite a boost from the cosmos.

As for the telluric forces that affect the BD preps while they are buried, in the 1930s an intrepid
German physicist, Paul E. Dobler, showed that water moving in constricted underground passages radi-
ates energy in what was then called an X-band of the electromagnetic spectrum, X because nobody then
had the spectrometric equipment to differentiate any signal in this part of the infrared band of radiation.  As
set forth in the first of two books—most copies of which were destroyed by the Nazis—Dobler was able
to demonstrate mysterious Earth rays, such as are said to radiate from the Sedona vortices, by using a
highly polished enameled aluminum plate inscribed with the words Unterirdische Wasserader, or “Under-
ground Watercourse”.

Combined with X-ray film and positioned on the surface of the ground over where a vein of water was
known to be flowing, the film became exposed to Earth rays via the aluminum, and when developed gave
a clear picture of the words “Underground Watercourse”.  Physicists repeated Dobler’s experiment, but
were so perplexed by the results they rejected them because “physics recognizes no such radiation”.  [H:
Well, readers, that is why you are still working in the dark ages while your enemies are working
in future shock!]

Continuing to work on the problem of vortices, Flanagan found that the vessel best suited to contain a
vortex was one designed as a mathematical complement to See’s rectangular hyperbola: a type of ellip-
soid.  His device, called a vortex tangential amplifier,  was put to work in 1983 to create what Flanagan
describes as a “perfect vortex”, allowing newly-formed colloids containing all the ingredients found in both
human mother’s milk and in fresh fruits and berries to be fed into the vortex, where they became subjected
to forces he says are creatable in no other way.  These forces lower the surface tension of water treated
with the colloidal mix—all the way down to an all-time low of 26 dynes per centimeter, the same as for
ethyl alcohol.

“But very low tensions are not necessarily good,” he explained, “in that when they get too low they are
far from equilibrium.  Over a period of time they lose energy and revert to water with a normal surface
tension.  We found that if we produced a water with a tension of 38—lower than the 45 created by
washing-machine detergents—it has a stability that could last for years, perhaps as long as a century.

Flanagan based his statement on the fact that colloidal chemistry has discovered that large-sized col-
loids tend to “bounce around” and lose their electric charge, but tiny ones retain a charge, called a Zeta-
potential, that is optimally long-lasting.

Thomas Riddick, a pioneer colloid chemist who formed his own Zeta-Meter company in New York,
says that the Zeta-potential is a basic law of nature; it plays a vital role in plant and animal life to maintain
a discreteness among billions of circulating cells that nourish the organism.  The whole human body is made
up of colloids, and all its flows are based on electric attractions.  Blood cells have a protective coating of
albumen, which then coagulate and get sluggish, eventually dying.  But, if you are able to take in highly
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charged colloids from fresh food—or from Hunza water—they help enhance the overall negative electric
charge on the blood cells.

By adding one ounce of his newly-made colloidal mixture with its 38 surface tension to a gallon of
distilled water, Flanagan has been able to create a product with a surface tension of 55 to 65 that he feels
may have the same positive biological effects on living organisms as does the Hunza water.”  By June 1988,
a professor at the University of Minnesota, Kenneth Reed, had found, through the use of an electron
microscope scanner, that photos of Flanagan’s colloids taken at magnifications of 25,000X and with a
resolution of 1/10 micron were able to show that, unlike silica particles that have angular shapes, the
colloids are spherical in shape.  But they are so small it has not yet been possible to measure their exact
dimensions.

To find out, he allowed his thirteen-year-old bitch, “Wishes”, a 115-pound cross between a St. Ber-
nard and a Great Dane, to drink nothing but “Hunza” water imbued with what he calls his “Crystal Energy
Concentrate”.  Within just three weeks, the enfeebled dog, which previously had to be lifted over logs on
the trail in the forest behind the house, was able to leap them by herself.  In Ohio, one of Flanagan’s friends
gave the treated water to a valuable thoroughbred stallion so old he could only get a live foal once in three
breedings.  Soon after being put on the water, the horse, whose coat went from dull to shiny, was impreg-
nating all his mares without a miss.  Given the same water, the mares also had such easy births that often the
stable men would arrive to find newborn foals on their feet, though no signs of labor had been evident in
their dams the previous evening.  Race horses known as “bleeders”—because their lungs are so weak they
emit blood from their nostrils as they run—showed no more bloodletting symptoms after a regime on
Flanagan’s water.

More important to humans, and especially to secretaries, authors, and all those obliged to face a
computer terminal for hours on end, is the risk, according to specialist John Ott, of having their red blood
corpuscles coagulate or clump into aggregated masses the French call rouleaux.  Flanagan videotapes,
taken through a microscope in his laboratory, show such masses disaggregating in a matter of minutes after
ingestion of his water.

While these extraordinary biological results are as yet no more than empirical, strict “double-blind”
tests not having yet been attempted, laboratory trials run in Minnesota proved incontrovertibly that Flanagan
water has amazing structuring properties.  Professor Kenneth Reed, head of the University of Minnesota’s
department of mineral engineering, examining the colloidal particles in Flanagan’s water with an electron
microscope found them to be “a hundred times more active and stronger than the particles in any known
surfactant due to a much greater dispersal capability in suspension.”

In this instance the test subject was neither animal nor human, but plain old cement or—mixed with
other aggregates such as sand or gravel—concrete.  Made with ordinary water, a block of cement, thor-
oughly dried, has a resistance, prior to cracking or sundering, of 8,400 pounds per square inch.  Add only
a thimbleful of Flanagan’s water to each gallon and a half of ordinary water in the mixer, and the same
cement has a resistance of 12,300 psi.

In another trial, called a slump test—basically a measure of air content in partially liquid cement—it
was found that the normally “entrapped” air, which makes cement weaker, was only 30 percent compared
to 70 percent with ordinary water.  Remarkably, the treated cement contained less water: with greater
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plasticity or flow capacity it is also 30 percent lighter than the untreated and, because much less acid, less
corrosive to steel embedded in concrete.  It also does not burn the hands and arms of construction
workers who use it in such jobs as stuccoing.  Extended testing of the new cement was undertaken at the
Lafarge Concrete Company, largest of its kind in Canada, where a Finnish-born expert and consultant
declared he could hardly believe the results produced by Flanagan’s water.  So hard is the ensuing con-
crete that it is being considered as the best possible casing for highly toxic waste.

Flanagan says the electric charge on his colloids is so well protected they do not become unstable even
if frozen, boiled, autoclaved, microwaved, irradiated by gamma rays, or immersed in powerful cationic
electrolytes.  He found this out, after exposing them to such influences, by measuring their electrical charge
in a U-shaped glass tube, a type of electrophoresis cell in which colloids, if overcharged positively or
negatively, will migrate to one of two poles.

Using this simple system, Flanagan established a direct relationship between Zeta-potential, surface
tension, and the structuring effect on water.

When Flanagan viewed the Australian film on Podolinsky that shows the 500 stirring process, he at
once saw the connection with his own research, and his explanation of what occurs is at last comprehen-
sible in lay terms.  “Steiner’s idea that an energy enters the water each time the direction of stirring is
reversed is right on the mark,” said Patrick with excitement.  “I, too, have run tests with reversing vortexes
but, in my case, I have an instrument that creates instantaneous reversal and I’ve measured the electromag-
netic charges involved.”

Flanagan further cleared up the mechanics of how the vortex is actually created.  “What is first formed
in the Australian BD stirring machine is not a true vortex, but a parabolic curve called a paraboloid of
rotation.  Actually an egg shape, it relates to Steiner’s idea that eggs and other ovoid forms such as
walnuts or pecans are receptacles for the life energy suggested by Reich.”

It is only when the machine stops and reverses that, if one looks closely, the parabola is seen to
collapse instantaneously, and only just preceding the onset of what Podolinsky calls “chaos” does it then
form a perfect vortex.

“The wide, deep center of the paraboloid collapses,” said Flanagan.  “It virtually implodes toward the
center, at the time of reversal.  It then creates for an instant a tiny vortex throat, which disappears into foam
and chaos.  It looks like chaos, but you must know that any time it’s created in water, it’s filled with millions
and millions, if not billions, of small vortexes.  Also we have a certain amount of energy involved here, the
energy of revolution rotating this tremendous fluid mass in one direction.  When the direction abruptly
reverses, where does that energy go?  It has to be absorbed into the hydrogen bonds of the water and be
absorbed onto the particles of the 500, rendering them colloidal, and readily ingestible by both the
microorganisms and the hungry single-celled root hairs of plants.”

That Steiner was onto a phenomenon somehow familiar to peasants in the old country is clear from the
testimony of Viktor Schauberger, a forester who spent a lifetime observing the behavior of water in virgin
tracts of forest in his native Austria and also in Bavaria.  In a biographical book on Living Water, Swedish
author Olof Alexanderson includes Schauberger’s description of how liquid vortices are associated with
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strange energy discharges such as halos, ball lightning, and a levitational force capable of bringing heavy
egg-shaped stones up from the bottom of a stream to its surface, where they float on top of the vortices.
[H: Getting any ideas yet??]  It is the levitational energy, said Schauberger, that allows fish to
leap over high waterfalls from the agitated pools formed by the cascading water below them.

Schauberger was the first to refer to the creation in nature of Edlewassor, or “live water”, the artificial
production of which he effected in his laboratory with egg-shaped “vortex reaction chambers”, also called
“implosion chambers”, because the energy developed within them was centripetal (acting toward a center)
instead of centrifugal (acting away from a center).  “Live water” is the name given by dowsers to the
flowing water they detect in underground veins that emits the radiation discovered by Dobler not detect-
able by dowsers in water coursing through an ordinary pipe.  Schauberger maintained that the implosive,
centripetal energy was the basis for life, whereas its opposite was the cause of decay and destruction—
patently exemplified by atomic explosions.  His cosmological outlook insisted that all our technology
should be harmonizingly “going with the flow of Nature” rather than forcing actions contrary to natural
motions.

Brought up, like Steiner, in the countryside, Schauberger took as much inspiration from the observa-
tions and practices of simple peasants as from the academically-schooled who hardly ever left the city.

In an essay, Natural Farming, he recounted a visit made to an old farmer whose harvests were
superior to any in the region, but who was considered a little touched in the head by everyone in the
community.

“It happened one day, as darkness was coming on,” wrote Schauberger, “that I came to the farmer’s
house.  In the courtyard I met the somewhat unsympathetic son and inquired after his father.  ‘The old one
is in the back of the house,’ the young man answered with an unfriendly gesture.  ‘Shout loud enough and
he will come.’”

Schauberger found the old father standing in front of a wooden barrel as large as three or four buckets,
singing in a weird voice.  At the same time, he was stirring the contents of the barrel with a huge wooden
spoon.  It was not really a song he was singing, but rather a musical scale, rich in tone, ranging from falsetto
to double bass.  This the old man did as he bent over the barrel, singing loudly down into it.  As he went up
the scale, he rotated the spoon in an anti-clockwise motion.  When his voice deepened, he changed the
direction of the rotation of the spoon.

Schauberger says he thought to himself there had to be some reason for all this.

The farmer did not hear me coming, and after I had watched him for a considerable time, I was
curious as to what he was stirring.  Unnoticed, I came up to the barrel and glanced inside; there
was nothing there except clear water.  Eventually the old man noticed me, nodded in reply to my
greeting, and continued to stir without pause.

My glance alternated between the farmer and the contents of the barrel.  With a flick of his
hand, he would throw bits of loamy soil into the barrel as he continued to stir the liquid first to the
right and then to the left.  At the same time he sang quite loudly and not altogether pleasantly into
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the open container.  His stirring the water finished, the farmer loaded his barrel onto an ox-drawn
cart and, proceeding into his fields, would dip a palm-frond into it and sprinkle the water accumu-
lated on it onto the ground in very fine distillations, not unlike a priest who sprinkles water on his
communicants.  Eventually the water evaporated leaving exceedingly fine crystals which carried a
negative charge.  These crystals attracted rays from all directions and then gave them out again.

Schauberger noted that the farmer had, through trial and error, learned at what pitch his voice would
set up a resonance with the shape of the barrel that would stimulate the molecular vibration of its contents.
The practice, called in German Tonsingen—”singing to clay”—was done at specific times, principally
immediately after planting and firming of seed in the soil, at just this or that side of Eastertide.

When Flanagan read Schauberger’s account he was so struck by the apparent similarity of the old
peasant’s stirring treatment of his water with a colloidal substance and the one shown in the Australian film
that he wondered whether Rudolf Steiner, who was also raised in the Austrian countryside, might not have
derived his knowledge from the same kind of Tonsinger—”clay singer”—as the one described by Viktor
Schauberger.

“It is also interesting,” said Flanagan, “that the Earth travels through space in a vortical manner.  Like
the other planets, it circles the sun at about thirty kilometers per second.  Constantly and rectilinearly, it is
also moving in space toward the constellation of Hercules at twenty kilometers per second.  The combi-
nation of these two movements produces a helicoid trajectory, as beautifully shown by the Italian scientist
Giorgio Piccardi, whose animated model revealing it was set up at the Brussels World’s Fair in 1958.”

A single calculation shows that the speed of the Earth’s spiral trajectory reaches a maximum in March
and a minimum in September, at approximately the time the cow horns are disintered, depending on
whether they are buried in the Earth’s Northern or Southern Hemisphere.  Could this, Flanagan wondered,
somehow be related to the energy-charging effect in the cow horns?

Flanagan further related the 500 stirring process to the work of Russo-Belgian scientist Ilya Prigogine,
author of Order Out of Chaos, who won a Nobel Prize for showing that, in a particular type of chemical
reaction, chaotic forces in open systems create highly structured order.  The kind of environment in which
chaos leads to order is called “dissipative structure” which, as Flanagan points out, is characterized by any
crystalline structure.

“The energy of chaos,” says Flanagan, “transmitted into the water’s liquid crystals, and absorbed by
them, could only, a la Prigogine, destroy the crystalline structures or bring them into a higher state of
order.”

Steiner, with his vortex, his chaos, and his stirring, may well have been toying, knowingly or not, with
the vortical and ellipsoidal sources of life.

[END OF QUOTING]

Friends, we can offer, within the next few weeks, some new products and the apparatus you can utilize to
make your own “vortex” water at home, along with the proper additives to make it wholly electrolytic if
you like.
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This apparatus cannot, however, replace the MicroWater machine which separates the acidic water from
the alkaline.  However, you will get the SAME beneficial properties and charged water.  I always suggest
you add a couple of drops of OxySol and GaiaCol and/or Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade for purifi-
cation) to whatever water you are using.  This insures that any parasites and microorganisms are killed.
Most cannot live in the charged water—but why take a chance when you NEED the additives ANY-
WAY?

Further, if you add a teaspoon of Gaiandriana per gallon of the water to be charged you will increase the
frequency immensely and allow for further colloidalization of the mineral content of the water.  After
“vortexing” the water it can be heated (but I prefer not boiled) for drinks and/or chilled.  The more times
you complete the cycling—the better the charge-holding capacity of the liquid.  I further suggest that you
use this water to dilute any or all concentrates.  Do not use carbonated beverages, however, or you will
have a mess to clean up off everything in the room.  Just use common sense but experiment, experiment,
experiment!  You can add your vitamins and other supplements in tiny amounts to this water and cut back
by quantity of the supplements AND get it into colloidal form.

May the Vortex Force be with you.  Salu and good morning.
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CHAPTER  2

REC  #1    HATONN

SUN., JUN. 30, 1996    7:45 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 319

SUN.,  JUNE 30,  1996

CHAOS  IN  HIGH  PLACES?

No chaos is present at the Bilderberg meetings!  No chaos is present at the planning meetings of any of the
Elite World of the Would-be Kings.  Chaos is pronounced as your penalty for existing as you reach the
vortex of your cycle to Truth or Consequences.

I am going to begin this writing by asking you who have an “inquiring” mind and like to acquire good
reference books and Elite listings, to get: Who’s Who of the Elite.  I’ve referred to this volume prior to
now but I find that even with the Bilderberg meeting just over—nobody seems to have known about the
meeting or who in the world are the Bilderbergers.

This book is as current as you can get but, of course, things and lists change as people change.  This book
can be gotten from RIE, 1700-A, R.R. 12, Suite 325, San Marcos, Texas 78666.  They do accept VISA
and Mastercard or you may order by Money Order or Bank Draft.  Total prices including tax, shipping
and handling:

Texas 29.73
All other states 27.60
Canada 30.73
United Kingdom 36.66

The book lists Council on Foreign Relations, Trilateral Commission AND SKULL AND BONES Society
members as well as Bilderberger members.  And, readers, get ready for a SHOCK as you find every
notable name you thought you never wanted to know about, listed within.

Because you are in the final takeover days by the Elite controllers, it is long past time to RECOGNIZE
YOUR MASTERS.  I am only in the “information” mode for, of all the things I am NOT, violent is one of
them.  You cannot win anything through violence for you only beget more violence, death and destruction.
KNOWING is half the battle to freedom and Creative Knowing is the answer—not war.  Bring the dark-
seeking entities into the LIGHT OF KNOWING in recognition BY THE PUBLIC of their acts and
atrocities, thefts and wars and they scatter like roaches when a light is turned on in an infested pantry.

Why do our own enemies flap and struggle so when we simply defend our mandatory actions of fiduciary
responsibilities in our own stream of evolving circumstances?  Because they cannot stand the TRUTH to
be shown.  Books and records have been offered to various ones of the counter-crew, also to Judges in
court, wherein they immediately fell into the hands of George Green and every bit of personal and private
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information about EVERYONE was mailed to his mailing lists, adversarial attorneys and then, out of
context, used against us to somehow prove we are “evil”!  No thank you.  We call things as they fall and
happen and you are welcome to all information—except that which is PRIVATE to “another”.

If you cannot recognize your adversary then you have no way to accomplish that which you CLAIM to
want.  This is true of Mr. Fort as well as for any readers in any circumstance.  Leon Fort claims to “just
want” his Mother’s money back, which SHE HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH HANDLING FROM
ONSET, but he continues to force the issue with a most incredibly unethical attorney who joins forces with
such as Green and Horton.  Until you, Leon, can find the culprits in your own vandalism and conspiracy
(yes indeed, “conspiracy” is the term), you cannot possibly hope to have that to which you claim to wish to
aspire.  You literally TIE THE HANDS OF THOSE YOU WANT TO SERVE YOUR WISHES AND
THEN, INCREDIBLY ENOUGH, YOU DISALLOW ANY SOLUTION TO BE FULFILLED.  What-
ever you may “think” you were after in the onset—CHANGED WITH THE ACQUISITION OF THOSE
WHO WOULD DESTROY “EVERYONE’S” POSITION TO GAIN FOR SELVES—AT YOUR
EXPENSE.  Ask George Green to explain how he can steal $400,000 in gold coins and bury them in his
back yard, owe promissory notes (without any side agreements at all) and refuse to honor them so people
could have funds returned, as in your instance, and continue into infinity to have himself and his attorneys
grasping at totally unbelievable tactics to continue these cases into that same infinity.  Ask Green to explain
the workings of CORPORATION FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY for he has many corporations and
manipulates them like a magician, does not honor any of his commitments (even to you, never has and
never will) and perhaps you can better explain WHY you might have problems.  I wonder if you actually
believe that if “you” got all “your” funds this day—you would get them?  No, you signed your business in
the matter over to George Abbott—and he will get your funds in the end just like he got your $40,000.
Think about it!  And now, he is joined, without standing or interest, by Green and Horton—with Green
managing the case because, as he told that party whom you slander, Paul L., that “Horton is so stupid that
I have to tell him what to do...”  Those three are now referred to as the Three Stooges of the Bar and the
two attorneys are called Abbott and Costello because Horton is entering documents in the court in cases
in which he has NO LEGAL ENTRY—even before Mr. Abbott gets his own into the court—LATE
AS USUAL—using an excuse of not having affidavits, etc., which are NOT, of course, AFTER Green
through Horton has already sent them to the court, screaming for an instant receivership while Abbott
whines for an extension of time.  On this planet only George Green could coordinate with such chaos.

Now, you people go right on and do what you wish about these things.  I asked if the staff would run your
objections as jotted on the FAX you sent, Ann and Leon, but I have no response so we will make available
the FAX for anyone who will pick it up.  Or, if you will supply a quantity for insertion and the extra cost of
postage, the mailers might wish to serve your needs.  You will, however, need to clear that with Dr. Young,
Mr. Martin and Mr. Moorhead.

We are still working on funding which appears, this time, to be making great progress and with parties high
enough in their own game to get it done—and that means abundance and Ekkers’ ability to get out of this
nightmare.  They have done the work; they will have rewards also, even if YOU don’t like it.  They have
been left holding the bag for the ones who have run off with the loot and will be very happy to have that
behind them.  And by the way, to you who disclaim any agreements on the “doubling of gold” or “$800”,
I have terrible news for you—there certainly ARE THOSE AGREEMENTS—even if you have chosen to
“lose” yours.  In the instance of Sharri, the very amount $800 plays a major part of the agreements and are
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reflected fully in the corporation records.  You who MISLED her, deserve to be paying for any inconve-
nience or discomfort she might be experiencing.  YOU did it as directly, through your prattlings, advice
giving, urgings and uninformed gossip, as if each of you snitched the records away from the corporation
agent.  This, by the way, in legal language, constitutes, whether or not you like it: Conspiracy, and in these
instances with involvement of Green, Abbott and Horton—Little RICO.  YOU are within that conspiracy
[any time you have two or more working at a project, legal or otherwise to benefit at the cost of another or
to engage in unethical or unlawful acts, you have a “conspiracy”] if you work with Green, lie for Green, or
enter untruthful affidavits, you ARE A CONSPIRATOR, WHETHER OR NOT YOU LIKE THE DEFI-
NITION.

I consider that nobody, however, OWES GEORGE ABBOTT one more cent of even YOUR funds,
Leon.  When we can work out a plan that does not involve Abbott, Horton or Green, then and only then
can we work out any plan, and at the rate they enter garbage into the courts—that day is not likely to ever
get here.  When funding is achieved, as it should be by late August, we will see to it that ESTHER (whose
funds you claim we hold) GETS HERS.  THIS IS THE ONLY WAY WE CAN ASSURE THAT ABBOTT
DOES NOT TAKE ALL OF HER ASSETS.  Since YOUR claim, Leon, is that the funds that you used
through YOUR corporation belong to your family, then the family should be the recipients and NOT
YOUR CORPORATION so that Abbott can gain through the lien he already has placed against
your assets!  As for Ann Beam, who seems to be so busy at attending YOUR BUSINESS, Leon, I find
no reference to her claim to anything of yours or Esther’s and it seems quite an interesting arrangement
from one who simply claims to want balance within God as has been offered against whatever we do to try
to appease your anger.

You also continue to refer to me as having some kind of “cult”.  That comes, I suppose, from Green who
HAS been written up in the media about having a “following for his cult”.  So, do YOU belong to Green’s
cult?  How about Annie’s Cult?  Perhaps the Hayes-Beaumont cult?  Maybe it is the Ence/Enz cult?  If
there are any friendly gatherings for any purpose, especially meditation, it has to be a cult, does it not?
Moreover, if you speak of God, god, spirits or any related “occult” topic—it is considered today, to be a
cult.  Silly in my inquiry?  No, this is what is coming from the snitching, law reports, dirty tricks, and
vandalism activities of which your own friends are a part, recognized, and known.  Perhaps you would like
us to refer to your friends who are with you as—Leon’s cult?  How about Ann’s occult cult?  Sits hard,
doesn’t it?  Well, it sits hard here as well.

Ence/Enz said IN HIS LEGAL AFFIDAVIT that the Ekkers had their bags packed and ready to “take
off”.  He said they were in the back of their basement—waiting.  Come on, people, the Ekkers haven’t
gone ANYWHERE, even to visit family, in ten years.  Do you actually think that such affidavits can
possibly hold any water in a court of law?  Even if we just work on assumptions—how could Rod Ence/
Enz know whether or not there were packed bags in the “back of Ekkers’ basement”?  Or, did he also
have a lot to do with missing funds and records—OUT OF EKKERS’ BASEMENT?  YOU CANNOT
HAVE IT “BOTH” WAYS.

Also, doesn’t Sharri know what is going on?  She signs in an affidavit that her brother had nothing to do
with anything, including corporations—WHILE HIS ORIGINAL SIGNATURE IS ON THE CHANGE
OF AGENT DOCUMENTS FROM RENO.  Regardless of ANYTHING ELSE, you cannot handle
corporations in such a careless and unlawful manner.  How did YOU get those terrible Ekkers off your
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corporation, Leon??  And what a relief it was for them to hand the paperwork over to you for they didn’t
like being a corporation structuring party for you, or anyone else.  However, if a Director or an Officer
learns of ANY mishandling OF THE CORPORATION PAPERS, FOR ANY CORPORATION WITH
WHICH THEY ARE/WERE INVOLVED, THEY WILL TAKE THE RESPONSIBILITY, BY LAW,
TO ATTEND THE MISHANDLING BY OTHER PARTIES AGAINST THEM AND THE CORPO-
RATION.  THIS IS THE LAW AND ULTIMATELY IT WILL STAND IN THE COURTS OF LAW.

I DO NOT SERVE MY ADVERSARY!!!

Now back, please, to the discussion about the Elite groups abounding in the Puppet Master’s quarters.  In
reference I will offer the Preface from the above named book, by Robert Gaylon Ross, Sr.

From: WHO’S  WHO  OF  THE  ELITE

[QUOTING:]

PREFACE

My first exposure to the Elite, the people who really run this country, was in 1972 when I first read
None Dare Call It Conspiracy, by Gary Allen.  A friend gave me a copy of this book, asked me to read
it, and to give it some thought.  I was heavily involved in starting up a new company, and had little interest
in political affairs at the time.  However, I agreed to read it.  After getting started, I became very interested,
and could not stop reading until it was finished.  This book remained in my subconscious until about 1988,
when my concern for the direction that our country was headed began to increase.

I began to write letters to both my state and federal representatives regarding things that bothered me.
My letters were answered (if they were answered at all) by low-level clerks who were hired to read and
answer letters from the constituents.  This prompted me to write a book titled What’s Wrong In The
United States And How To Fix It.  While conducting the research for this book, I began to run into
sources that included brief information about the shadow government that really controls what happens
around the world.  After finishing the writing of the draft of the first book (which will be published later), I
could not rest until I found out more about this hidden oligarchy.

In order to head-off those who would brand me a radical leftist, radical rightist, or other terms de-
signed to discredit me (the Elite’s favorite defense is to “shoot the messenger”), I must declare that I am an
active charter member of “United We Stand America” (UWSA), but not an active or inactive member of
any other political or religious group of any kind.  Moreover, my membership in UWSA is coincidental,
and my opinions are strictly mine alone, and have no connection with this fine, independent organization.

I hold a BS degree in Industrial Engineering from Texas A & M University.  After graduating, I ac-
cepted a commission as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Army Security Agency (ASA), a branch of the National
Security Agency (NSA), which is a part of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).  My military training
was in the field of cryptoanalysis (the breaking of codes), and I served as a unit commander on the
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) in the Chorwan Valley of South Korea from 1956 to 1957 (after the fighting
had ceased).
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Upon leaving active duty, I began my professional career in the petroleum industry.  I served as an
Industrial Engineer for ten years until being promoted into management, and was a manufacturing Plant
Manager for over ten years.  The remaining seventeen years of my career have been as an International
Management Consultant, working in the US, Japan, Mexico, Canada, England, and Iran.  The only reason
for relating my personal history is to try to set the theme for this book.  I pride myself for my ability to back
away from a problem and look at the big picture.  Often, this approach will reveal an entirely different
image than the one presented by micro analysis.  For example, you can be blindfolded and place your nose
against the side of an animal.  When the blindfold is removed, you can see hair and smell an animal.  But
what kind?  You can guess that it is a horse, cow, deer, or other animal, but you cannot be sure.  Only after
you back far enough away, can you see that it is, in fact, a moose.

The common thread of my formal education, military training and experience, my engineering training,
plus my extensive business management and consulting background is to look for patterns of facts and
events when trying to solve military codes and/or business problems.  I have amassed quite an extensive
database (although it is extremely difficult to discover information about secret organizations) on the Elite,
and have studied it very carefully.  My concern is that we are losing control of this great nation, and the
world as well, to a group that cares nothing about the present or future quality of life of the majority of
citizens of this country, or the rest of the world.  The Elite are guided by greed, and their insatiable need for
control, influence and power.

This is my first book on the subject of the Elite.  My second undertaking on this subject is a companion
book to be titled They Don’t Dare Let Us Tell The People.  This companion book contains an expanded
history of the Elite, the Bilderbergers (BB), Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), and Trilateral Commis-
sion (TC) organizations, their goals, objectives and their projects in the past, present, and future.

My first inclination was to write just one book with the member lists contained in the index.  As this
book grew in size, and the lists grew as well, I decided that it would be more advantageous to split the
information into two companion books; one providing the details regarding their connections with these
organizations, their positions with these organizations, their “day job” titles, and their employers or affilia-
tions.

The advantage of this approach of splitting the information into two companion books was that the
book on details about the Elite, They Don’t Dare Let Us Tell The People, might be read once, and then
placed on the book shelf for future reference.  The list of names of the Elite, Who’s Who of the Elite,
should be kept handy by the chair the reader uses while reading and/or watching the news on television.
As different people appear in newspaper print, or on the TV, the reader or observer should reach for
Who’s Who Of The Elite to see if the persons prominent to the news are members, or not.  The people in
the news never begin their discussions with disclaimers, such as, “I am a member of the Bilderberg orga-
nization, and would like to give you my opinions of the following subjects from the perspective of a
member of this Elite organization.  My opinion on this subject is...”

I thought that it would be helpful to the reader if I also added the list of members of The Skull & Bones
Society, as presented in America’s Secret Establishment, by Antony C. Sutton, 1986.  Apparently, this
was one of the stepping stones into the BB, CFR and TC.
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It is extremely important that the reader understands that this book is absolutely NOT intended to
incite violent actions by anyone, for any reason.

Wanton attacks on innocent people, violent revolution or armed insurrection is not the answer.  The
bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City is heinous and absolutely unforgivable.  This was the act
of a very troubled, deranged, evil and isolated small group of radical extremist, violent criminals.  [H: Or
it is the act of the Elite-controlled services intentionally planting unrest, terror and mandating a
close-down of all freedoms.]  The Elite-controlled media immediately took this terrible event as an
excuse to first blame foreigners, and then, later, to try to place the blame on the many Militias that have
formed around the country.  At the date of publication of this book, there has not been one shred of
evidence to link any Militia organization to this tragedy.  [H: There has now, however, been a mountain
of information and evidence that links all of the Elite to the incident.]

Any violent effort to rid the U.S. and the rest of the world of the control of the Elite is a mistake, for at
least the following reasons:

1. It is wrong.  It is wrong to break our laws, and to endanger innocent people by violent acts.

2. It is illogical.  It is impossible for any armed group to defeat the military capabilities of the Elite.  It
is my opinion that they own the U.S. military, NATO, the Secret Service, the CIA, the Supreme court, and
many of the lower courts.  They appear to control, either directly or indirectly, most of the state, country
and local law enforcement agencies.  To ignore this is pure lunacy.  Those who blew-up the federal building
in Oklahoma City clearly fit this lunacy description.

Nevertheless, the heinous act in Oklahoma City should not deter us from using every moral, ethical,
political and legal process at our disposal, in order to stop the Elite takeover of the U.S. and the rest of the
world.

[END OF QUOTING]

I am laying some foundation, if possible, for you readers who maybe don’t know what I am talking about
when I offer you some startling information about such things as the recent Bilderberg meeting in Canada.
If you have no idea what in the world that is, how can you make sense out of the information?

Even as I turn to offer information on that meeting right now, I am in realization that a whole bunch of new
readers will still have no idea of that which I write other than “just another group” type of input.  I find that
the very ones who claimed to want information and sharing from their acquaintanceship with me, fail to
even do the least amount of investigation into their OWN BUSINESS to come up with FACTS,
DOCUMENTATION and/or any other information which can shed light onto their own inner-business.  If
you REFUSE data input and continually gain ONLY from the liars sent to mislead you in the first place—
how can you function in clarity of thought and action?  Just as EVERYTHING about the Ekkers is laid
right out for anyone who wishes to study the files and cases—so too, is information available if you citizens
will simply study and do your investigation.  If you refuse to study facts and documentation—then you are
destined to remain ignorant and misinformed.  You can claim and shout and label us “liars” and anything
else you choose but in the ending it is you who becomes considered the “fool” as you tout back the
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misinformation fed to you by those on, supposedly, “your side”.  The enemy who wants something FROM
YOU, will always feed you misinformation/disinformation to insure your participation in whatever game he
is hoping to win—with these Elite groups—the prize is YOUR WORLD.

I believe I need to give descriptions of these groups so that what we write about later will make better
sense and then I petition each of you to get one of the membership books and keep it handy.

Will you find any of our local adversaries on these listings?  No, good grief, they are tiny gnats and are in
far more trouble with the Elite over their silly actions than you can imagine because they cause focus to be
drawn to that to which the Elite don’t want attention drawn.

We have a little meeting this afternoon to share a bit of ice cream and apple pie and give thoughtful attention
to America’s birthday.  You have no Independence, even from England, but the thought in the heart for
Freedom and Sovereignty is alive within the hearts of “HER” people.  May honor and Truth return to
America who once had such promise for the future of the world.  Therefore, we will write until we need to
leave and pick up later as is necessary.

Again from the book: Who’s Who Of The Elite.  Robert Gaylon Ross, Sr., C: 1995.

[QUOTING:]

BRIEF  DESCRIPTIONS
of

BILDERBERG,  COUNCIL  ON  FOREIGN  RELATIONS
and

TRILATERAL  COMMISSION  ORGANIZATIONS

The brief description of the major US Elite organizations, the Bilderbergs (BB), Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR), and Trilateral Commission (TC), in this book were intended to be brief.  For more
details, refer to my companion book, They Don’t Dare Let Us Tell The People.  The fundamental differ-
ences between these three Elite secret organization are:

1. The BB members are largely from Eastern Europe, Northern Africa, Turkey, Greece, the Scandina-
vian countries, the US and Canada.

2. The CFR members were originally from the New York City area, but later expanded to include
Washington, DC, and then the rest of the US.  Shortly thereafter, the Canadians were included.  They are
now considering expanding their membership to include other countries, probably Mexico, Chili, Brazil,
Argentina, and others.

3. The TC members come from all the same above areas, but in this case the Japanese were included
because of their dominance of the banking industry.

4. The BB’s are the most secretive of the three.  When they meet, they clear out all the people in the
buildings in which they are to meet, they completely de-bug all the rooms, bring in their own cooks,
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waiters, housekeepers, heavily armed security guards, etc., and do not allow outsiders anywhere near the
meeting place just before, during and immediately after they meet.  They claim that there are no written
records taken of their discussions, but The Spotlight has occasionally acquired very detailed documents
that prove otherwise.  The attendees are required to maintain complete and absolute secrecy regarding
their deliberations.  Liberty Lobby’s crack investigative reporters on The Spotlight have positioned a
mole within the BB that somehow acquires a copy of the invitation list and often a copy of the agenda, but
have never penetrated the actual meetings (to date).  [H: Interestingly enough, THIS YEAR, THIS
MONTH, THEY DID!]  Each time that they have met on US soil, the meetings were held on
Rockefeller property.

The other differences and similarities are covered in the following brief descriptions:

BILDERBERG  GROUP  (BB)

Liberty Lobby, Inc., 300 Independence Ave., SE, Washington, D.C. 20003, publishes a weekly news-
paper titled The Spotlight.  At my request, they sent me a reprint of a summary of Bilderberg information,
titled Spotlight On The Bilderbergers, Irresponsible Power, published mid-June, 1975.  Page 6 of this
document states:

“The Congressional Record - U.S. Senate, April 11, 1964 states:
(Speaking) - Mr. (Jacob) Javits - Mr. President, the 13th in a series of Bilderberg meetings on

international affairs, in which I participated, was held in Williamsburg, VA, on March 20, 21, and
22.  I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Record a background paper entitled ‘The
Bilderberg Meetings’.

The Bilderberg Meetings

The idea of the Bilderberg meetings originated in the early fifties.  Changes had taken place on
the international political and economic scene after World War II.  The countries of the Western
World felt the need for closer collaboration to protect their moral and ethical values, their demo-
cratic institutions, and their independence against the growing Communist threat.  The Marshall
plan and NATO were examples of collective efforts of Western countries to join hands in eco-
nomic and military matters after World War II.

In the early 1950s, a number of people on both sides of the Atlantic sought a means of bringing
together leading citizens, not necessarily connected with government, for informal discussions of
problems facing the Atlantic community.  Such meetings, they felt, would create a better under-
standing of the forces and trends affecting Western nations, in particular.  They believed that direct
exchanges could help to clear up differences and misunderstandings that might weaken the West.

One of the men who saw the need for such discussions was the late Joseph Retinger.  In 1952,
he approached His Royal Highness, Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, with the suggestion of
informal and unofficial meetings to discuss the problems facing the Atlantic community.  Others in
Europe wholeheartedly supported the idea, and proposals were submitted to American friends to
join in the undertaking.  A number of Americans, including C.D. Jackson, the late General Walter
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Bedell Smith, and the late John Coleman, agreed to cooperate.

The first meeting that brought Americans and Europeans together took place under the chair-
manship of Prince Bernhard at the Bilderberg Hotel in Oosterbeck, Holland, from May 29 to May
31, 1954.  Ever since, the meetings have been called Bilderberg meetings.

NO  STRICT  RULES  OF  PROCEDURE

From the outset, it was the intentions of the Bilderberg founders and participants that no strict
rules of procedure govern the meetings.  Every effort was made to create a relaxed, informal
atmosphere conducive to free and frank discussions.

Bilderberg is in no sense a policy-making body.  No conclusions are reached.  There is no
voting, and no resolutions are passed.

The meetings are off the record.  Only the participants themselves may attend the meetings.

PARTICIPANTS

It was obvious from the first that the success of the meetings would depend primarily on the
level of the participants.  Leading figures from many fields—industry. labor, education, govern-
ment, etc.—are invited, who, through their special knowledge or experience, can help to further
Bilderberg objectives.  Representatives of governments attend in a personal, and not an official
capacity.  An attempt is made to include participants representing many political parties and points
of view.  American participation has included Members of Congress of both parties.

Over the years, Bilderberg participants have come from the NATO countries, Switzerland,
Sweden, Austria, and Finland, and have included prominent individuals such as Dean Rusk, Chris-
tian A. Herter, Maurice Faure, Franz-Josef Strauss, Amitore Fanfani, Panayotis Pipinelis, Regi-
nald Maudling, the late Hugh Gaitskell, Omer Becu, Guy Mollet, the late Michael Ross, Herman
Abs, C.L. Sulzberger, Joseph Harsch, and T.M. Terkelsen.  Individuals with international respon-
sibilities have also participated, among them being Gen. Alfred Gruenther, Lord Ismay, Eugene
Black, Gen. Lyman Lemnitzer, Paul-Henry Spaak, and the late Per Jacobsson.

THE  MEETINGS

Bilderberg meetings are held at irregular intervals, but have taken place once or twice a year
since 1954.  All the early conferences were held in Europe, but a meeting is now held on this side
of the Atlantic every few years to provide a convenient opportunity for American and Canadian
participants to attend.”

[H: I’m sharing all this because there was a meeting held in Canada, hosted by none other than
the infamous CONRAD BLACK, in King City, in May, 1996.  These people are THE ONES who
decide the future of your global activities in their secret meetings wherein actions can then be
followed-up through such as the CFR, Club of Rome, Committee of 300, Trilateral Commission,
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etc.  This is WHAT HAS TAKEN OVER YOUR WORLD IN THE FORM OF THESE SECRET
DRAGONS.]

The Spotlight reports that the Bilderberg meetings are highly secret, and are held at random times
each year, and rarely at the same location, for security reasons.  The responsibility for security for these
meetings is in the hands of the government of the country in which the meetings are held.  They must supply
military security, secret service, national and local police and private security personnel to protect the
privacy and safety of these very powerful international Elite, members who are not subject to visa require-
ments, or public notice of their meetings.  When they meet, no outsiders are allowed in or near the building.
They bring their own cooks, waiters, telephone operators, housekeepers and bodyguards.  [H: Sounds
as fun and games as the Bohemian Club’s Bohemian Grove meetings in California, doesn’t it?]

The Bilderberg membership is made up of Kings, Queens, Princes, Chancellors, Prime Ministers,
Presidents, Ambassadors, Secretaries of State, Wall Street investors, international bankers, news media
executives, and wealthy industrialists.  Their meetings are by invitation only, and no outsiders in the news
media are allowed, except by special invitation.  However, the news media are always present at these
meetings such as: Peter Jennings (BB and Anchor & Senior Editor of ABC News, World News Tonight),
Joseph C. Harsch (BB, CFR and former Commentator for NBC, Inc.), Bill D. Moyers (BB and Executive
Director of Public Affairs TV, Inc. and former Director of the CFR), William F. Buckley, Jr. (BB, CFR and
Editor-in-Chief of National Review and host of PBS’s Firing Line), Gerald Piel (BB, CFR and former
Chairman of Scientific American, Inc.), Henry Anatole Grunwald (BB, CFR and former Editor-in-Chief
of the US News and World Report, New York Daily News and Atlantic Monthly), Robert L. Bartley
(BB, CFR, TC and Vice President of the Wall Street Journal), Peter Robert Khan (BB, CFR and Chair-
man & CEO of Dow Jones & Company, and husband of Karen E. House, CFR), William Kristol (BB and
Editor & Publisher of the new The Weekly Standard magazine), Donald (Don) C. Cook (BB, CFR and
former European Diplomatic Correspondent for the Los Angeles Times), Robert Leroy Bartley (BB,
CFR, TC and Vice President of the Wall Street Journal), Albert J. Wohlstetter (BB, CFR and Writer for
the Wall Street Journal), Thomas L. Friedman (BB, CFR, TC and Columnist for the New York Times),
and the “Queen” of the Elite—Katherine Graham (BB, CFR, TC and Owner and Chairwoman of the
Executive Committee of the Washington Post).  Even though the media moguls attend these secret meet-
ings, they do not file reports about the Elite Bilderberg activities during their meetings.

The Bilderberg’s address is Post Office Box 30418, 2500 GK, The Hague, The Netherlands.  If there
is a US address, it is unknown to me at this printing.

[END OF QUOTING]

Yes, readers, I know that you may find you would rather have an updated revelation on earthquakes
instead of this dreary Elite business.  But, you can survive earthquakes—YOU MAY VERY WELL NOT
SURVIVE THESE GROUPS OF CONTROLLERS AND DESTROYERS.

We presently have some very important things going on with some of the “high-roller” people and I want to
let them know we KNOW.  This is “just as I want” certain parties in Greece to be fully informed about the
position of Adm. (Ret) Earl P. (Buddy) Yates and his involvement with the Nugan Hand bank debacle, i.e.:
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...The Australian Royal Commission of inquiry found the bank’s records in shreds, thanks to the
frantic efforts of its directors.  Unknown investors who could not afford the publicity of pressing
their claims, lost millions in the aftermath of Nugan’s death and the bank’s failure.

Gen. Leroy J. Manor, who had been chief of staff of the Pacific Command, ran a major branch of
the bank in the Philippines; Gen. Erle Cocke Jr. ran the Washington office.  Admiral Earl P.
Yates, U.S. president of the bank, had been chief of staff for plans and policy of U.S. Pacific
Command.  He claimed that the former military and intelligence officers he helped attract to the
bank were “true patriots”.  Patriots for profit, that is.  According to one Australian investigator,
after serving their country faithfully, these “true patriots” must have suddenly said, “Let’s all be-
come criminals and commit crimes against the very country we’ve been working for...”

Now, where might I find such a quotation?  Directly from Lt. Col. James “Bo” Gritz, no less.  Since this is
common knowledge in Special Forces and insider operations—what else is new?

I bring this to attention for Adm. Yates is known personally by some overseas contacts who are into
funding for US.  The follow-up was in direct response to conversations with Yates who suggested it would
take 25 or more YEARS TO LEGALLY CLEAR SUCH A PLAN.  Well, the “plan” rests with George
Bush, among others, and I find it interesting indeed at the squirming going on around those insider parties
of late.  You would just be AMAZED at the numbers of “dis”interested parties and frazzled nerves!

I told you a long, long time ago, readers, THAT GOD TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000.

Speaking of our old friend, Gritz, I am told he still broadcasts regularly and gets totally irate and sarcastic
about old Hatonn.  He likes to refer to me as some sort of “lizard god” but, interestingly enough, he
personally told ME that the only thing about me that resembled a reptile was “the changing of my chame-
leon colors...”  This was in response to my suggestion that he couldn’t win the Presidential election in 1992.
He refers to himself as the consummate American Patriot and WARRIOR.  So be it.  I certainly am NOT
a lizard person—BUT I DO KNOW SOME WHO ARE!  I am quite pleased that I continue to so annoy
such as Col. Gritz.  That means that I CAN’T BE ALL BAD AND WE MUST BE DOING SOME-
THING RIGHT!

Good morning and have a nice, nice day even though the mighty warriors are in trouble...!  Salu.
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CHAPTER  3

REC  #1    HATONN

MON., JUL. 1, 1996    6:45 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 320

MON.,  JULY 1,  1996

****Let us just continue “directly” with the remainder of the writing of yesterday regarding groups.

[STILL QUOTING:]

COUNCIL  ON  FOREIGN  RELATIONS  (CFR)

The CFR’s Annual Report for July 1, 1993, page 4 states:  “The Council on Foreign Relations is a
nonprofit and nonpartisan membership organization dedicated to improving the understanding of
U.S. foreign policy and international affairs through the exchange of ideas.  [H: This translates to
a Tax-free group who has only the Elite as members and although it may well be nonpartisan—
it is most certainly the most politically oriented, bribed and paid-off one major “Party” in the
world.]

“The Council was founded in 1921 [H: Actually more related to the Bolshevik Revolution in
Russia than to any World War.  And remember who bought and paid for the revolution and, in
fact, ALL WARS, THEN OR NOW!] shortly after the end of World War I.  Several of the American
participants in the Paris Peace Conference decided that it was time for more private American
citizens to become familiar with the increasing international responsibilities and obligations of the
United States.  This decision led to the creation of an organization dedicated to the continuous
study of U.S. foreign policy for the benefit of both members and a wider audience of interested
Americans.”

The New World Order, by Pat Robertson, Copyright 1991, by Word, Inc., Dallas, Texas.  All rights
reserved, page 66-67, states:

“This august body of ‘wise men’ has effectively dominated the making of foreign policy by the United
States government since before World War II.  The CFR has included virtually every key national security
and foreign policy adviser of this nation for the past seventy years.”

Page 96: “In government policy, the most visible expression of the Establishment is the Council on
Foreign Relations and its publication, Foreign Affairs.  Out of some twenty-nine hundred members, at
least five hundred are very powerful, another five hundred are from centers of influence, and the rest are
influential in academia, the media, business and finance, the military, or government.  A few are token
conservatives.”

Page 97: “According to a man who had been a member for fifteen years, Rear Admiral Chester Ward,
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former judge advocate general of the Navy from 1956 to 1960, ‘this purpose of promoting disarmament
and submergence of U.S. sovereignty and national independence into an all-powerful one-world gov-
ernment is the only objective revealed to about 95 percent of 1,551 members [in 1975].  There are two
other ulterior purposes the CFR influence is being used to promote; but it is improbable that they are
known to more than 75 members, or that these purposes ever have even been identified in writing.’

“The goals of the Establishment are somewhat strange, and we will discuss them in detail.  At the
central core is a belief in the superiority of their own skill to form a world system in which
enlightened monopolistic capitalism can bring all of the diverse currencies, banking systems,
credit, manufacturing and raw materials into one government-supervised whole, policed of course
by their own world army.”  (Could this be the army of the United Nations?)

CFR membership is made up of present and past Presidents, Ambassadors, Secretaries of State, Wall
Street investors, international bankers, foundation executives, Think Tank executives, lobbyist lawyers,
NATO and Pentagon military leaders, wealthy industrialists, media owners and executives, university presi-
dents and key professors, select Senators and Congressmen, Supreme Court Justices, Federal Judges,
and wealthy entrepreneurs.

They hold regular secret meetings including members and very select guests.  Occasionally they will
hold a public meeting and invite the open press, in order to give the impression that they are a harm-
less group engaged only in social activities.

A number of people, when hearing about the CFR subject, ask, “If you say that the CFR is such a
secret organization, why is it that we can get a copy of their annual report, which contains a list of their
members?  Why should I believe you when you say that they are a secret organization?”

Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 1945, states that the definition of attribute is: “To
ascribe by way of cause, inherent quality, interpretation, authorship, or classification...”  The lit-
eral translation is: “You had better NOT tell the Outsiders what we do, or say.”  [H: It is also
mandatory to list some reason for holding a tax-free non-profit organization which passes around
huge sums of money, qualified in the “free” category of tax focus.]

The answer then comes from their own document, the Council on Foreign Relation’s 1992 Annual
Report, where they emphatically state, in 20 different places, and in varying terms, that members better not
tell.

Page 21: “At all meetings, the Council’s rule of non-attribution applies.  This assures participants
that they may speak openly without others later attributing their statements to them in public
media or forums, or knowingly transmitting them to persons who will.”

Page 122: “Like the Council, the Committees encourage candid discourse by holding their
meetings on a not-for-attribution basis.”

Page 169: Article II of the By-Laws states: “It is an express condition of membership in the Coun-
cil, to which condition every member accedes by virtue of his or her membership, that members will
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observe such rules and regulations as may be prescribed from time to time by the Board of Directors
concerning the conduct of Council meetings or the attribution of statements made therein, and that
any disclosure, public, or other action by a member in contravention thereof may be regarded by
the Board of Directors in its sole discretion as grounds for termination or suspension of membership
pursuant to Article I of the By-Laws.”

Page 174: “Full freedom of expression is encouraged at Council meetings.  Participants are
assured that they may speak openly, as it is the tradition of the Council that others will not attribute
or characterize their statements in public media or forums or knowingly transmit them to persons
who will.  All participants are expected to honor that commitment.”

Page 175: “It would not be in compliance with the reformulated Rule, however, for any meeting
participant (i) to publish a speaker’s statement in attributed form in a newspaper; (ii) to repeat it on
television or radio, or on a speaker’s platform, or in a classroom; or (iii) to go beyond a memo of
limited circulation, by distributing the attributed statement in a company or government agency newspa-
per.  The language of the Rule also goes out of its way to make it clear that a meeting participant
is forbidden knowingly to transmit the attributed statement to a newspaper reporter or other
such person who is likely to publish in a public medium.  The essence of the Rule as reformulated is
simple enough: participants in Council meetings should NOT pass along an attributed statement
in circumstances where there is substantial risk that it will promptly be widely circulated or
published.”

... “In order to encourage to the fullest a free, frank, and open exchange of ideas in Council
meetings, the Board of Directors has prescribed, in addition to the Non-Attribution, the following
guidelines.  All participants in Council meetings are expected to be familiar with and adhere to
these Guidelines, ...”

Page 176: “Members bringing guests should complete a “guest notice card” and acquaint their
guest with the Council’s Non-Attribution Rule governing what is said at meetings.”

Later on page 176: “As a condition of use, the officers of the Council shall require each user of
Council records to execute a prior written commitment that he will not directly or indirectly
attribute to any living person any assertion of fact or opinion based upon any Council record
without first obtaining from such person his written consent thereto.”

In “A letter from the Chairman” in the 1994 Annual Report for the CFR, Peter G. Peterson states on
page 7, that: “...Members had occasion to meet in intensive off-the-record sessions with Secretary of
State Warren Christopher, National Security Advisor Anthony Lake, Secretary of State emeritus,
George Pratt Shultz, Ambassador Mickey Kantor, Under Secretary of the Treasury Lawrence H.
Summers, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and other ranking officials.  Next on our agenda are plans for
reaching out to congressional leaders as well, an opportunity we will fashion as one component of
an enhanced Washington Program.”

If this was NOT a secret organization, why would they be so emphatic, and state in 20 different ways
that non-attribution was so important, in their very own annual report?  In addition, if you are proud of
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what you say and do, then you don’t care if it becomes public knowledge or not.  The other side of this
coin is: if you are doing something illegal, immoral, unethical, unpopular, and/or unconstitutional, you will
do whatever is necessary to see that it is kept secret.

The headquarters for the CFR is The Harold Pratt [H: George Pratt Shultz??] House located at 58
East 68th Street in New York City.  Oddly enough this building is located just across the street from the
Russian (former Soviet) Embassy.

[H: Please don’t fail to notice, readers, that this CFR is simply another of the myriads of PRI-
VATE CORPORATIONS presenting as tax-free organizations.  Actually, in that capacity the
members AND the organization have a legal right to pronounce any rules they wish upon the
membership.  When you have a private corporate business—you have the coverage of the pro-
tection laws of the land.  The important point, therefore, is not the privacy—but the operations
integrated into the CONTROL of these people that becomes urgently important.]

TRILATERAL  COMMISSION  (TC)

In 1973, David Rockefeller asked Zbigniew Brzezinski to put together an organization of the top
political and business leaders from around the World.  He called this group the Trilateral Commission
(TC).  [H: You will find this is another MAJOR private corporation with all the existing tax-
shelters.]

According to an information sheet supplied to me by the TC, dated March 23, 1994:

“The European Community, North America (U.S. and Canada), and Japan—the three main
democratic industrialized areas of the world—are the three sides of the Trilateral Commission.  The
Commission’s members are about 325 distinguished citizens with a variety of leadership responsi-
bilities, from these three regions.  When the first triennium of the Trilateral Commission was launched
in 1973, the most immediate purpose was to draw together—at a time of considerable friction
among governments—the highest level unofficial group possible to look together at the common
problems facing our three areas.  At a deeper level, there was a sense that the United States was no
longer in such a singular leadership position as it had been in earlier post-World War II years, and
that a more shared form of leadership—including Europe and Japan in particular—would be needed
for the international system to navigate successfully the major challenges of the coming years.
These purposes continue to inform the Commission’s work.

“The rise of Japan and progress of the European Community over the past twenty years—
particularly in the world economy—have validated the vision of the Commission’s founders.  At the
same time, the end of the Cold War calls for a fresh vision of what this outward-looking partnership
can accomplish in the coming years.  The opportunities are remarkable, and yet, with the welcome
end of the old Soviet threat, part of the ‘glue’ holding our regions together has dissolved.  Helping
meet that leadership challenge is at the heart of the Trilateral Commission effort.

“The full Commission gathers once each year—in Lisbon in 1992, in Washington in 1993, in
Tokyo in 1994.”  (In Copenhagen, Denmark in 1995.)
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The New World Order, by Pat Robertson, Copyright 1991, Word, Inc., Dallas, Texas.  All rights
reserved, Page 102, states: “In 1970 a young Polish intellectual named Zbigniew Brzezinski [H: This
is not his real name.] foresaw the rising economic power of Japan and postwar Europe.  Brzezinski
idealized the theories of Karl Marx.  In his book, Between Two Ages, as in subsequent writings , he
argued that balance-of-power politics was out, and world-order politics was in.  The initial world
order was to be a trilateral economic linkage between Japan, Europe, and the United Sttes.  David
Rockefeller funded Brzezinski, and called together an organization, named the Trilateral Commis-
sion, with Brzezinski as its first executive secretary and director.

“The stated goals of the Trilateral Commission are: ‘Close Trilateral cooperation in keeping
the peace, in managing the world economy, in fostering economic redevelopment and alleviating
world poverty will improve the chances of a smooth and peaceful evolution of the global system.”

The Shadows Of Power, by James Perloff, Copyright 1988, pages 154-156, states: “How did the
TC begin?  ‘The Trilateral Commission,’ wrote Christopher Klydon in the July 1977 Atlantic.  ‘was
David Rockefeller’s brainchild’.;  George Franklin, North American secretary of the Trilateral
Commission, stated that it ‘was entirely David Rockefeller’s idea originally.’  Helping the CFR
chairman develop the concept was Zbigniew Brzezinski, who laid the first stone in Foreign Affairs in
1970:

“‘A new and bolder approach is needed—creation of a community of developed nations which
can effectively address itself to the larger concerns confronting mankind.  In addition to the United
States and Western Europe, Japan ought to be included ... A council representing the Unites States,
Western Europe and Japan, with regular meetings of the heads of governments as well as some
small standing machinery, would be a good start.’

“That same year, Brzezinski elaborated these thoughts in his book Between Two Ages.  [H: If
you don’t have this book—I suggest you get it for the SHOCK of your lifetime.]  It shows Brzezinski
to be a classic CFR man—a globalist more than lenient toward Communism.  He declared that
‘National sovereignty is no longer a viable concept,’ and that ‘Marxism represents a further vital
and creative stage in the maturing of man’s universal vision.  Marxism is simultaneously a victory
of the external, active man over the inner, passive man and a victory of reason over belief ...’

“The Trilateral Commission was formally established in 1973, and consisted of leaders in busi-
ness, banking, government, and mass media from North America, Western Europe, and Japan.
David Rockefeller was founding chairman and Brzezinski founding director of the North American
branch, most of whose members were also in the CFR.”

[H: I have to admit that I am SHOCKED at this author’s failure to refer to the man who shows up
EVERYWHERE—HENRY KISSINGER.  HENRY KISSINGER IS INVOLVED IN EVERY-
THING.]

In the Wall Street Journal, David Rockefeller explained that “The Trilateral Commission is, in
reality, a group of concerned citizens interested in fostering greater understanding and cooperation
among international allies.”  [H: Oh?  Citizens?  Of what??]
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But it was not all so innocent according to Jeremiah Novak, who wrote in the Atlantic (July 1977):

The Trilateralists’ emphasis on international economics is not entirely disinterested, for the oil
crisis forced many developing nations, with doubtful repayment abilities, to borrow excessively.
All told, private multinational banks, particularly Rockefeller’s Chase Manhattan, have loaned
nearly $52 billion to developing countries.  An overhauled IMF would provide another source of
credit for developing countries.  An overhauled IMF would provide another source of credit for
these nations, and would take the big private banks off the hook.  This proposal is the cornerstone
of the Trilateral plan.

Senator Barry Goldwater put it less mercifully.  In his book With No Apologies, he termed the Com-
mission “David Rockefeller’s newest international cabal”, and said, “It is intended to be the vehicle for
multinational consolidation of the commercial and banking interests by seizing control of the political govern-
ment of the United States.”

Zbigniew Brzezinski showed how serious TC ambitions were in the July 1973 Foreign Affairs, stating
that “without closer American-European-Japanese cooperation the major problems of today cannot be
effectively tackled, and ... the active promotion of such trilateral cooperation must now become the central
priority of U.S. policy.  The best way to effect this would be for a Trilateralist to soon become President.
One did. (Jimmy Carter).  [H: You must understand, if you have forgotten Constitutional regula-
tions, that a person, to become President, must be a CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES.
Therefore, you have, since Woodrow Wilson, a Bunch of cabalist rulers running your country
with a puppet PRESIDENT which has literally NO POWER IN ANYTHING—ESPECIALLY
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.]  Most of them, in addition, change their names so that
the masses NEVER KNOW that they are simply Khazarian Zionist NON-CITIZENS OF WHAT-
EVER COUNTRY IN WHICH THEY RULE.]

In 1973, Carter dined with the CFR chairman (David Rockefeller) at the latter’s Tarrytown, New
York estate.  Present was Zbigniew Brzezinski, who was helping Rockefeller screen prospects for the
Trilateral Commission.  Brzezinski later told Peter Pringle of the London Sunday Times that “We were
impressed that Carter had opened up trade offices for the State of Georgia in Brussels and Tokyo.  That
seemed to fit perfectly into the concept of the Trilateral.”  [H: Does ANYBODY find this strange?]
Carter became a founding member of the Trilateral Commission, and his destiny became calculable.

Senator Goldwater wrote:

“David Rockfeller and Zbigniew Brzezinski found Jimmy Carter to be their ideal candidate.  They
helped him win the nomination and the presidency.  To accomplish their purpose, they mobilized the money
power of the Wall Street bankers, the intellectual influence of the academic community—which is sub-
servient to the wealth of the great tax-free foundations—and the media controllers represented in the
membership of the CFR and the Trilateral.  [H: Now do you get a better perspective on WHY Carter
is able to dash around hither and yon in his “business” of soothing diplomatic relations with such
as China, et al?  He does it, readers, under the guise of a citizen diplomat—but he is serving such
as the Trilateral Commission of which HENRY KISSINGER IS THE MAIN CURRENT HEAD
UNDER (ALONG SIDE) ROCKEFELLER.  YOU WILL FIND ALL THREE OF THESE PEO-
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PLE NOT ONLY ACTIVE, BUT RUNNING, ALL OF THE VARIOUS SECRET OR-
GANIZATIONS.  GET THE BOOK AND CHECK IT OUT!  You will, further, find that Kissinger
Associates are in EVERY friendly or enemy territory into which he can conquer and destroy—
even Somolia.  Kissinger Associates was the FIRST major American business to come public as
to its establishment in Moscow, Russia—somehow already established prior to the end of the
“Cold War” and Gorbachev was made president of the corporation when he stepped down from
power.  Gorby also is using, tax-free, FREE, government of the U.S. facilities of his FOUNDA-
TION home-officed in the U.S. AT THE PRESIDIO IN CALIFORNIA.  As citizens aren’t you
ready for “equal rights”?  You have to understand that you don’t ACTUALLY have racial friction
except as is organized and developed by illusion—you have a bunch of butchers and political
criminals RUNNING EVERYTHING—and YOU do not count except as sheep to the slaughter
or to whatever other position it is chosen that you fill.]

Seven months before the Democratic nominating convention, the Gallup Poll found less than four
percent of Democrats favoring Jimmy Carter for President.  [H: Worse, in comparable circumstances,
Slick Willy Clinton.]  But almost overnight—like Willkie and Eisenhower before him—he became THE
candidate.”

This is probably one of the very best illustrations of the great power of the Elite.  They can make or
break any president or candidate for president.  They made Jimmy Carter in his efforts to become presi-
dent and broke Senator Barry Goldwater in the failed attempt.  [H: I certainly honor this author for his
work at compiling lists and documents—but I find him quite naive in his comprehension of the
overall dilemma.  However, THIS is how you people come to see and KNOW, through author
after author utilizing information and facts and offering it publicly.]

The TC membership is made up of present and past Presidents, Ambassadors, Secretaries of State,
Wall Street investors, international bankers, foundation executives, Think Tank executives, lobbyist law-
yers, NATO and Pentagon military leaders, wealthy industrialists, media owners and executives, university
presidents and key professors, select Senators and Congressmen, and wealthy entrepreneurs.

They hold annual deep SECRET meetings including members and VERY select guests.

The TC’s US headquarters is located at 345 East 46th Street, Suite 711, New York, NY 10017.  [H:
Rockefeller’s turf.]

[END OF QUOTING]

I am going to leave this writing now, with a reminder.  If you ever wanted to see a well-done documentation
in rather brief format, I suggest you get the book Who’s Who of the Elite.  It has organizational structurings
and main players (if they can be identified) which loops the organizations TOGETHER.  The Elite of the
Elite form the inner core of ALL of the various entities.  This simply offers help in deciphering one more step
and platform of the World Order as Planned for the Year 2000 under Zionist Protocols and Zionist RULE.
Is George Bush a Zionist?  Well, he doesn’t think of himself as being such—but of course he would not
have gotten so far had he been otherwise—he was a prime mover and shaker, as was his father, in SKULL
AND BONES.  By simply being a member of this “society” it is publicly known that the requirements are
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to participate in Satanic Rituals at the very LEAST.

It might be noted here that it appears Mr. Bush’s financial empire is coming a bit undone at the various
seams.  He could, actually, be a strong player in regaining some semblance of freedom in the U.S. if he
would see fit to change his “colors”.  It appears he may wish to do so—TOO LATE.  How many decisions
and opportunities are lost by NOT COMMUNICATING—until TOO LATE?  Always ones wait for the
better offer—well, God offers only “one more time” sometimes!  Often a simple acknowledgement would
“have” saved the day!  “The moving finger writes and having writ moves on...”  We work with
“WHAT IS” and not what someone else would like it to be—in the smallest instance to the largest!

I dedicate the following, from Little Crow, to my scribe for it bears thought: “Have the bravery and
courage to dream your dream in the midst of non-dreamers.  Have the courage and conviction to
state your principles in the midst of those who have no ears.  Have the courage and conviction to
draw or to paint and to create for those who have no eyes.  Because unless you are doing what you
want to do, you are a captive.”

“There is going to be no supreme race, no supreme people, no supreme beings.  Everybody is going
to have to take the responsibility . . . and seven generations from now we’ll say to God, Tunkashila,
Umdogee, Wakan Tanka, ‘Here’s what you dreamt of.  This is a dream you gave us as human beings
when you created us in this universe.  Here it is, right here where you put us to fulfill it.  Here’s our
dream to you.  Happy Birthday.’  And he’ll say, ‘And why did you do all of this?’  And we’ll say, ‘For
all our relations.’”

“Alleviate the fear within yourself.  Know that you are infinite.  Know that you are infinity in this
form and that, though you make transition, this energy will return again and again and again and
again because life itself is unending.  Energy is unending.  Let go of the fear of materialism, let go
of the fear of non-materialism.  Let go of the fear of dying, let go of the fear of living.  Let go of the
fear of breathing, looking, smelling, tasting, feeling—let go of the fear and just be.  Be who you are,
for it is in that wisdom that you then demonstrate the wisdom of the Creator, the Mother-Father
Creator, the Mother-Father God.”

AHO!
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CHAPTER  4

REC  #1    HATONN

TUE., JUL. 2, 1996    7:23 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 321

TUE.,  JUL. 2,  1996

FRIENDS  AND  ENEMIES

I am constantly asked, “How do we handle our enemies?”  How indeed.  First you have them as your
friend and, when that doesn’t work—then you must consider the situation and you go about your life and
responsibilities.  You continue to try to have them, at the least, as pleasant and cordial acquaintances.  If
THAT doesn’t work—then you must consider the situation very carefully.  But you make your efforts and
then you go about taking a stand in the Light of Truth and, if they cannot, or refuse to, hear that truth, so be
it.

When that enemy goes too far in his/her actions to damage you, you take the route of the law “as is”, for
that purpose is its reason for being.  Violence and sneak-thieving will not honor you with God or any
person.

In addition to the sabotage to the irrigation system at the farm, someone watched and waited and, when the
farm was empty, they came into the small mobile home and broke the water heater gas line.  Unfortunately
for THEM, Ray Bilger has been bunking at that place and was working diligently on his writing and
research for CONTACT when there was an explosion and then a fire as the gas that had escaped blew up
when the spark of the lighter was struck.  The resulting fire was to the roof by the time anyone could act.
This now is classified as ATTEMPTED MURDER and ARSON.  Had Ray not been there, the entire farm
and the major buildings would have burned—right down the row and right to the ground.  Therefore I
guess I go with the writer who said: “A man can’t be too careful in the choice of his enemies.” (Oscar
Wilde)
I marvel at the newest mailing from Leon and Ann.  She writes, he signs; he writes and, we assume, he
signs.  But there is a special in yesterday’s mailing from them: “Is there not one from among you with
courage to question ‘Hatonn’s’ words?”

Oh indeed, Ann, EVERYONE AMONG US.  And how a tiny handful of you can read the entire paper
and only choose that which you choose to relate to selves is your business.  I can’t, nor can anyone else,
HELP WHAT YOU WANT TO BELIEVE.  I will go further than this and tell you—again—that Esther
and Leon’s family shall have back their portion of those loans when there is funding available to pay
THEM.  Leon and others of you choose to be our enemies—so it will not be paid to George Abbott’s so
this is simply the way it IS.  Nothing can be done until the war stops for if YOU cannot see what George
Green, Abbott and Horton have done to you—then there is no hope of us causing you to see.  And don’t
give us the old “but we never said...”.  You DID say and wrote, even to Gerry Spence, and called those
liars and cheats—”fine men”.  Those are NOT fine men and if you have no better discretion than this, you
are incorrect in your assumptions—which then discounts everything else you speak.
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You further fling at us: “But WHO IS IT REALLY?  WHO IS IT THAT SAYS, ‘I don’t have to become
you sorry, slime-balls to do business?’ ... Is this not speaking of us all in human form?”  No it isn’t.
Further, if you cannot READ, that too, is not our fault!  I have no wish to “do business” with you
at all.  I do have to do business with some others on your place—remember?  You are not the
only people on your globe even though you can’t reach out beyond the moment OR THE FACT.
Abbott has told the court in one of his MANY filings that his bill is now well over the $80,000 figure.  That,
with the $40,000 he took of your money, Leon, doesn’t leave a great deal of your loan does it?  Moreover,
he has liens against any asset you might gain by enforced liquidation of anything.  I remind you that it pays
to KNOW your real enemy.  When you choose to dwell with those who are NOT what they seem, then
you make interesting choices at best, for truth is not within them.

MILITIA  ARRESTS

We offered the “inside” information weeks ago that the arrest of militia parties would take place in a big,
big way in July.  Well, it started yesterday in Arizona!  Violence, sabotage and malicious vandalism, bomb-
making, weapons hoarding and such activities will NOT be tolerated by this New World Government.
Would YOU feel safe in your home to know that your neighbor is making bombs?  No you would not—
and therein lies the secret of taking over a world.  The neighbors are NOT safe and therefore will stand
with the police who stop the dangerous practice.  FREEDOM does not come with violence or war
weapons.  You have LAWS which are just and proper in reasonable instances and no man has a right to set
fire to your home or injure your person—militia, claiming patriotism, or otherwise.  The citizens will de-
mand, ultimately, enslavement by the forces of the Elite rather than fall to the ignorant or intentionally
misleading neighbor.  If you are deaded by a Saint, a Sinner or an ignorant militiaman—you are just as
dead and dead right is not too much of a reason for a Purple Heart.

I am, however, impressed with one thing Ann and Leon have stated: “...the true revelation of Commander
‘Hatonn’ becomes more evident daily.  Those with eyes will see and those with ears will hear.”  So be it.
And may your own eyes and ears be opened.  What did YOU expect?  Did you expect one who wallows
in the grime and mire of your worldly confrontations?  Did you expect me to head the warriors with a pop-
gun against lasers?  What did you expect of the messengers of GOD CREATOR?  Did you expect “me”
to come forth and play with you so that YOU GET THROWN INTO PRISON UNDER THE EXTRA-
TERRESTRIAL LAWS NOW OF YOUR LANDS?  Just what do YOU EXPECT OF GOD?  Do you
only expect God to honor YOUR INDIVIDUAL REQUESTS, RIGHT OR WRONG, IN YOUR IG-
NORANCE OF ALL FACTS?  If that is what you expect of God of LIFE then you are in error in your
thinking and knowledge.  These are the VERY CHOICES which set your destiny and, not until you can
change in your erroneous perceptions and self-centered focus—will you find any peace or joy.
How ones could get “So what is this GOD Ha ha???” out of “Leon said himself that they plAnnd to get as
much as they could until the Institute realized there was no agreement signed.  Ha ha???”  This was
obviously my question asking if this is actually funny.  And on in the same paragraph: “There was in the
agreement a payback of some $10,000 per month which would by now have paid every cent in discussion
twice over” (and Abbott did receive, as Leon’s attorney, $40,000).  That agreement was breached; one of
its covenants was that if Leon or his attorney (Abbott) breached it, all payments had to be returned to the
Institute.  Another “Ha ha”???  How do you get “So what is this GOD Ha ha???” in your confrontation to
me and our people?  YOU can be and do anything that you wish to do or be—however, you as a group
are allowing and doing some very, very dangerous things and to vandalize and set fires to property is not
going to be acceptable—even to the lawkeepers.  Even if YOU don’t participate, and claim innocence of
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any specific “action”—you are as guilty when you condone, aid and abet the perpetrators thereof.

I am going to turn now to extremely important and interesting topics so I repeat to you who would waste
your, and our, time through the ongoing foolishness: you are as vulnerable to the national and world circum-
stances as are the leaders of the plan to take the freedom of humanity.

Another final word on the rebuttal of our writings, from Leon and Ann, is that you come forward tauntingly
and try to discredit my indication of “attorney-client” privilege with the last information you have fed to
your attorneys to use against us.  Those documents were labelled personally, were removed from a PRI-
VATE mail-slot and SENT TO YOU—by someone right in the office complex of CONTACT.  Of course
we know WHO and are just as happy to know who—for your use of such material is more of an asset to
us than any damage you will ever know by the snitching and, yes, “conspiracy”, even if it be in non-
intentional participation.  Assuming that something is “just another...” is not acceptable.

Therefore, I now DEMAND that anything relating to ME, which is almost all of that which comes to
CONTACT on the fax, or is in those mail-slots—be changed.  Rick has to have access to privacy in the
FAX and phone messages.  That we have people who have NO BUSINESS in the office, much the less
reading the FAXes before they even reach the parties involved or addressed, is also unacceptable.  Some
of these documents can literally mean the difference in the very life security of persons involved.  If we
cannot protect our contacts then we have no honor.  I ask that something be done about that FAX machine
and the phone messages so that Rick, at the least, can first have access to those things addressed TO
HIM, or to me.  With this most recent “error” in judgement and with the FAX from a very important party
ALSO involved in funding, it is dangerous to have curious readers involved because YOU don’t know
who all is spreading the information directly to others who will use that information wrongly.  Rick’s very
credibility is on the line.  When you others get information and disperse it, how long will people such as you
are now hearing from, from top levels of information holders, who are depending on him to have discretion
WITH THEIR VERY LIVES, continue to share?

Because of the lax security we now have to place “Grandma” in serious jeopardy because too many know
the information source and her name showed on the FAX heading.  It does no good to hold in security, the
letter—now.  The letter was not signed but many copies were made IN THE OFFICE and distributed with
that heading on the paper.  So, when you wonder why you aren’t included in the business affairs or insider-
information circle—LOOK AROUND YOU AND AT WHAT YOU DO THAT MIGHT PREVENT
THE LEVEL OF TRUST WHICH MUST BE PRESENT.  IF ONES TRUST YOU AND THEN YOU
SELL THEM OUT—EXPECT TO BE LEFT OUTSIDE THE CIRCLE OF TRUST.  I do expect the
FAX facilities and phones to have more privacy OR I SHALL STOP THE FLOW.  I have to protect our
people and privacy must be maintained.  Just as it used to be with George Green—our people “out there”
had no other resource for contact save through him because they had no other contact information.  Note
he used that very thing to steal untold amounts of gold—above and beyond the Overton packages.  People
think their information and contacts are private and when they find that anyone can walk in and read it all
before it even reaches the proper parties, they are going to stop sharing!  Now, you at that office have two
choices: (1) Stop the nonsense, and/or (2) get that Fax receiver and sender OUT OF THE PUBLIC
PLACEMENT.

But how will you get information?  EVERYTHING that comes in is shared AFTER it is brought to the
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correct parties—and if it is not sent in PRIVACY.  That FAX machine and phone line is NOT A PUBLIC
HOT LINE FOR THE CURIOUS. Indiscretions are just about to cost the very LIFE of a retired Admi-
ral—because of carelessness.

As for Grandma, I can’t honor anyone of her position enough.  She went through a very traumatic time
when they killed her husband and did everything they could to get HER.  I said back then that we could be
patient and loving toward whatever she was doing because she needed to grieve and regain her balance.  I
think when all is said and done—she may well be called: THE MOTHER OF THIS NATION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, for if it be salvaged it will ultimately be at her hands and generosity
and no, I WON’T speak more on that topic—except to support her and thank her for her daring stance
NOW, and realize that there was much she knew and yet the things she did not know are incredibly huge.

What she has done is respond to CONTACT’S last issue and specifically to the interview of “Al Martin”
with “Rick Martin”.  Al claims that Rick misquoted or misinterpreted at least a hundred-and-thirty-six
times in the writing.  No, it was directly transcribed from the TAPED INTERVIEW IN FULL KNOWL-
EDGE OF AL MARTIN.  If there are errors we can assume that it is wiser and safer for one Al Martin to
move under that shelter of possible misprint.  From KNOWLEDGE Vina now takes the questioning of this
party a step or two further.  No one wishes to view Al Martin’s very life as invaluable enough to expect
much further output but the questions, nonetheless, need to be asked and so we shall ask and Al Martin
can handle them any way he chooses, and certainly there will be full understanding of any “silence”.  The
best I can do, now that privacy is breached, is to simply offer the letter and move to offer protection of the
people involved.

[QUOTING:]

June 29, 1996

Dear CONTACT and Readers,

Quoting Thomas Jefferson: “A morsel of genuine history is a rare thing, so rare as to be always valu-
able.”  (Glad you made that quote in your June 25, 1996 issue.)

About your IRAN-CONTRA “DRUG AND MONEY LAUNDERING” Whistleblower, Navy Lt.
Commander (retired) Alexander (Al) Martin’s statements: I find these very interesting, as would the fami-
lies of “other CONTRA and CI-LTD (Central Intelligence Limited).”

There is a network of families, who have lost their sons, husbands, fathers, etc., which consists of over
140 men who have lost their lives due to this “CONTRA and MENA, ARKANSAS DRUG AND MONEY
LAUNDERING” as addressed in your latest issue.

Like “Vince Foster”, they also allegedly “suicided”.  Some of these family members were found bound,
hands and feet, gags in their mouths, naked—and shot in the head [H: Sometimes, as with Foster, more
than once.].  All, US Military Personnel.  Most all were in the “CI-LTD” [H: For you inquiring minds,
Ltd. is a label for CORPORATION.] of “CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY”.
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These Military Intelligence personnel all had MILITARY INSURANCE.  The families were told: “We
have no records on this person.”  Some were high ranking officers of long standing in the US Military
Intelligence Community.  Some of these Officers were operating in all Five branches of Service.  There
were Five “Insurance Policies”.  Each Policy reportedly in the amount of $200,000.  The men were
identified by their Policy Numbers.  However, upon discovering the Insurance Policies, the families were
told, “These Policies are no good”(??).  Including: “WE HAVE NO RECORD OF THIS INDIVIDUAL
IN THE ‘MILITARY RECORDS’.”

These “Suicide” victims’ family members would in all probability never be “connected” or challenge or
even begin to put 2+2 together.  Especially, there would have been no challenge to the system IF the US
military had done the simple thing of “Paying off” just a portion of the INSURANCE.  Instead, most of the
families were forced to “bankruptcy” after these cases of CIA “flu” and CIA “flu” or “Cancer” deaths of
family members.  But, the US MILITARY got greedy and kept the insurance while insisting these “Family
members” were NUTS.

WE FAMILY MEMBERS WOULD LIKE TO HEAR EX-LT. COMMANDER ALEXANDER
MARTIN’S VERSION OF THE FOLLOWING CIA-Contra members’ involvement of: Colonel Al
Caron (New York City and State COSTRA NOSTRA and MAFIA Family member), Col. John Cassie-
Cappy (Oliver North), AMADAEUS (George Bush), Mid-Valley Airport’s (another Mena) involvement,
Col. Jim Straud-Strauss (The Cherub), Col. Robert Carderi, Bill Colby, Roy Mayhew, John Findlay, Mr.
Douglas (Mr. “Q”)—and “the GERMAN”, Col. Russell Herrman.

Also, we would like to hear his version of the slaughter of women and children by the hundreds who
were used for “training exercises” in Guatemala, Honduras, San Salvador, etc.  In the “Contra Arms-Drug
Money Laundering” Black Projects of the U.S. Govt., whose bodies were buried in mass graves—bladed
out by caterpillars by the US Government, WITH THE GOVERNMENTS OF THESE NAMED
COUNTRIES.  WE WANT TO KNOW!, AS FAMILY MEMBERS we would like to hear Ex-Lt.
Commander Alexander Martin’s version of “BLACK BEACH”, THE SUB BASE at San Diego WHERE
CLONING OF HUMANS is a common thing, and has been since the 1970s.

This operation has been ongoing in “concert” with SCRIPPS Medical Center.

Since this Ex-Lt. Commander, Alexander Martin, worked in the “finance end of the Contra and BLACK
PROJECTS of the U.S. Government, we would like to hear his REAL version (not the Swiss accounts) of
where the CONTRA ARMS ACCOUNTS (when the COWS COME HOME) as held in the “Guernsey
and Jersey” Islands accounts—the “Swiss Accounts” are nothing but a “blind, and he knows this—WE
ALL KNOW THIS.  Then, we would like to hear his version of the LIECHTENSTEIN ACCOUNTS.
These Banks were opened EXPRESSLY FOR THE CONTRA ACCOUNTS.

Then, what about the PAN-AMANIAN ACCOUNTS; such as NORIEGA’S “SAND DOLLAR”
etc.?

Yes, Lt. Cmdr. Martin, WE, the family members, would like to hear it from you, and see it in writing.
We would like to see if “your version” jives with OURS.
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We, as family members of these “Victims” who “Served this Nation”, would like to hear and see this
from you, for we have petitioned the US House of Representatives for a “full formal and OPEN congres-
sional hearing and investigation into these MURDERS of our FAMILY MEMBERS, which is directly tied
to Mena and White Water, as it involves “CODE NAME “‘TROJAN’”—a CLANDESTINE OP-
ERATION TO DESTROY THE FINANCIAL BASE OF THIS NATION, BY THE CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY.

Lt. Cmdr. Martin, you did mention “Trojan” in the June 15th, 1996 issue of CONTACT, YOU DID
NOT, HOWEVER, GIVE IT A NAME!  Nor did you identify PROJECTS DUNGEONS AND
DRAGONS, OR PAC MAN.

Let us hear your version—Ex Lt. Cmdr Alexander Martin, as WE are VERY INTERESTED.

Also, let’s hear your version of US Rep. Dan Rostenkowski and Paul Simon’s involvement as “THE
ANGELS” who kept their “BLACK PROJECTS” secreted from the U.S. Congress.  And, with full
knowledge of the SAVINGS AND LOAN FIASCO, SANCTIONED THE MISS-APPROPRIATION
(THEFT) OF THE LIFE SAVINGS OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, AND WHO LATER SENT ALL
$260 BILLION DOLLARS OF CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT TO THE EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
FOR “SALE” ON THE OPEN MARKET, WHILE CHARLES KEATING AND THE KEATING FIVE
LANGUISHED IN THEIR HOUSE SEATS AND SEATS ON SAVINGS AND LOAN COR-
PORATIONS—AND THEY NEVER RECEIVED MORE THAN A LITTLE SLAP TO THE WRISTS.
This was while under the protection of the real culprit “TROJAN”, THE “CIA”, AND DEPOSITORY
TRUST CO. CONTINUED TO BANKRUPT THE UNITED STATES.  We would surely LIKE TO
HEAR YOUR VERSION.

Then, since you were so HIGH up in the Finance end of the US Govt., “I” would like to hear your
version of “PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH’S INVOLVEMENT WITH BCCI BANK AND THE UN-
AUTHORIZED USE OF THE CONTRACT OF BONUS 3392-181’S CONTRACT-CERTIFICATE
and the use of NSA (The National Security Agency) to BANKRUPT Barings bank, Credit Lyonaise and
other International and National Banks: Including the Saddam Hussein oil CONTRACT which consisted
of 376 MILLION barrels of “Bonnie Light Crude” PER DAY ON A 3X3X3 CONTRACT which
GEORGE BUSH AND UNION OIL STOLE.  When George could not pay for the oil we had Desert
Storm!!  Of course, George COULD NOT get the final “SIGNATORE” TO GET THE DEAL COM-
PLETED—SO HE HAD TO RESORT TO MURDER.  Even then HE COULD NOT GET THAT
SIGNATURE...!

Next, Ex-Lt. Cmdr, figure out what 376 MILLION barrels of OIL per day, at $18.25 per barrel,
would amount to.  Then, take the RESERVES OF 13,520 ACRES OF MICRO ALLUVIALS, consist-
ing of 7,500,000 ounces of GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM and SEVEN STRATEGIC RARE EARTHS,
CORE DRILLED AND ASSAYED, TO 1920 plus or minus feet, per 100 ft depth, per acre, plus
geothermals, which exceed $63 TRILLION dollars, and apply this plus the “Fraud” George and the
Keating Five pulled on the GOLD CONTRACT, and you can then identify GEORGE BUSH’S “SUPER
FUND”, OF WHICH HE WAS SO PROUD IN 1991.

When George’s pups did not obtain the 13,520 acres free from A LIEN—they sort of realized they
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had “crapped in their mess kit”, plus they never did get a LAWFUL signature on the GOLD CON-
TRACT—nor has George been able to show good, clean, clear marketable funds on the $63 TRILLION
in GOLD he has been trying to bring into the US from “CANADA” since 1991-92.

Then, please, Ex-Lt. Cmdr., what of “ROSEBUD”, THE FARM CLAIMS and all the other “CODE-
NAMED SCAMS” which have BILKED the American people of hundreds of BILLIONS of dollars, not
excluding the fraudulent taking of HOMES, FARMS, WATER RIGHTS, AND MINERAL RIGHTS OF
UNSUSPECTING AMERICAN CITIZENS—to bilk Americans of their sovereignty status by DIS-
POSSESSING THEM OF THEIR REAL PROPERTY STATUS “OWNERSHIP” WHICH WAS “IN-
SURED”, AND AGAIN NO POLICY OF INSURANCE WAS “OF VALUE”?  No court recognized
“equity” of the property owners?

Ex-Lt Cmdr., We would like to hear your version on these things, and why Congress sits on its asses,
“with their thumbs up their fannies and their brains in neutral”, making laws which HINDER THE AMERI-
CAN PEOPLE IN THEIR RECOVERY OF PROPERTIES BY PASSING UNCONSTITUTIONAL
LAWS, MAKING THE AMERICAN PEOPLE “CRIMINALS”, WHEN TRYING TO SAVE THAT
WHICH IS THEIRS—THEIR PROPERTY AND THEIR NATION?

YES PLEASE, LET US HEAR FROM YOU ON THESE ISSUES, LT. CMDR. MARTIN!!—
—IN PRINT.

Victims of Gulf War Syndrome
AND other VICTIMS OF THE “CIA FLU” resulting from THE CONTRA AFFAIR, THE MENA

AFFAIR, etc.; WIVES AND WIDOWS, MOTHERS AND CHILDREN ARE ALSO VICTIMS.

[END OF QUOTING]

I honor you and your ongoing efforts for this Nation—all far beyond any call to duty, service or expecta-
tion.  They have to get THROUGH ME to get to you and that is simply NOT LIKELY to happen for the
consequences are total revelation of EVERYTHING in that “grist-mill” of clandestine intrigue.

I would have a question or two for this same Commander like, “What about the Woodbridge account?”
Would it (they) have anything to do with those dairy cow Islands?  Well, it sure made Bentsen, Greenspan,
Bush and Baker angry as the old proverbial “Mad Cow” (disease, of course) when they couldn’t even
MURDER their way into gaining information on those account(s).  (Grandma adds: Have you noticed
these MAD COWS when “TELEVISED”?  ALL ARE DAIRY CATTLE  NOT BEEF CONSUMP-
TION CATTLE (?) leading to more CONFIRMATION OF:  THE TRUTH OF THE COW ISLANDS
BEING THE “MAD COWS” DUE TO THE INABILITY TO RECOVER THAT PORTION OF THE
CONTRA ARMS DEAL “WOODBRIDGE ACCOUNT”, account number 608103047.)

Why, further, don’t you reveal those cute details about Noriega and the “Sanddollar” account?  Inquiring
MINDS want to KNOW!  By the way, dudes, do you actually think this MAD COW stuff is simply
opening up the Mexican beef (Anthrax) into the U.S.?
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Well, readers, you may never know no matter how inquiring you ARE because the plans as of RIGHT
NOW are to depopulate the GLOBE.  What is plAnnd for Atlanta at the Olympics is beyond your wildest
nightmare possibilities.  There is a plAnnd biological contamination which will return the disease globally as
the people return home to their various countries.
Right now a cross between Hanta virus and Bubonic Plague is being set-up to merge through the mice
droppings in Ventura County, California—with the Plague microorganism in the infected rodents a bit
further East.  This way nobody can relate to THE SOURCE of either as you all go forth to frantically play
your hot-dog games on Patriot Day.

Already the NEWS nits are picking at the FACTS that your grain crops worldwide are failed—AND,
speak of the sky-rocketing grain prices and famine of live-stock also causes meat prices to “go out of
sight”.  People—YOU ARE IN IT!

While Leon quibbles over my interpretation of his “unconditional love”, the nation languishes in ignorance
on the brink of destruction.  The FACTS are that the Elite Controllers fully plan to reduce the population on
YOUR GLOBE to no more than 200 to 300 million people.  Further, they plan to do it with your blessings
while you demand they do it—without realizing, of course, that YOU are among the targeted FOR DEATH.

Readers, WATCH THE WORDS USED.  The GAME is expressed in the code of WORDS.  Perhaps
once you might have been able to swallow the lie that “what you don’t know can’t hurt you” but NO
LONGER—WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW IS KILLING YOU.

By the way, Al (Martin), do you remember anything like “Birdie” or “Bird Man”?  Just inquiring—being a
“birdman” myself.  I certainly think George Bush should give careful consideration to ME.  My patience is
growing short—and ALTERNATIVES are always present in all circumstances.  We are not going to wait
while ROME BURNS!

I would like to end this writing as I began it on the subject of privacy and discretion.  Do YOU want to be
responsible through simple indiscretion of bringing death to a brother?  Please start using those wonderful
brains with which God blessed you.  And, while you struggle with your arguments, denouncements, and
self-focused problems of the day, is it worthy of your potential GREATNESS?  Our people, just like
YOU, must attend that which faces them at any moment.  Is it possible that you might well be responsible
for your own indisposition and discomforting circumstances?  Have YOU just possibly made some wrong
choices in friends and intent?  We are paddling just as fast as we can and how can you expect to regain
anything from us, that you claim is yours, if you give us no opportunity to do our work?

You have no cause to do anything about “me” for you can believe, denounce, or try to discredit anything
through these conduits.  I do marvel, however, that the would-be KINGS recognize me WELL.  No
amount of name-calling will make your misperceptions RIGHT OR TRUE.  However, be it KNOWN that
if you deny the messengers—the messengers shall deny you before our Father.  Is this some kind of threat?
No—it is a FACT.  And moreover, 12th-hour changes may well be fine with GOD—they are not too likely
with the messengers.  And by the way: He who lives by the lawsuit will NOT perish by the Lawsuit—IF
HE BE RIGHT!  Where else save a court of law can there be forum for defense?  If you cannot come
before a bench of JUSTICE—where have you left to turn in your plights?  If you think you are right and the
other party thinks himself to be right—you have an impasse.  Worse, under the LAWS AS WRITTEN—
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there is no alternative when others or corporations are involved—regardless of what anyone might like to
think or believe—or what the information spewed about incorrectly contends.  Further, as the acts of
vandalism worsen at the farm, local persons, the consequences will be most ungratifying.  The last trick
could have killed a man and burned Mr. Turner’s property to the ground.  This is not funny (Ha ha???).
This is as serious as you can get in such games and is unacceptable under ANY RULES and REGULA-
TIONS.  You now have brought mistrust of yourselves within the very circles you chose to mislead and
they are ANGRY for YOU make them look foolish, if nothing else.

By the way, Rod Enz/Ence can now add PERJURY to his list of credits, just through his recent affidavit—
which he himself FILLED TO OVERFLOW with contradictions of his own statements.  Well, you do that
which you wish—but it seems unfortunate a pathway—to me— but then, who am I to question YOU?

To you other readers, we hope to be able to finally get to nothing save the truth of circumstances—SOON,
in our writings but, until we can, we must consider the lessons of the moment—for they ARE the lessons
for ALL.
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CHAPTER  5

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., JUL. 4, 1996    7:34 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 323

THU.,  JUL. 4,  1996

INDEPENDENCE  DAY

July 4th is always a day of what?  In the U.S. it seems to be a day of hot-dogs and apple pie while you
PRETEND to have some kind of freedom and annual patriotism—but you don’t have freedom and you
are NOT patriotic.  The closest you get this year is through a release of a movie by the same name and just
as much of a farce.  Sometimes I observe that you HAVE come the distance for what Grandfather told you
would happen—wherein you would finally end up blaming Aliens for your destruction—and the pretend-
ers would pronounce some kind of a stupid attitude somehow that YOU WON.  No, if you actually get
into a war of the worlds—you will NOT WIN—you are even losing against your enemies right on your
turf.

Things, however, are not going very well for the New World Order at this time, it appears.  And why is it
going badly?  Because of people like staunch and gutsy individuals such as Grandma Herman.  What the
“bad hats” didn’t understand about a person like her is that when she found out the facts—got mad as hell
with those truths hidden from her, looked at what she has for ammunition—the tormentors had better run
for those proverbial hills.  We of the guardian-messengers have to marvel at such tenacious resolve in the
face of armies of destroyers.  Something happens which is very clearly miraculous in that, after you have
had attempts at murder on your person, damage in every known material and Spiritual way, and finally
there are two choices left to an individual—it is either quit or go forth and win.  Grandma has chosen to
stand the ground and WIN.  Militias will NOT win freedom and ongoing status of freedom—it will be the
“Grandmas” of the world who are willing to take up the cross and the sword of truth—and do battle
WHERE THE WAR IS RAGING and that is NEVER on a bloody battle field.  The battle field of war is
but the distraction the “bad hats” use to cover their atrocities.

Some readers proclaim that Grandma is outspoken and crude at times, hard to accept as a gentle voice of
Spiritual leadership—well, people, what do you want, someone who pretends NOT and gets the job
done—or pious Lady Biliaries who tell you one thing and are as dark as the dungeon in reality?  And just
why do you suppose “Lady Hillary” got left off in Europe?  That nice First Lady of the U.S. has the code-
name in the Intelligentsia of BLACK WIDOW.  That very definitely means that she will kill and eat her
mate, good people, and Little Billy is in, again, serious trouble.  Did you notice that her little trippings are
totally involved with Khazarian Zionism?

The PLAN was, by those would-be-worlders, to have YOU under total control by this Independence
Day, after having gotten control of everything that could economically save you.  Well, it happened—but it
got “undone” and now they don’t know what to do about it—bomb you all away or try for a more
“civilized” way of suckering in you-the-people.
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Indeed, if you make it it will because of some willing “Grandmas and Grandpas”, figuratively speaking,
who care enough to give the very best.  It will NOT be the Viper Red Berets who blow up cities.  Freedom
held by Force is not Freedom, it is an exchange of Forces.

Informed KNOWLEDGE and Spiritual KNOWING in truth, offers freedom.

On this day of celebration of false perceptions I hope you give just a moment of your time to looking at that
which you seem to adore and worship the most—your exchange money.

I enjoy giving Grandma a forum as the sharpness of her pain and losses dull a bit and her mind can go back
to those things which she has studied and of which she knows best—these very Constitutional THINGS.

[QUOTING:]

July 3rd, 1996

Dear CONTACT, and Concerned Readers,

I always get a kick out of the Commander’s statements: THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE,
AND MAKE YOU—MAD AS HELL!

Then, I have my own, which is: “Congress sits on its ass with its thumb up its fanny and its brain in
neutral, as the nation collapses from within.”  [H: So, we are crude and picturesque?  Ah, then read-
ers, you do NOT know even the half of it!  You continue, as a people, to fiddle the same old
scores while your world burns—and pronounce those who try to bring truth—liars, cheats, thieves
and “crude”.  So be it—your choice!]

In other words; we have an IMPLOSION, from “those who sit on their collective asses”, and like all
other “LEGENDS” IN THEIR OWN—MIND—do more to destruct than to RESTORE.

It would be an absolute marvel, if they had the ability to research and understand the job THEY
WERE HIRED TO DO, and do some collective READING on the old INTERNATIONAL MON-
ETARY FUND AGREEMENT of 1945-’46-’47; Public Law 94-564.  [H: But then, how many of
YOU will rush to your Constitutional LIBRARY and study up on these topics?]  for it would
plainly tell them: “WE ARE IN DEEP PUCKY,” and “our treasury gold is held at $38.00 per ounce,
while the “members” of the “Board of Governors” (the contracting G-7 Nations) can utilize the
Merrill Lynch’s, Monex, Goldman Sachs, and other STOCK EXCHANGES AROUND THE GLOBE
at the instructions of the FEDERAL RESERVE and THE DEPOSITORY TRUST CO. to manipulate
the gold and platinum commodity markets, and sell off the TREASURY GOLD OF THIS NA-
TION (in Govt. Black Projects) FOR AMOUNTS UPWARDS OF PLUS $380.00 PER OUNCE.

One U.S. Rep., on the House floor, in 1995, stated: “We have a surplus of gold of about $460 Billion
dollars.”  What the fool did not realize is: $460 BILLION in Gold at $38.00 per ounce—”IF” utilized
properly on the Open Market IS MORE THAN ENOUGH TO PAY OFF THE NATIONAL DEBT AT
$380.00 PER OUNCE!
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Then, there is the matter of the Supreme Court ruling on the “THE GOLD CASES OF 1933-’34-’35"
whereupon they HELD: “We do not so read the Constitution; Congress exceeded its areas of Juris-
diction”... (BUT, NOT ONE SINGLE WEDDING RING WAS RETURNED TO THE WOMEN OF
AMERICA, nor were the BANK STOCKS held by the family members which were in CONSTITU-
TIONAL GOLD.(??!!)  [H: So, how could the government do this to you again, as they plan,
(confiscate precious metals)?  It is easy for as the President said a term back, “If the people
knew what we are doing they would lynch us in the streets!” AND “...the citizens have no longer
an attention span than four years AT BEST!”  Well, some of our attention spans go far further
back than Aton of Egypt—so watch those backsides!]

Here all these years you have been told that “it’s illegal to own gold”.  The Supreme Court did
not think “so”——!

Now, aren’t you proud as punch over those brown thumbed idiots in our U.S. House of Reps?

Think about it—then—THINK ABOUT IT AGAIN!

Grandma Herrman-Herman

[END OF QUOTING]

I don’t suggest you get carried away with aliens or “E.T.’s” shooting darts at your selves.  I do suggest that
the messengers are quite REAL and certainly do and shall present to the point of being recognized.  The
LAWS of your LAND demand incarceration and quarantine of ANYONE who encounters an alien E.T.
so, guess what, we have to make sure you “encounter” none.  This is WHY the alien myths and tales are so
stupid as to be blatant.  No MESSENGER of Godly beings would so much as endanger a hair of your
heady, head heads.  There will, however, be more and more visible presentations—but you will have to
consider that your own prison keepers have some magnificent flying machines to fool you almost all the
time.  The point of the “PLANNERS” is to scare the daylights out of you in a sham cover to cause you to
panic in fear, do what they tell you to do and accomplish the end of causing you to live in terror—right in
your own homes.  This is NOT THE WAY OF GOD CREATOR!  This is one of the more despicable and
villainous attributes of human mankind.

There is NO HONOR or LOYALTY among the leaders in HIGH PLACES on your globe.  To evidence
this I offer the following researched follow-on to JUST ONE INCIDENT—the murder of RON BROWN,
Commerce Secretary.

[QUOTING:]

A note from Nick: As you are well aware, this issue of the WSU was delayed.  The reason is the
immense amount of research that went into the three primary stories.  From a political standpoint, this is the
most important piece I’ve done since “The Impeached President” several years ago.  From an economic
standpoint, there are two major pieces in this newsletter.  One is an actionlog, that was the best format for
me to communicate to you economic events I expect to unfold.  Second is the piece about the
pending grain crisis and the subsequent inflation.  Please pay close attention.  The bond market IS
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crashing.  It led the stock market up and it will lead the stock market down.  [H: We will, at least at this
time, only write about the Ron Brown incident.  The grain situation is beyond belief and you are
into the makings of such a worldwide FAMINE as to stagger your imaginations—it is underway,
this atrocity of the ages, and all but beyond help.]

MURDER  IN  THE  FIRST  DEGREE

The Wall Street Underground, Inc.
1129 E. Cliff Road,
Burnsville MN 55337

(June, 1996, Vol. 2, No. 11)

[H: Why do we try to use other resource information on these topics?  BECAUSE WE ARE NOT
REVELATORS—WE OFFER WHAT “IS” SO YOU UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE A
BIT BEYOND THE MOMENT OF FORTUNE-TELLING.  THERE IS PLENTY OF REVELA-
TION GOING ON—WHY DON’T YOU PEOPLE TRY WHAT “IS” AND WORK YOUR WAY
UP TO REVELATION?]

AN  INTERIM  REPORT  ON  THE  DEATH  OF
COMMERCE  SECRETARY  RON  BROWN

Cilipi Airport, Dubrovnik, Croatia, 2:10 P.M., April 3, 1996:  Captain Amir Schic lands a twin-
engine corporate jet carrying the Croatian Prime Minister and the American Ambassador.  It is one of five
planes to land routinely on Runway 12 in the hour preceding the scheduled 3:00 P.M. arrival of IFOR-21,
the Boeing T-43A carrying Ron Brown and his upbeat entourage of American industrial deal-makers.

Cilipi Airport, 2:15 P.M.: Businessmen begin to straggle into the lobby, a few carrying umbrellas to
ward off the very light to moderate rain.  They’re early because they’re anxious to greet the 35 Ameri-
cans who at this moment are taking off from Tuzla, Bosnia, 130 miles to the northeast.

Outside, a perfect breeze blows at 14 mph from east to west.  It is perfect because at 120 degrees
from the north, it is only one degree off from being an exact headwind for the landing pattern of IFOR-21.
Contrary to some U.S. news reports, it is not a dark and stormy night.  IT IS THE MIDDLE OF THE
AFTERNOON!

The Radio Shack of Cilipi Airport, about 2:30 P.M.:  Maintenance Chief Niko Jerkuic, 46, ner-
vously fiddles with the dials on his VOR (VHF Omnidirectional Radio) beacon.  The VOR is the only
instrument that can guide the IFOR-21 safely to the runway.  Jerkuic re-checks his terrain map again and
again.  In a couple of hours, he will be a rich man, the two American operatives tell him, if he can quietly
send IFOR-21 into Sveti Ivan (St. John’s Hill), one of the highest mountains in the area at 2400 feet.  [H:
It is thought that changing that VHF Omnidirectional Radio signal is impossible to do—oh no, if
you know what you are doing you can easily interrupt the signal and send out “imitation” guid-
ance signals which will simply override the original settings, then, the original signals will auto-
matically return to their proper settings when “released”.  It is more that the signal is changed
enough to alter the instrumentation and guidance system of the plane in focus of that beam
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signal.  THIS certainly is NOT like a shutdown of the Western U.S. a couple of days ago when 7
States were without power.  That kind of outage should scare the living daylights out of every one
of you!!  THAT IS A SERIOUS TEST, READERS, FOR THINGS SET TO HAPPEN—AS
EARLY AS TODAY, THE 4TH OF JULY!  Remember that a massive power outage misdirects
EVERYTHING.]

On the other hand, if he miscalculates... well, the Americans did not look like men who would forgive
someone who botches an assignment as serious as this one.  All Jerkuic knows is that there is someone on
board the plane who is very dangerous to the American President, and it is his job to make sure the plane
never lands at the airport.

He glances out at some broken clouds around 400 feet above.  They would have no effect.  He would
have to depend on the main cloud-cover at 2000 feet.  Sveti Ivan rises almost 400 feet into this overcast.
Jerkuic calculates he would have to alter the signal by a full ten degrees, to send the plane that far off course
and into the mountains.

Money or no money, he began to wonder if he was doing the right thing.  He had seen so much
bloodshed in the years of the Bosnian War—what was a little more?

Cilipi Airport, 2:48 P.M.: Captain Schic climbs to the control tower to give IFOR-21 a friendly
radio greeting and reassurance that all is well.  He describes the Cilipi weather: visibility eight kilometers (5
miles), winds still at 14 mph, all flights arriving normally.  Flying at about 10,000 feet and 40+ miles away,
IFOR-21 Co-captains Ashley I. Davis, 35, and Tim Shafer, 33, thank Schic for his words of welcome.
Because there is no airport radar, the control tower will not be able to track IFOR-21 as she approaches
the airport.

These conditions are later described by Newsweek and others as “the worst storm in ten years” with
“visibility just 100 yards”.  (Their portrayal of the weather IS FLATLY DENIED by Aviation Week and
Space Technology.)

In the clouds over the Adriatic Sea, 2:50 P.M.: IFOR-21 reports in to Cilipi routinely.  It is the last
time their voice is heard.

Split, Croatia, 2:52 P.M.: The main regional radar station loses IFOR-21 from its screen, as the
plane descends below the cloud cover.

Kolocep Island, 2:54 P.M.: IFOR-21 is dead on course as it passes directly over Cilipi’s first
beacon, 11.8 miles from the airport.  It then locks onto Jerkuic’s beam, which is supposed to guide the
plane to the runway.  But Jerkuic has mis-set the guide beam at 119 degrees instead of 109 degrees.  This
will lead it directly into the mountain range (and the deaths of all passengers).

Aboard an AWACS Plane, 2:56 P.M.:  The U.S. Air Force plane keeping track of all air traffic in the
area loses trace of IFOR-21, just as it passes over Dubrovnik.  Being the military version of a Boeing 737-
200, IFOR-21 is not easily lost.  But because it is less than a mile off course at this point, no one on the
AWACS plane notes any problem.
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Secreno, Croatia, 2:57 P.M.: Villagers hear a plane roaring past unusually low and close.

Plat, Croatia, 2:58 P.M.: Villagers Ana and Miho Dunlica rush outside and see IFOR-21 plunging
“like a ghost out of the clouds.”

Velji Do, Croatia, 2:58 P.M.: Everyone in this tiny collection of stone huts at the base of Sveti Ivan
hears a plane go directly overhead in the clouds, then rev its engines mightily for one instant.

Aboard the plane, the claxon of its ground-proximity warning device suddenly blares, jolting the pilot
Davis.  But the two-to-three seconds of warning are far too little.  The plane’s left wingtip touches ground,
spinning the plane directly into the rocky hillside, making an earth-shaking explosion.

There is the crackling hiss of a huge fireball as the plane and its large load of fuel burn.  Then a dead
silence in the mist.  The tail section remains INTACT, but the rest of IFOR-21 is all over the hill, making
later identification of many of the passengers impossible.  The nose of the fuselage is just a blackish smudge
in the ground.

All 35 people are dead except for stewardess Shelly Kelly, who is riding in the tail.  SHE SUSTAINS
ONLY MINOR CUTS AND BRUISES.

Cilipi, 3:18 P.M.: U.S. authorities are notified that IFOR-21 is down, location unknown.  However,
they are to suffer 11 1/2 hours of pre-planned confusion before arriving at the scene.  One prominent
report verifies that pieces of the wreckage have been spotted floating in the Adriatic.  A later report says a
CIA trawler has retrieved some pieces.  [H: By golly, that CIA is everywhere isn’t it?]

Republic of South Africa, approximately 4:00 P.M.: News reports say an attempt is made on the
life of RON BROWN’S LAW PARTNER, TOMMY BOGGS, BY AN unknown ASSAILANT IN A
STAGED CAR ACCIDENT IN CAPETOWN.  Later Boggs refuses to talk about the attempt.  Allega-
tions have been made that Boggs was culpable in many of Brown’s activities.  [H: These will be spoken
of later so please stayed tuned.]

Cilipi, later that same afternoon: Niko Jerkuic goes home to collect his reward, but the reward is
not waiting for him.  That comes three days later: A BULLET THROUGH THE CHEST, admin-
istered just shortly before he is scheduled to be grilled by the U.S. Air Force accident investigation team.

The hit squad wraps his hand around the gun and departs.  The Americans do not want a live witness
who could spill the beans later.  Like many of the Whitewater dead, Jerkuic is immediately labeled
a SUICIDE, even though there is NO EVIDENCE—and a chest wound is a rare cause—espe-
cially with a large caliber pistol (very unusual in Europe).

The quick official reason given for bachelor Jerkuic’s death is despondence over romantic troubles
with his girlfriend.  I have been unable to find any verification for this.  Instead, I have found that neigh-
bors and friends all agree Jerkuic was NOT depressed.  He had survived the years of the Bosnian War.
He was excited that life was finally getting better.
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Crash site, 7:20 P.M.: FOUR HOURS AND 20 MINUTES AFTER THE CRASH, the first
Croatian Special Forces search party arrives on the scene.  They find ONLY STEWARDESS KELLY
surviving—nicely.  They call for a helicopter to evacuate her to the hospital.  When it arrives, Kelly IS
ABLE TO GET ON BOARD WITHOUT ANY ASSISTANCE FROM THE MEDICS.

But Kelly NEVER COMPLETES THE SHORT HOP.  She “dies” en route.  According to multiple
reports given to journalist/editor Joe L. Jordan, an autopsy later reveals a neat, three-inch incision
over her main femoral artery.  It also shows the incision came at LEAST THREE HOURS
AFTER all her other cuts and bruises.

This creates in your mind a horrifying scene in the back of the chopper, as one Special Forces opera-
tive holds down the struggling woman and muffles her screams, while another slices her leg.

Further autopsies of other passengers probably will not be made.  Clinton ordered the cremation of
ALL VICTIMS—it’s hard to perform autopsies on ASHES.

NICK: All this, of course, cries for an explanation of why anyone would be so eager to kill Ron
Brown that they would take 34 innocent Americans along with him.  I will address this in a moment.
But first let me describe the current state of thinking on the cause of the crash.

CONFUSION  OR  COVER-UP?

Ever since the crash, most reporters and officials have refused to even consider the possibility of foul
play.  Some of them are merely following orders.  But most have instinctively fled from the highly disturbing
possibility that Ron Brown was assassinated by people close to his own President.

They are confronted with the brutal impossibility of two experienced pilots following a VOR beam into
a mountain 1.6 miles off course.  So they all shrug their shoulders in bewilderment.  [H: Oh well...!]  None
of their theories have come even close to explaining how a beacon that is accurate to within two feet at the
landing point could lead the plane so far astray.  But they have tried:

* The Air Force’s official explanation is that the pilots set the compass on the airplane 10 degrees off
course.  That is absurd.  Beside having an electric compass, the plane was also equipped with a magnetic
compass.  Pilots routinely set their compasses right before takeoff.  If the compass was set off 10 degrees,
they could not have been on course when they passed the first beacon, 11.8 miles from the airport.
Instead they would have been miles and miles off course at this point.  To make this explanation even more
absurd, the plane was flying on the VOR signal, not the compass.  That explains the half-truth.  Yes, the
plane was flying 10 degrees off course, but it was because the VOR beam had been tampered with.

* One desperate explanation was that a nasty crosswind “blew” the plane sideways.  Not credible.
This wind would require a wind 90 degrees off the actual wind.

* Most of the press and officialdom have blamed poor visibility.  To do this, they have taken the
ferocity of the rainstorm later that afternoon and evening—and moved it back in time to the crash hour.
But records show the weather from 2:54 pm to 2:58 pm was simply not that bad.  It was well above the
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minimum required for landing.  And VHF beacons NEVER get blown off course by the wind.

* Pilot fatigue and strain?  Not likely on a 45-minute flight.

* Equipment malfunction on a rickety old plane?  IFOR-21 was the number two plane in the White
House fleet—in essence, Air Force 2.  It had carried Hillary and Chelsea Clinton and Defense Secretary
William Perry just the week before.  Everything about the flight was checked out and rehearsed a week in
advance. [H: Good old careful Hilliary, Hillary, Hillary, Billiary, Bullery, etc., however you want
to spell it seems appropriate for your First Lady.]

* Lightning or other troubles causing the pilots to lose track of the beam?  No, they were both drilled
in the standard procedure for Cilipi: if you lose the beam or miss the airport, YOU IMMEDIATELY
VEER TO THE RIGHT AND UP to make sure you AVOID SVETI IVAN.  Indisputably, the pilots
thought they were following the beacon.  Otherwise, they would have executed the standard right turn
within seconds.  Plus, their landing gear was locked “down”.  They expected to land at any moment.

In sum, none of the “official” explanations to date hold any water.  And all of them ignore the glaring
fact that IFOR-2 did not simply stray off path at the last moment.  By all accounts, she went straight as an
arrow to her doom, the moment she left the Kolocep Island beacon and picked up the Cilipi beacon.  The
problem had to be the Cilipi beacon, which was broadcast to cause the plane to fly 10 degrees too
far north AFTER PASSING THE FIRST BEACON PERFECTLY ON COURSE.

AND  EVEN  WORSE...

Could the problem have been that technician Niko Jerkuic had let his equipment become run-down?
No.  Thousands of landings had taken place while his equipment was running.  Some, just minutes before
IFOR-21.  To transmit a VOR beacon that’s ten degrees off, has got to be done intentionally.

Yes, that VOR beacon is old and antiquated.  But the fact is, millions of flights land successfully all
around the U.S. every year, using the same old, antiquated equipment.  A magnetic compass is old and
antiquated.  Columbus sailed to the new world with one.  But to this day, every ship and plane in the world
uses the same old, antiquated magnetic compass.  They use them because they work.  [H: What do you
think happens at all the towers and to all the electric compass systems used today?  Let me
remind you of the CHAOS caused by one outage of seven states power shutdown as in day
before yesterday’s demonstration.  It takes a few minutes to kick on supplemental power and
often, in the cases of electromagnetic failure causes—there is no ability to kick on the supple-
mental power systems!!!  Ah, but the media doesn’t tell you that, do they?  They just report a
little Western United States power failure (all at once) as a run-of-the-mill happening wherein
the only inconvenience mentioned are street lights, traffic irritation and the stations going off
the air.]

Obviously, this explanation could do double duty, by aiding the suicide theory.  In this scenario, Jerkuic
simply felt so bad about his shoddy work that he shot himself.  Unfortunately for the theory, you can’t just
accidentally bump a knob and make the whole VOR apparatus line up planes with Sveti Ivan.  It takes a
sustained effort, from an EXPERT TECHNICIAN.
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Plus, the same beacon had guided other planes safely onto the runway, just BEFORE IFOR-21.  So
Jerkuic had to have made his adjustment at the last moment.

Alternative scenario: It is very possible—and a bit more simple—that Jerkuic simply shut his beacon
down.  At the same moment, a decoy beacon would have been turned on by a fellow operative sitting on
Sveti Ivan.  A decoy beacon easily FITS IN A JEEP.  This is an old, old trick.

The question arises: could not the whole issue be resolved by a quick review of the tapes at the control
tower?  They probably could—IF THE TAPES HAD NOT SUDDENLY DISAPPEARED.

[END OF QUOTING]

We need a break and we are only half through this writing so, please, when we return to the keyboard, we
will simply continue on this same “program”.   Thank you.   If it needs be split for convenience, this will be
Part 1.
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Let us return to the second part of the discussion of Ron Brown.

HOW MANY OF YOU REALIZE THAT RON BROWN, LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE UNDER
WRAPS—HAD A CODE NAME?  GUESS WHAT HIS WAS?  WELL, LET US TRY “BLACK
EAGLE”.  Am I right so far, gentlemen of the Intelligence branches and twigs?  Perhaps it is much like the
Dairy Mad Cow situation—the cows ARE MAD and have DIS-EASE in the Jersey and Guernsey Islands
over such as the Woodbridge accounts?  It may well get a lot worse, this madness, as things unfold.
Spongy-brain is hard to eradicate once it infects the people and they find out what has been going on for
these past years.

We left off the scenario about Black Eagle’s nest-pooping last flight with, “Could not the whole issue be
resolved by a quick review of the tapes at the control tower?”—But they disappeared in plain sight...!

[QUOTING:]

And couldn’t the air traffic controller shed some light on things?  Certainly.  But NOW he too, has
“committed suicide”—which, by the way, is a rare event for such a cause in Croatian culture.

I repeat: No official anywhere is facing these facts.  As a result, their “explanations” are laced with
words like “mysterious” and “unknown” and “inexplicably” and “unfortunate”.

AIR  FORCE  INVESTIGATION  KILLED
(FOR  THE  1ST  TIME  IN  HISTORY)

The chief investigator for Pratt & Whitney happened to be at the Paris Air Show on April 3.  Pratt &
Whitney always sends an investigator when a plane powered by their engines has a mishap.  So the man
called his boss in America, and said in effect, “We just had a crash in Croatia.  I think I’d better get down
there.”  The response was “Go pack.”

But as the investigator was packing at his hotel, his boss called back.  “DON’T go,” he told the
astonished employee.  “There’s not going to be a safety investigation.”

For the first time in history, the Air Force had canceled the safety investigation of a crash on friendly
soil.  [H: But remember who runs the Air Force, readers.  That’s right, the UNITED NATIONS.]
There would only be a quick token legal investigation, designed to enable a committee to blame the pilots
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and some Air Force brass, and go home.  [H: Wouldn’t you think that at least one or two of the
corporations served by THE OTHER PASSENGERS would object to such a wipeout of their
executives?]

At this time, it’s an open question whether the black boxes will play a role.  Within hours after the
crash, the Croatian Ministry of Transport announced they had the black boxes.  One and a half days after
the crash, Croatian TV (plus Russian and French TV) announced the FDR (flight data recorder) AND the
CVR (cockpit voice recorder) were safely in the hands of the U.S. Marines.  They said that soon, “The
cause of the crash will be assessed to find out what happened.”  The U.S. European command in Stuttgart,
Germany, also stated that a black box was aboard.

Later, the Pentagon brass stoutly denied all this.  They said there were NO black boxes aboard.  [H:
Doesn’t anyone reading this atrocity of lies have any brains?  No recorders on the second most
IMPORTANT plane in the world?]  They claimed the actual recovered boxes were designed to hold
soda pop and toilet paper.  (In fact, the black boxes are painted bright ORANGE, so investigators can
more easily find and identify them.  The Croats, who feel they can tell a reel of tape from a roll of toilet
paper, are keeping mum.)

It is hard to imagine that America’s #2 VIP plane had no black box.  And a veteran Air Force me-
chanic, who claims to have worked on just about every T-43A in the USAF, tells me he never saw one
WITHOUT a recorder box.

WHY  WOULD  ANYONE  WANT  TO
MURDER  RON  BROWN?

By all accounts, Ron Brown was a charming fellow who worked very hard and effectively to promote
U.S. business.  Why, then, would anyone want to kill him?  And who would have the resources to do it by
bringing down the #2 airplane in the White House fleet?

The answer, in brief, is that Ron Brown was going to prison—no if’s, and’s or but’s about it.  Also Bill
Clinton’s presidency was surely GOING DOWN WITH HIM.  And the President could not allow that.

To anyone who has followed the story closely, this conclusion is inescapable.  Brown was up to his
neck in numerous major scandals:  Whitewater, the Denver airport mess, Mena, the Keating Five, Lillian
Madsen and her Haitian prostitutes, etc.  Small wonder that 22 congressmen wrote Clinton in Febru-
ary 1995, demanding he fire Brown.

At the time of his murder, Brown was under investigation by:

* a special prosecutor in the Justice Department;
* the FDIC;
* the Congressional Reform and oversight Committee;
* and even his own Commerce Department Inspector General.

[H: This “Black Eagle” was even playing around in the Santa Barbara S&L, Financial mess
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which stole money and property as if it were a wholesale give-away—and got Ekkers’, as well, in
the flow.]

In case you missed the piecemeal accounts in the papers, here is an extremely condensed summary of
11 of Brown’s woes.  As I’ll show below, many of them were shortly going to become Bill Clinton’s woes:

1.  How did North Viet Nam recently get the U.S. to drop its trade embargo against them so suddenly?
Easy.  As a leading Vietnamese businessman and official revealed to the press, the Communist government
paid BROWN BLACK EAGLE $700,000 to do it.  The money went into a “Singapore” bank ac-
count, the embargo fell, and Clinton squashed a feeble FBI attempt to investigate.  He and Brown
also neutralized a federal grand jury probe later.

2.  Brown sold plane seats on other trade trips besides the one to Bosnia-Croatia.  Companies making big
contributions to the Democratic Party or the Clinton Victory Fund could buy access and tax break or
regulatory favors.

3.  The 1-23-95 U.S. News & World Report broke the news that Brown had bought a $360,000 townhouse
for his girlfriend, Lillian Madsen, a prominent political player and whorehouse madam from Haiti.

4.  Brown used to receive $12,500 a month as the P.R. agent for Baby Doc Duvalier, the much-loathed
dictator of Haiti.  Brown received this money for nearly five years, while he was a member of the Demo-
cratic National Committee.  Brown also managed Baby Doc’s $50 million investment fund, most or all of
which is now in Viet Nam firms.

5.  Brown was a key board member of Chemfix, a Louisiana “waste management” corporation that landed
a $210 million contract with New York City in 1990, with Brown’s help.  That was despite the fact that
Chemfix had two other contracts with other municipalities cancelled because of its inability to perform.
Brown got company stock at 24% of market value, making him millions.  New York Mayor David Dinkins
got to host the Democratic Convention.  A typical Ron Brown win/win deal.

6.  Brown founded Capital/Pebsco, which—fresh out of the box—got a contract with Washington D.C.
Mayor Marion Barry to handle the city’s pension funds.  Not a bad start for a new company with no
investing experience.

7.  In a deal that has left CIA people livid, Brown okayed the sale of a new U.S. gas turbine engine to
China.  China will use the engines in its cruise missiles.  McDonnell Douglas developed the turbine as a
military engine.  But Brown arbitrarily reclassified it as “civilian”.  That let China build a fleet of missiles,
using U.S. engines and technology, which they can point at (who else?) the U.S.

8.  Brown irked Congress and most of Europe by acting as point man for Clinton to bring Iranian influence
and weapons into the Bosnian War.  That broke the U.S.-endorsed arms embargo.  The money for the
arms most likely came from Commerce and Agriculture, slush fund money channeled to U.S. manufactur-
ers; from there to U.S.-friendly nations and firms overseas; and from there to Iran.

The arms included helicopter gunships, big artillery, stinger missiles, land mines, anti-aircraft guns, anti-
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tank weapons, grenade launchers, and other quality weapons.  Most of the arms will stay on the European
scene for decades to come, keeping the area destabilized.  As one leading munitions dealer put it:

“Iran/Contra was slingshots and cap guns compared to the quantities and size of arms given the Croatian
Serbs.”

That is why the Croatian Muslims enthusiastically hosted Brown’s planeload of executives.  They felt
gratitude for the free arms, as well as a desire to do deals.

9.  Brown was the partner of a Democratic fund-raiser named Nolanda Hill.  Hill paid Brown $500,000
for his 50% interest in First International, Inc., a company that never made any profits.  Most glaringly,
Brown never invested a cent in First International.

First International owned Corridor Broadcasting, which had defaulted on massive government loans
of $40 million.  The loans were passed on to the FDIC, which was unsuccessful in collecting anything from
Hill.  Yet at the same time, First International was making large contributions to the Democratic Party, and
paying hundreds of thousands of dollars to Brown, through shell corporations.

These payments to Brown—three checks for $45,000 each—were the core of Representative Clinger’s
evidence that forced Janet Reno to hire Daniel Pearson as special investigator of Brown’s crimes.  They
were cashier’s checks, all cut the same day in 1993, with sequential numbers.  Yet, supposedly the money
came from three contributors, acting independently.  Brown never disclosed or paid any taxes on these
amounts.

10. By personally delivering a warning letter signed by Clinton, Brown was able to force a bargain deal
with the Saudis for $6 billion in American military aircraft and hardware.  To get the planes, the Saudis also
had to accept a fat $4 billion phone contract with AT&T: otherwise, they would get no aircraft.  [H: Nice
“pull”!]

Also part of the deal: AT&T had a multi-million dollar side agreement with Brown’s First International,
which was hired as a “consultant” (see above).  And the Democratic National Committee and the Clinton
campaign fund were beneficiaries.

This is how big business is done in Clinton’s America.

11. The last nail in Brown’s coffin was pounded in four days before his crash.  FBI and IRS agents
subpoenaed as many as 20 witnesses for a serious new grand jury probe of Brown in Washington.  It
seems that an Oklahoma gas company called Dynamic Energy Resources gave Brown’s son Michael
$500,000 in stock, a $160,000 cash payment, and exclusive country club memberships.  Former Dy-
namic president Stewart Price told a Tulsa grand jury that the money was to be routed to Ron Brown, who
was expected to “fix” a big lawsuit for Dynamic.

There is little chance you heard about this death-knell, grand jury case.  Radio station KTOK in
Oklahoma reported it on March 28, 1996; the Washington Times made it a front-page story on March
29.  But then a lock was put on the story.  The AP and New York Times wire services blocked any further
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release of the information.  Welcome to the new world order.

FINAL  PROOF

The 2-8-96 Washington Post reported Brown had retained top legal gun Reid Weingarten, a former
high official in the Justice Department, as his criminal attorney.  You don’t pay his price ($750 an hour)
unless you know a criminal indictment is coming, and you’re probably going to jail.

Janet Reno appointed Daniel Pearson as Brown’s special prosecutor earlier this year.  She gave him
blanket permission to investigate anything.  That’s when Brown angrily demanded that Clinton force her to
withdraw Pearson.  But Reno couldn’t do that.  She had been backed into a corner by Rep. William F.
Clinger, Jr., chairman of the House Government Reform and Oversight Committee.  Clinger had copies of
Brown’s First International checks, plus other incriminating documents.

When Clinton said he couldn’t comply, Brown went ballistic.  His fatal mistake—according to Brown
confidants who requested anonymity—was telling Clinton he wasn’t going to take the rap.  He wasn’t
going to let his wife and son take the rap, either.  (Both had received hundreds of thousands of dollars in
under-the-table payments themselves.)  He was going to finger Bill and Hillary instead.  That would have
sunk Bill’s reelection campaign on the spot.

DEAD  MAN  WALKING

From that point on, Brown WAS DEAD.  Like Vince Foster before him, he knew too much.  He
knew where all the money went for the payoffs, bribes, scams, money laundering, cover-ups, participation
fees, hush money and side deals—all the way from one-man operations to vast multinational trade treaty
fixes.

The phony suicide fakeout used on Foster could not be repeated, of course.  But an airplane crash is
always viewed as an accident.  So agents were sent—not directly by Clinton, but through a White House
staffer—to a standing network of high-level killers, sometimes called the “Octopus”.  If the frequently
stormy weather at Cilipi had not cooperated, there would always be another trip—somewhere, some-
how—and soon.

If the preceding data were widely known, America would realize BILL CLINTON IS BY FAR THE
MOST DANGEROUS MAN EVER TO LIVE IN THE WHITE HOUSE.  [H: Well, that may be
stretching it just a bit because there are some who are STILL DANGEROUS EVEN AFTER
BEING OUT OF THE WHITE HOUSE!]  Clinton’s complex personality certainly has a genial side.
But a clear overall picture of this man must include the brutal nature of the hit team that carries out his
muttered wishes, and looks after his political fortunes.  [H: He then cries great big croc tears and hugs
the victim’s loved ones on international TV and gets away one more time.  But you can see his
operations techniques—as he hands out medals, ribbons, honors and those hugs to the Father-
less children and hands a flag (of shame) to the wives and mothers.]
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This is not simply the rag-tag “Arkansas Mafia” that followed Clinton to Washington.  It is a small but
extremely well-organized network of pro-establishment heavy hitters and their ground-level operatives.
With a few changes of face, they have been on the scene since the 1970s.  They are a diverse band of high-
level thugs who are the muscle squad of the establishment.

If you are a member of Congress, I urge you to assign your most trusted staff members to investigate
these crimes.  Start with a conversation with Daniel Pearson.  He is still willing to share his information.

[END OF QUOTING]

I dislike having to leave this story at this point but time constraints are limiting.  I can only assure you that
Bill Clinton’s crimes are important to you.  Moreover—WHO PULLS BILL CLINTON’S STRINGS?
Ah, and that is another story for another day.  If you get the picture you will be not only spellbound but the
story puts together all the little pieces you might well have found missing.

Please, remember that in every great crisis there are also great opportunities of all kinds.  Those who
position themselves in carefully laid places do not have to suffer great losses and often some find them-
selves gaining extraordinarily from the circumstances.  The key is, as always, in KNOWLEDGE in anticipa-
tion of what the future may hold—and having the courage to put that knowledge to work FOR YOU.

No person is SAFE if the TRUE STORY is told as the TRUE STORY it is—so you have to realize that in
these days of press foolishness, you will have to look for the books, often of fiction character, which are
buried.

We will leave this writing on this note and perhaps we can continue on as time permits.  That luxury is,
however, not this day.  Thank you.
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THE  LAW  OF  DETACHMENT

In detachment lies the wisdom of uncertainty, in the wisdom of uncertainty
lies the freedom from our past, from the known, which is the prison of past
conditioning.

And in our willingness to step into the unknown, the field of all possibilities,
we surrender ourselves to the creative mind that orchestrates the dance of
the universe.
Deepak Chopra

Doris Ekker: I asked for help this morning as I sat to this keyboard and the above message is what
Commander offered.  I thought, again, that I could not go on.  I had the pain in my heart of one I thought
a friend, in deposition, call me “ignorant” and fragmented, and E.J., a “bastard moral pervert”.  Why?
Because we try our very best to protect that which belongs to ALL while the two or three try to gather that
which is another’s.  I cried out to God and said, “Why must I give it all—how can this be?”  And He
answered me softly—”No child, ‘I’ gave YOU all—so that this, in My name, shall come to be.  We shall
win the day and all the enemy shall have won is the darkness of their own hearts.”

I saw an amusing thing or two from the deposition in point—especially as Mr. Horn was “called” for calling
this very witness a “bastard” earlier, on the phone.  This amusement came after the witness had explained
his definition of many things, i.e. “bastard”, “ignorant” and so on.
“Who will stand with me in truth?” I pleaded.  And God said unto me: “I shall stand with thee!  Any
more silly questions?” And continued, “We have work to be done, let us get at it please.”

So, I shall try this day to be objective and look in upon this life I have chosen—but I shall ALWAYS
REMEMBER!  I will always know in my heart the scars and the healing of this walk through HELL.  I have
nothing longer on this Earth to lose—I lost all THOSE things, and those who have loved and shared and
walked with me—are not of this Earth—and I have gained IT ALL.  I need NOT my enemy’s blessings—
for within I have found my passage and if my commission is to accomplish this task laid forth then this task
is what I shall accomplish.

Can a handful of dollars sitting secure be worth the misdirection and grief of the Benedict Arnolds of this
world?  Yes, I suppose, if their leaders be BLIND.  Perhaps I too am blind—but in my blindness I found
TRUTH for I turned to greater eyes than mine, greater ears with which to hear from within—and a greater
mind to guide my steps and actions.  Indeed, you who wait for me to share—WE SHALL WIN THE
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DAY!  And, those impatient legal leeches—shall fall to the wayside.  The pain comes in that they are taking
that very thing for which the claimants petition from us, while their assets sit being eaten away by the ones
manipulating their every intent.  I have compassion for God Himself, for it must be terrible to try and make
mankind hear, see, and understand.  We cling to our tiny shards of focus and dwell in the places of dark
actions and desires—and those things rule the day, the night and the vision.

And then, out of that darkness comes a voice which belongs to one who has awakened out of the pain and
misery of his/her own passage—and the answers flow like water from a broken dam as the remembering
kicks in and the contributions are made to show us the way.  God waits, and heals, and then gently guides
us back to our tasks.  It is the renewal that comes from that wondrous guidance that softens our tattered
hearts when KNOWING kicks in—and doubts are kicked out.

Hatonn has asked that I simply take a tape from “Grandma” and let us help Rick get some of the hours of
interviews onto discs.  We have no elaborate scanners, voice readers—nothing to take away the tap, tap
of the fingers on the keys—for we “have not yet arrived” to be able to afford such luxuries.  BUT READ-
ERS, WE HAVE REACHED, NOT JUST GOD—WE HAVE REACHED THE HIGHEST ENEMIES
OF OUR LANDS AND AS THEY COME TO OUR TABLE TO DISCUSS OUR JOURNEY—WE
HAVE WHATEVER IS NECESSARY TO STAND FORTH WITHOUT TAINT OF “RELIGIONS”,
“POLITICS” OR “SHAM PRETENSE”—AND IT IS WONDERFUL.  Indeed, I can see the WAY—
I can “finally” see the way for man CAN change and many will change because it is righteous—but more
will change because it is better than the alternatives, and some will change because THEY HAVE TO TO
STAY ALIVE IN THIS WORLD OF EVIL—THEN IT WILL BE UP TO EACH INDIVIDUAL TO
BRING THE TIDE ABOUT AND KEEP WHAT WE SHALL HAVE GAINED.

As we talk with ones who have SERVED within the ranks of the controlled servants of the Elite—I marvel
that any could find their way and again struggle for Truth.  More have changed than have been LOST—
and in that realization, it is obvious we can accomplish a turn-about and, slowly and patiently, with constant
vigilance, regain and accomplish that which made this nation GREAT—ONE NATION UNDER GOD,
INDIVISIBLE, WITH FREEDOM AND JUSTICE FOR ALL.  And I also am given to understand that
those who choose otherwise can quite frankly, with my permission, go to Hell where they already dwell.
I know Truth and I do not need their “definitions” for God’s are quite sufficient to my needs.  And to you
who patiently share, pray, and dwell in your hearts with us—I am on my knees to you for there is no way
we could walk this thistled trail without your love, your cards, your rememberances and your help.  Every-
where I look about my place are the reminders—from a handkerchief to a baby sparrow brought to be
nurtured.  I have baskets of love overflowing with your messages of “just one more step” and “we can do
it”—and so we shall.  I placed my hand in the hand “of the man”—and I find that even when I let go—HE
DOESN’T.
I am going to spend this morning transcribing Grandma’s taped visit of yesterday and I tremble a bit for
her—but her teacher and guide is the same as MINE and, therefore, she too will be fine.  Her life seems
ever so much more exciting than does mine—but I have been blessed with wondrous adventures and
incredible experiences as we have all passed this way—and moreover, we CAN live to see the deliver-
ance if we hold to God to allow us protection of our thoughts—for now the Satanic walking devils have the
ability to electrocute our brains (literally) and totally control us through our MINDS—and SOULS.  There
is only ONE LIGHT greater than these things of puppet strings—and that IS GOD—”they” CANNOT
override GOD.  Therefore WE must attend our attachments in every moment of every hour—and, yes, be
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objective about what appears to be uncertain—for with God—all is CERTAIN.  Thank you for allowing
me a minute to write for I must first be objective about myself.  d.j.e.

This noting of my initials reminds me of another D.J.E. from Nevada who used to share Nostradamus with
us, for Commander said she was given the gift of knowing the meanings of those quatrains.  Moreover, she
gave some personal writings for George Green and Col. James “Bo” Gritz which have borne TRUTH
BEYOND MY ABILITY TO HAVE RECOGNIZED—AS IT HAS COME TO BE EXACTLY AS IT
WAS PROJECTED THAT IT WOULD BE.  But guess what, she had touched the “aliens” and devel-
oped cancers from the radiations—not of the aliens, but THAT WAS THE COST of being there at the
wrong time, simply doing her job in a hospital.  If she is strong enough to again share with us—NOW IS
THE TIME for understanding is all we have to offer—and a forum for the unfolding.

Each week the paper begins its own week with NOTHING [in the bank account] with which to produce
the mailings—but somehow enough of you offer help to allow “one more”.  Always we here do not see
“how” but just keep right on writing—and somehow, once more, a paper goes forth.  Thank you, for none
of US HERE are “paper” people nor have ever even wanted to be—we are all just doing what YOU
would do—the best we can while asking your patience with our lack of any semblance of knowing what to
do.  Dr. Young, for goodness sakes, is a Physicist and Engineer, Rick a Psychologist, Brent a MUSICIAN
and composer—and Claudia?  Well, Claudia just does the rest—around the clock.  Everybody just pitches
in and does what has to be done—realizing that one day it shall be “right” and that “knowing” is quite
enough.

Do we have our own public and/or silent terrors?  Oh my, yes.  And we just passed one of them—some
special friends made it possible to order THE LAST LOAD OF SPELT GRAIN IN THE WESTERN
HEMISPHERE.  We, friends, are in for a very bad time ahead as the Elite have all but wiped out our
growing capabilities.  It is truly frightening beyond anything I have come to realize.  Commander has
pointed out that both food and money are only important to the extent you don’t have them.  And yet,
without money we can’t have the other.  Perhaps the “rapid ascension” of an atomic blast will seem better
than the slow death of the other choices and I think that is what John must have meant in Revelation as
people prayed to have the mountains fall upon them.  Indeed, I have found Truth in Little Crow’s wisdom:
“...to serve Truth only gives you restless nights of sleeplessness—and days of heavy hearts...”  But at the
same time, as Ormond McGill shares with us privately—THERE COMES JOY WITHIN THE HEART.
THIS IS NOT “HAPPINESS” AS SUCH—IT IS JOY.  AND, THIS MOMENT IN TIME—I FIND
JOY WITHIN MY OWN.  I look forward to the day I shall look in the eyes of God our Father and He
shall say to me, “You have done well, come with me for you have earned your passage.”  And THAT is the
BEGINNING of my REAL journey!  But, I must practice my ability to CREATE—here, with what is
available—as do YOU.  Maybe we can, together, Create something worthy of the gift and the allowance
of our journey.

I think this week’s best lesson is reflected in the truth: “The loss of a beloved, deserving friend is the
hardest trial of philosophy.”  I realize that this week I had to confront the FACT that I had lost a beloved
and trusted friend and yet I found that I was not the one in “ignorance” nor E.J. the “perverted bastard”.
Why does not truth ease the sadness?  I have not yet found THAT answer.  I suppose it must be our
“testing” to see if the hounds [from Hell] can cause us to break our bonds with “right”ness.  Well, once
more—it did not happen so perhaps we gained a bit in our lessons and this time we don’t even slow up to
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nurse our wounds.  In fact, I find, actually—there didn’t come any left-over wounds from this encounter—
so readers, from the experiences we learn to heal and move on without even slowing down except to get
the barriers out of our roadway.  AHO!  AND THANK YOU, BROTHER CROW!

***

TAPE  TRANSCRIPTION:  GRAMDMA  HERRMAN

DATE: JULY 5, 1996.  Speaking to Rick Martin.
RM = Rick Martin
G  = “Grandma” Herrman

(Any reference to Russell is Grandma’s recently deceased husband.  He lived a far more interesting life
than any of us have yet found revealed—but Vina is beginning to realize the involvement with the “Creep
Society” headed by the Skull and Bones Society.  Well, we just don’t mind them helping us—do we?
Thank you, Russell, and thank you, Grandma.)

G:  Hey, you kids are onto this like a hen on a June Bug.

RM: ...what is “this”?  We have done a whole other newspaper since the one you have...

G:  Oh no, I have the one from the 2nd of July.

RM: Well, we are working and are almost through with the next one.  So, there is a lot of water that has run
under these bridges by the time you get your paper.

G:  Ok.  But you’re on it...  And also, there are account numbers available.

RM: Are you talking about Nugan-Hand or what?
G:  I am talking about account numbers that will fit with these Banks that you speak of here in the Drug and
Scam money-laundering within the dirty side of “high-finance”.

RM: OK, keep talking...

G:  Now then, you also have documentation on MERKAV International Banking Ltd., where they were
marketing $200-$260 BILLION dollars in Certificates of Deposit in Europe—after the S&L failures.

This was by Marion Aiken who was the President and CEO of that corporation.  This was a Black Project
which operated in between governments and utilized banks in the European communities to mop and
launder as well as underwrite these dirty Black Government Projects.  He got thrown into prison and all of
his materials were confiscated, in August of 1988 or 89 (I forget the exact date on that), but he was
involved with Lheay, Brown, and quite a few well-known agencies with names with which we are all
familiar.

He was put into prison in Copenhagen, Denmark.  The arresting agency was INTERPOL, the arresting
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officer heading up INTERPOL was Arnie Gamelsgard.  He can be located in prison and this can be
confirmed through the Copenhagen offices at 011453631448.  Fax number is 0114533912640, Ext.
2421.  All of this can be confirmed and it was kept out of the U.S. and away from the news media by
Ambassador Lynn Schively who blocked every effort of INTERPOL to get the assistance of the U.S.
Treasury involved with this over $200 plus BILLION in Certificates of Deposit which came from the failed
S&L mess.

RM: You were talking about Republic National Bank in Texas, weren’t you?

G:  Yes, this is all tied-in.  The key to all of this would be the Bush, Baker, Bentsen, North, Herrman, (yes,
Russell was involved in this also and I’m not going to pull any punches about it), and also, Greenspan, the
Deposit Trust Co. and the CIA.  This was out of the Houston-based [Dallas-based?] Federal Reserve,
which was caused to activate the Houston-based Republic National Bank of Texas which was the Contra-
arms which was then transferred into the New York Republic National Bank.  Rick, you’ve got those
account numbers and the whole bit; I FAXed it to you.

RM: Yes I do.

G:  This all goes right in to the Cow Islands (Jersey, Guernsey, etc.).  Then of course, all this is keyed in to
the article you offered on the Liechtenstein accounts that were held by Nugan-Hand.  Then, you also have
the Continental Bank of Illinois...  Continental Bank of Illinois and First National of Illinois also fell, at
which time, when they fell, they were taken over by another group who affirmed their identity and that was
the Magna-Carta Bank.  In other words, the “Magna” Banks.  The Magna Banks are still after the same
old scam.  They have bank officers in there authorizing loans which has created one of the largest HUD
scams in history.  All they do is change the names of the parties.  One case had twenty-three loans.  They
just switch around the names... say, if it was John and Jane Doe and Bill and Jane Gorman on one, they
would just change it to Bill, Jane Gorman and Jim and Jane Doe on the next one, and then, say, Jane and
Jim Doe, etc.  They just keep switching it around.  There is DEEP fraud in there and it goes all the way into
HUD, to which Jack Kemp was made aware, as was Metzenbaum back in 1991 and ’92.  They still slid
right over it and never did a thing about it.  The documents are available.

RM: What about the Sofi Bank of Mexico?

G:  That is “Sofi” Bank.  That’s also a prime laundering bank.  See, here is how they’d do this; They
launder through what is called the “Banco” systems.  The Banco systems are charter members to the
Standard Charter Banks.  You know what those are, don’t you?

RM: No.

G:  There are a hundred twenty-five standard charter banks.  And how many charter members are there to
the International Monetary Fund (IMF)?  A hundred and twenty-five.

RM: So then, what does Brownsville, Texas have to do with anything?

G:  It is a prime money laundering area with Sofina Bank that launders the money out from the Banco de
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Mexico.

RM: Then does this tie into the other thing we are talking about—is it all related?

G:  It ties right directly into the Banco de Espanole which is the Bank of Spain, the Banco de Paris which
is the Bank of France.  It ties right into all of them—they get into what is called “the loop”.  That loop is like
a figure “8” that lays horizontally and just keeps on going and going and....  This is how the laundering
routes are established.  They run the funds right straight through because everything has to go through
SWIFT-WIRE.  Everything on this continent has to run through the Federal Reserve.  So, in other words,
it runs through :001—which is the White House.  That is the code number.  It is a code number :001.  It is
called :001.  And :001 then hits :002 which is the Federal Reserve.  Number :001 is the White House and
Treasury.  Number :002 is the Federal Reserve.

They then hit the “loop” and they start activating with their SWIFT-WIRES, all their corrupt little money
transactions, and it is never picked up by outsiders.  But there is only one case that can be picked up.  You
could put a computer “stop” on :001 and :002 and :005 and :007.  :005 is Chicago Regional and that will
take in all the Magnas.  And it will take in all of your Chicago Regional corruption, i.e. little Mafia garbage.
And then you have the :007 which is your Houston-based Federal Reserve.  You can attach it all right there
in :001, :002, :005 and :007, which are the key areas within the loop.

All of these are Federal Reserve SWIFT-WIRES.  Those are the code numbers.  You also have the
Continental Bank and all those Banks which were picked up by the Magna Group.  The Magna Group is
still doing the same thing that they were doing—only they are doing it under a different name.  The players
are the same.

All of this is part of the investigation Russell was working on and, yes, it is a Black Project to take over
those damned fools who are operating the corporate United States.  They believe that they are smarter
than the Mafia—but, no, they ARE NOT.  Because, see, the thing of it is... and I don’t know whether you
know this or not... but, no Catholic can belong to Masons.

Neither can any Black belong to the Masons.

If they do so they are labeled what is called “clandestine” Masons.

So what happened is that “they” brought the “Clandestine Masonry” in through assimilation.  They ac-
cessed the “pure” Masonry.  Now they have caused a breakdown within those circles.  This whole thing
just goes far DEEPER than you can ever realize but there are account numbers available.  You are going to
find that the NUGAN-HAND BANK was tied right in to the Liechtenstein Bank, then the Liechtenstein
Bank was opened up specifically to accommodate the CIA and the Nugan-Hand.

You are then going to find that that little Sofina Bank down there in Brownsville, Texas is a KEY BANK.
That little key bank brings in European funds and it funnels them off into Banco de Mexico and Mexico
funnels them right back out—through Sofina Bank.  Therefore, Sofina Bank is a prime “drug” bank and
that is Salinas’ prime mopping/laundering money bank.
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RM: You might be interested to know, Grandma, that I had an interview last night with Fletcher Prouty—
Col. Prouty.  He is a very interesting man.

G: Yes he is and he was a friend, or acquaintance, of Russell.  I’ve heard Russell talk about him and how
intelligent he is.  They might well have not actually been “friends” as such—but I do know that Russell
knew him.

Reminds me: I want to give you a lady’s number and ask you to call her.  Her name is Dee Ferdinand.  Dee
is the daughter of Al Carone and if you want to dig in the dirt of the CIA—call her.  She is Al Carone’s
daughter and Al Carone was one of the CIA.  He was the liaison into the Mafia in New York.  She is
involved because “they” kept telling her that her father wasn’t in the service and that he didn’t have any
rank and all of a sudden you find a convoluted mess.  You will have to talk to her.  You need, Rick, to get
into the whole meat of this thing.  Just tell her that Mrs. Herrman asked you to call her.

RM: Has she spoken publicly about these things prior to now?

G:  Yes, she was fighting Colby like you wouldn’t believe.  She was what was causing Colby a lot of big
headaches.

RM: Vina, I’m going to have to sign off for now.

G:  OK, but go get your Title 18 out and look at Policy number one and policy number two.  Remember—
the PEOPLE are the GOVERNMENT AND THAT THE GOVERNMENT MUST ADHERE TO THE
LAWS OF THE PEOPLE.  They can’t just go piddle-footin’ around making new laws as they go along.
Read it and be impressed.

Now Rick, know that there are account numbers available.  It might take me a country year to locate them
but I think I probably can locate them.

RM: Well, I’ll try to get back to you this afternoon.

G:  Bye.
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CHAPTER  8

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., JUL. 11, 1996    8:27 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 330

THU.,  JUL. 11,  1996

CALVIN  C.  BURGIN

In my experience on your place I have found many, many negative individuals who dare not, speak up
not—just a whole lot of “not”.  Dharma calls them “lots nots”.  However, when you find the few who dare,
speak up, research, write, share, go out of their way to help, and honor God, Country and Fellowman—
I am overwhelmed with appreciation.

In order to not put any spin on this tale, as we are often called by our adversaries, “spin doctors”, I will
offer Cal’s letter as we move to offer his most recent compilation of writings.

There will be sufficient information for you Inquiring Minds who cannot wait for me to get back to The
Hoax Of Judeo-Christianity.  Calvin always sends a disc in these more recent writings which would save
untold amounts of time for ones who simply want to reprint the words.  We appreciate that convenience—
but I don’t handle it that way.  We are not in the general publishing business—YET—for that comes in a
day when we have wherewithal to handle the load—then we may well have the biggest publishing com-
pany, outside the Controllers, ever known to man.  At present we must not.

Mary Snell reprinted and copied the book above mentioned and now that Calvin has referred to same—
please, if impatience denies you rest—you can get the entire volume from her.  It is worth every cent and
one day MUST have publication.  Remember, we who become too impatient—God blesses us in our wise
patience.

In the overall tale of lives, past and present, that book is far more important than the more recently received
document from Mr. Burgin—BUT, for this moment in sequence, the more recent takes current affairs a bit
further and for the moment becomes more important for this moment in passing.  Perhaps Mary will have
opportunity to print this also, and you who are, again, impatient, will find a resource without waiting on our
chaotic schedule and paper limitations.  Perhaps our dream is: no limitations on the paper size for we have
no prospect of diminishing information.

When we are the only one of perhaps two or three others who print TRUTH and dare to speak out, there
is certainly PLENTIFUL information begging to be told.  However, until the public is willing to support us,
and you don’t have to subscribe if you get papers otherwise—you can send a few dollars to CONTACT
and every little bitty bit helps.  Remember the importance of the “Widow’s mite”.  We are having to cut out
the relief team just to continue the paper—and that always makes the enemy happy because often those
involved become the enemy.  Everybody wants to bash Ekkers—but the facts are, Ekkers have to figure
a way to attend it ALL as to pay.  The products pay the way during sales but can’t even pay their own
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people during regular times.  This will change for it is God’s PROMISE that it shall be so.  This does not
mean that we don’t have difficult and lean times in the interim.

I am asked why we don’t hear more from Dr. Young, for he is such a skilled writer?  I can’t answer that for
we who attend our own business and do our own work, accept that each one here does what he can—
according to his instructions regarding that task.  I will tell you this, however: he works with a couple of
“receivers” who are blossoming brilliantly and that in turn will relieve our load tremendously without leaving
either a blank spot in Spiritual contact and/or be caused to totally neglect such as Geophysical phenomena,
Natural or Manmade, immediate warnings for preparation OR allow you to forget the purpose of our
communications in the FIRST place.

Some say, “...but you could go back to those lessons...!”  No, I won’t, because I also have a mission—to
see the remnant through, lay infrastructure for not just survival but movement into radiance and living
possibilities right on your old battered world.  Writing for journals or the paper is the LEAST of our work
load.

I appreciate Eustace Mullins’ observation that he is older now and would like to work 24 hours a day but
has to restrict the load to perhaps 16 hours a day.  Us too!!  And at this point, doing some business on the
opposite side of the globe—we are hitting the 24 hours a day and praying the Copper colloid keeps the
parasites out of the joints—especially the finger-joints.  Then we have to pray the Titanium colloid will
knock out the viruses carried by those specialized parasites.

YOU have to also, just like us, deal with those two-legged parasites who have taken your world—while
you deal with their offspring microbes.  The time during the Atlanta Olympics will be the test of mankind.
The Elite Controllers don’t call themselves the Olympians for nothing.  The troops have already been
moved in—and by the way—troops have been brought in and off-loaded in the South through Texas and
are being brought and placed in strategic places along the West Coast and immediately in areas of such as
Sacramento, California and bases around major coastal cities—on BOTH COASTS.  I just thought you
Inquiring Minds would WANT TO KNOW.  YOU ARE GOING TO WANT THOSE COPPER AND
TITANIUM COLLOIDS SO, TEAM, GET ON WITH THE PACKAGING—WE HAVE THE
COLLOIDS WAITING TO BE BOTTLED.

To the readers: I suggest you get a supply of these two colloids ASAP as New Gaia has it packaged.  The
Colloids are ready for packaging except for the labels.  We must do what is necessary to get the product
to you so be especially gentle and kind to the people involved here for they are working so short of help as
to be very painful when I toss in a new one onto their shoulders.  We have targeted the higher frequency in
the colloidalizing process—unnecessary for ordinary colloids but mandatory for use as a anti-microbial,
anti-parasitic BULLET.
The intent is to intentionally infect the people attending the ‘Games’ with that which is spread by insects and
later airborne carriers.  The temperatures are scheduled to be intensely hot and HUMID—allowing opti-
mum incubation of both parasites and microbes.  The intent is to get the incubation period started and the
full-blown infection will present after the visitors return to their various habitats.  The infecting organism will
be mutations of prior recognized organisms and will be out of hand before the medical profession can “find
a fix”.  YOU DO NOT HAVE TO GET THESE FATAL DISEASES—BUT YOU DO HAVE TO TAKE
YOUR OWN RESPONSIBILITY INTO YOUR OWN HANDS.
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We are not, and never shall be, in any medical business.  We know this works and share it, no more and no
less.  Do NOT stop your intake of GaiaCol Silver, the GaiaGold, or OxySol (especially OxySol) because
the OxySol is a specifically programmable crystal solution which is carbon based and holds human DNA
transfer capability.  Then you must have the Gaiandriana for that offers the LIVING CELLS with their
natural living crystalline structure—to merge with the body’s own cellular structure.

Most of you will have used a lot of your supplies with the early Summer flu—DO NOT RUN OUT; YOU
ARE GOING TO HAVE TO HAVE BUNCHES TO GET THROUGH THESE NEXT ASSAULTS.

The financial losses here were great during the last “stock-up” sales and some dealers bought a lot and did
not give the sale price to customers.  We can’t do that again because the paper and other industry here
depends on those products’ income.  Perhaps there can be a four-for-three price or something similar—
that is up to New Gaia as to how much they can manage and how much they can do with the mandatory
cut-backs in help.  Some of the helpers are away on vacation but will be back in a couple of weeks so it
might work out alright.  We, like all of you, have to LIVE LIFE AS IT HAPPENS TO US.

I would ask that some information on these products BE IN THIS ISSUE OF THE PAPER!  I repeat,
those games start in a week—and a couple of weeks after that all HELL is going to cut loose if “their” plan
goes according to schedule.  You will get a world-scatter on the carriers.  This will be worse than an Ebola
outbreak.  READ YOUR TV PROGRAMS—THEY ARE TELLING YOU EXACTLY WHAT THEY
PLAN TO DO—INCLUDING “INDEPENDENCE DAY” TYPES OF ACTIVITIES—WHILE YOU
ARE SICK AND DOWN.

Next will come the realization of food shortages and contaminated grain.  Be blind if you choose, as well as
deaf and dumb—but, remember, someone has to attend the sick—hopefully without becoming dead in the
process.

DO NOT BUY INTO THIS “TOO MANY EMPLOYED...”, “RUNAWAY ECONOMY” AND ALL
THAT GARBAGE THEY FEED YOU ON THE FINANCIAL PAGES.  WHO EVER HEARD OF A
DROP IN THE MARKET BECAUSE OF GOOD EMPLOYMENT AND GROWING ECONOMY?
READ MY LIPS, MY FINGERS AND MY MIND.  YOU ARE INTO THE SERIOUS, SERIOUS
TIMES AND YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO HELP YOURSELVES. Keep those little pulse boxes
going and if you don’t have one—get one and USE IT REGULARLY.  Keep up your intake of all these
things we offer—YOU NEED THEM.  THERE ARE NONE LIKE THEM ELSEWHERE ON ANY
MARKET—NONE!!  You must have an immune system that can handle these invaders.  You WILL be
hit but you can survive—but not with what is available in your medical annals for use at present.  Your body
is your business and we cannot, nor even desire to, offer medicines or drugs—so you are on your own for
boosting and keeping a good, sound IMMUNE system.  Even that doesn’t mean you won’t get sick—it is
planned that you get sick—and depopulation of the globe is STILL IN THE STRATEGIC PLANNING
of the One World Order.  Your future is up to you, READERS; not ME, not US—YOU.

GREEN  CULT  SPREADS  OUT
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Mr. Green’s team has constantly referred to us as a “cult”.  They also continue, after being told to cease
and desist by the COURT, to have a whole bunch of “aka” names for Doris.  Well, we note that there is a
“group” of followers who are even required to use the SAME ATTORNEYS after their own drop them
for having no case.  I find that interesting.

George Green and Desireé claim to receive from Hatonn, Kroton, Duggah, Sananda, Aton, etc.  Does that
mean that these are also aka labels for them?  I suppose so and, therefore, where they list akas for Doris,
I hope our attorney will substitute and explain that those are names used by Greens.

Since Ekkers and parties here are trying to finally raise enough extra money to cover that which Green
STOLE and sort out the mess that his cult members made as to the taking of Corporations not their own—
from the Agent in Nevada—that we must ask that this Cult of Green’s and his members, cease and desist
annoying us, harassing and calling us bad names, thieves, liars and cheats.

We are happy to note that we are accused of all sorts of misuse of Nevada Corporations to sneak in and
steal all manners of money and produce fraud.  I find that it is interesting to note that the major accusers,
Leon Fort and Ann Beam, have carried the Corporation-handling a step further in bringing their own new
entity into California under the shelter of Infinite Balance, Mr. Fort’s personal corporation.  What are they
hiding?—as we are always interrogated under torture and being called “Evil”.  I personally find the name
even more interesting than anything else.  No business is stated but Gold seems to be the primary focus of
these people, members of Green’s cult.  They advertised by publishing the aka: June 12, 19, 26 and July 3,
1996.

The public announcement for “Fictitious Business” name statement, File No. 96-1743-4 reads:

[Quoting:]
The following person is doing business as:

FT. KNOX CO-OP  [H: Is this a take-off on Fort and Knox or Gold Storage?  They don’t
state the type of business, only that it is doing business under Infinite Balance, Inc., A Nevada
Corporation.  We are accused of using funny names and weird intentions—how about this turn-
about?  And, how many cult members do they have?  We already know that Ann stated she was
an agent for Green.  It is simply not alright for the pots to call the kettles smutty, is it?  So let us
see what else the announcement says:]

FT. KNOX CO-OP
333 S. Dennison Road, #61
Tehachapi, California 93561
3579 Highway 50 E, Suite C,
Carson City, Nevada 89701

THIS BUSINESS IS CONDUCTED BY: A CORPORATION.

 The registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious business name or names listed
above on May 25, 1996.
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INFINITE BALANCE, INC.
/s/ Ann Beam, President
Leon Fort, Vice President.

This statement filed with the County Clerk of Kern County on June 3, 1996.  James A. Rhoades,
County Clerk.

[END QUOTING]

I find myself wondering if Mr. Abbott paid the State of California fees for this transaction. (??)

We also want to welcome back Tammy Alley.  It is nice to keep all our declared enemies, who have joined
the cult of Green, close where we can watch them and check our backsides regularly.  Is this a cult aka
Corporation, or just a “shell”?  The shoes pinch when they are on your own feet, don’t they?  Perhaps this
is one of Green’s “many, many” Nevada corporations?  Watch the bouncing ball....

I am going to now turn to a “cover-letter” from Calvin C. Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX 78745.
Phone: 512-443-9129, Day: 512-454-3003, FAX: 512-452-4770, e-mail: wrldline@texas.net.

By the way, Calvin Burgin worked with Dave Overton until Dave’s death and afterward to help get Dave’s
wishes FOR THAT GOLD settled.  You be the judge of WHO you would rather trust as to truth about the
“gift”—The Green cult or one who, without recognition, brings daring truth to you-the-people—for YOUR
GAIN, not his!

[QUOTING:]

June 30, 1996

Dear Friends,

Enclosed is Part 6 (31) of Fire From The Sky (my numbering system).  Some of the material in it has
been covered by CONTACT, but there are some important items in it that CONTACT has not covered.

If it is of any interest to you, feel free to use it, or not, any way you like.  The information needs to get
out.

Originally I asked Wayne (Richard) Snell not to use my name so that the focus would be on him, not
me.  I was only the compiler, anyway.  Now I don’t see any reason not to use my name (the government
certainly knows all they want to know about me), so that people can contact me if they wish.  Feel free to
use my name and address unless you know some reason why you shouldn’t.

Mary Snell has published The Hoax of Judeo-Christianity in book form, anybody that wants the
complete book can contact her at: Mary Snell, P.O. Box 6708, Texarkana, TX 75505-6708.  It is $24.00,
postage and all.  Send check or Money Order to Mary Snell.
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There is a bumper sticker which says “Kill ‘em all, let God sort ‘em out.”  I like your way better,
“Expose ‘em all, let the people sort ‘em out.”

Sincerely,
Calvin

[END OF QUOTING]

I don’t believe I need to further comment; let us just move right on, Dharma, and see how far we can get
before the meeting today with Wally Gentleman.

Part SIX (CONTACT: Part 31)

[QUOTING:]

FIRE  FROM  THE  SKY,  PART  6  (31)
THE  KILLING  CONTINUES

Plane crashes, mass suicides, bombs and mad cows—what a crazy world we live in!  THESE THINGS
ARE ALL RELATED!  Let’s see HOW they are related.

The Canadian Press World News Digest issued a summary of the four top world news events on
Wednesday, April 3, 1996, which stated (QUOTING):

A  SUMMARY  OF  TOP  WORLD
NEWS  WEDNESDAY:

AUTHORITIES  SAY  PARANOIA
LED  TO  1994  CULT  DEATHS

FRIBOURG, Switzerland—a power-crazy, paranoid old man who was the mastermind of a dooms-
day cult was responsible for the deaths of 53 members of the Order of the Solar Temple in Canada and
Switzerland, investigators say.  The deaths began in October 1994 with the ritual slaying of a three-month-
old boy in Quebec, investigating magistrate Andre Piller said after an 18-month investigation.  Documents
dating to early 1993 indicated the cult was already preparing its “transit” into a better world, Piller said.
“The madness of a power-crazy man with many faces” was responsible for the carnage, Piller concluded.
That man was cult mastermind Joseph di Mambro, a 70-year-old from Quebec.  Di Mambro was in failing
health and was worried about being uncovered as a fraud by cult members who had invested fortunes to
finance the group’s extensive travel and properties, Piller said.  Di Mambro was also egged on by “para-
noia” that the cult was being hunted by police.

BRITISH  BEEF  FARMERS
WORRY  OVER  MAD  COW  PLAN

GREAT HALLINGBURY, England—Dairy farmer Andy Streeter was a happy man after the Euro-
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pean Union agreed to pay him for each animal destroyed under a plan to eradicate mad cow disease.  “I
am encouraged.  They are doing something to restore public confidence and get the British beef industry
back on its feet,” said Streeter.  He has had 16 cases of the brain-wasting bovine spongiform encephal-
opathy in his herd of cows since the disease began in 1986.  Farmers with beef cattle, however, are still
wondering what the government will do to cushion them from plummeting prices, hostile consumers and a
world-wide ban on beef exports imposed by the European Union.  Britain has agreed with its EU partners
that it will no longer allow cattle older than 30 months to be slaughtered for meat.  Instead, as many as
15,000 carcasses a week—mainly old dairy cows—will have to be incinerated or otherwise disposed of,
and farmers will receive compensation.

HOPE  FADES  FOR
U.S.  COMMERCE  SECRETARY  AFTER  CRASH

WASHINGTON—A military plane carrying U.S. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown crashed in Croatia
and hope faded that he could have survived.  U.S. President Bill Clinton told Commerce Department
employees that he didn’t yet know for sure what had happened to Brown.  But, referring to his friend in the
past tense, he eulogized Brown as if he were dead.  “Ron Brown walked and ran and flew through life and
he was a magnificent life force and those of us who loved him will always be grateful for his friendship and
his warmth,” Clinton said, fighting emotion.  [H: Remember that “croc”??]  He then called for a moment
of silence, before leaving the auditorium.  Thirty-three people, 27 passengers and six crew, were aboard
the T-43A, a military version of the Boeing 737, when it went down in bad weather near the city of
Dubrovnik, said Gen. Howell Estes, operations director at the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  The passengers
included senior military officials and leading business executives, he said.

FBI  MOVING  AGAINST  FORMER
TEACHER  SUSPECTED  AS  UNABOMBER

WASHINGTON—FBI agents searched the Montana home of a former college teacher turned in by
his family as a possible suspect in the Unabomber killings, federal law enforcement officials said.  The man
under suspicion was described as a Harvard graduate and a former professor or instructor at the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley, said two federal officials, who requested anonymity.  One federal law en-
forcement official said the man has been under surveillance for “a short period of time”.  The search took
place Wednesday afternoon at the man’s home in Lincoln, Mont., this official said.  A member of the
Unabomb task force, demanding anonymity, said the suspect was named Ted John Kaczynski and had
been using many aliases.  ABC News said Kaczynski was taken into custody when he resisted having his
home searched.  END OF QUOTE.  (I often use QUOTE and END QUOTE instead of or in addition to
quote marks, to aid in keeping track of quotes when the material gets translated through computer bulletin
board files and internet computers.)

[H: By the way, to answer all the bunches of inquiries about putting journal or CONTACT mate-
rial on the Internet or whatever—PRINT ANYTHING YOU WISH—WE ENCOURAGE SHAR-
ING AND THE MORE PEOPLE WHO KNOW THIS MATERIAL—THE MORE CHANCE
THERE IS TO CHANGE A WHOLE BUNCH OF BAD THINGS.  NO ONE HERE HAS THE
TIME TO ARRANGE FOR SUCH PUBLICATIONS.]
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What will not be obvious to most readers is the fact that those four headline items are related to each
other!

SOLAR  TEMPLE  “CULT”

Let’s first look at the Solar Temple Cult that was “suicided” in October, 1994, QUOTE:

INTERNATIONAL  CULT  MURDERS

While “cult experts” initially labeled the autumn deaths of fifty members of the order of the Solar
Temple in Switzerland and Canada the result of a “suicide pact”, it’s now clear that it was a case of mass
murder.  Salvan, Switzerland police chief Bernard Geiger has stated, “It would be more proper to talk of
a collective murder than a suicide...” and police said that most of the shots that killed the victims were not
fired by the three rifles found near the dead.

Like Lee Harvey Oswald, cult founder Luc Jouret had a confusing mix of left- and right-wing political
associations in his past.  From 1964 to 1975, Jouret was an active member of a Belgian Communist youth
league, but prior to establishing his cult, he had belonged to the New Order of the Temple, a cult founded
by a French right-wing extremist in 1968.  He has also been connected to Chinese and Peruvian Marxist
groups.  Meanwhile, Jouret associate Joseph di Mambro is said to have been connected to Nazis during
World War II.

Another odd aspect of the case is the fact that the interior of the cult Temple contained images (an
Egyptian sphinx, a rose and cross, a grail) that suggest links to a secretive and ancient religious sect known
as the Cathars.  [H: Also KNOW AS THE CHAZARS-KHAZARS.]  The Cathars, similar in philoso-
phy to the Knights Templar, were severely persecuted and massacred by the Catholic Church.  The
Cathars and/or the Knights Templar are thought by some to have possessed powerful secrets relating to
the life of Christ and perhaps the Holy Grail itself.

Perhaps most significant in this case is the fact that both Jouret and de Mambro had been under
investigation by the RCMP in Canada for arms running and money laundering.  While a recent CNN
report did mention that the cult may have been involved with international money laundering, this angle has
not been widely reported or investigated.  (Paranoia, The Conspiracy Reader, article Paranotes, p. 14,
winter 1994/95.  Paranoia, PO Box 3570, Cranston, RI 02910).

[END OF QUOTING]

Sorry, just as this was really picking up—we have to leave it.  We ARE going to run this in entirety in
CONTACT if CONTACT can manage to stay in press.  However, I would hope that Mary Snell is also
working on a compiled copy.  When we get funding we fully intend to do what we promised Richard, and
that is to help Mary Snell.  All of you readers will note that it has happened in Arkansas, exactly as Snell
said it would—while they continue to kill off those who know too much—JUST AS THEY DID RICH-
ARD SNELL.  Well, good old Guy Tucker is in more trouble than he can handle—as he is having to resign
in disgrace AND is dying of liver problems for which, if he gets no donor, he will pay that ultimate price.
He might do well to share his input with the world and perhaps God might look more kindly on his soul
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journey!

So be it, we must make an appointment.  Please stay tuned AND INTERESTED—this is going to get ever
so much better as it unfolds.

Thank you, Calvin Burgin, for doing the tedious job of compiling all this information so we can “cut to the
chase”.

Wally Gentleman and George Van Noy, you don’t have to concern too much over Sipapu—there are a
zillion stories needing to be told even worse than that one!  We’ll get there!  Salu.
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CHAPTER  9

REC  #1    HATONN

FRI., JUL. 12, 1996    8:43 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 331

FRI.,  JUL. 12,  1996

IMPORTANCE

One of the reasons this particular brief segment [following] on the “cult” operation and burning relates to
news JUST YESTERDAY wherein Janet Reno, Attorney General of the United States, but an employee
of the United Nations and paid by the International Monetary Fund, was censured for her criminal
actions in the authorizing of the burning of the Davidians in Waco, Texas.  Interestingly enough, the
only thing the press had to report was that it was apparently an action simply put forth by the Republicans
to embarrass an already harassed President Clinton.  Your world IS SICK, readers.

You are going to read about accidents and “suicides” until you are sickened by the blatant misfit lies—
BUT, perhaps you should pay attention—for among the “suicided” are the ones who KNOW TOO
MUCH.

Let us consider a news-breaking story hot off the South African Press rollers:

[QUOTING:]

AMSCHEL  ROTHSCHILD
HANGED  HIMSELF—

Friday, July 12, 1996

PARIS—Amschel Rothschild, the heir to the British BANKING DYNASTY who was discovered
hanged in a Paris hotel room, took his own life, the NM Rothschild Sons BANK confirmed
yesterday.

Initial inquiries by French police indicated that he seemed depressed shortly before his death, but
that he had left no note to explain why he might have taken his life.  A post mortem was being carried out....

...The banking dynasty was founded in the early 19th (1800s) Century by Mayer Amschel Rothschild
[H: Red Shield of the Khazarians], who told his five sons to form banks in Frankfurt, London, Naples,
Paris and Venice...

...He worked as a personal assistant to his cousin and in 1990 was made chief executive of Rothschild
Asset Management.  It was losing money then and still was at the time of his death.  [H: Thank you, Mr.
Bush!  Those bogus certificates really got around, didn’t they?]
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END QUOTE]

[QUOTING, PART  6  (32):]

FIRE  FROM  THE  SKY,  PART  6  (32)
by Calvin Burgin

* October 10 - One of cult’s leaders reportedly is among dead.

CHEIRY, Switzerland—The mystery surrounding the macabre deaths of dozens of cult members in
Switzerland deepened on Sunday with the assertion that a presumed ringleader of the Order of the Solar
Temple, for whom a murder warrant had been issued, had been identified among the dead.

But there was still no clue as to the whereabouts of Luc Jouret, the 46-year-old Belgian founder and
head of the sect, who also is wanted on murder charges.  It has not been established whether he was also
among those who died in Switzerland in a deadly scene that apparently was coordinated with five other
deaths on property owned by the cult leaders in Canada.

Swiss television reported Sunday that several family members had identified the body of Joseph di
Mambro, 70, a French-Canadian reputed to be the financial mastermind of the cult, and that of his wife,
Jocelyn, among 25 burned bodies recovered from three chalets at the Alpine ski hamlet of Granges-sur-
Salvan, 100 miles from Cheiry... Di Mambro’s name also figures in another baffling twist: his passport and
his wife’s arrived at the Interior Ministry in Paris over the weekend in a package addressed to Interior
Minister Charles Pasqua, the ministry said.

That was not the only French connection.  Police investigating an empty farmhouse in D’Augignan, in
southern France, discovered Saturday that it had been booby-trapped to explode on the same night as the
fires at the farmhouse in Cheiry, 48 miles north of Geneva, and in Granges-sur-Salvan.  The farmhouse had
been used by the sect last August.  The Canadian police have said that three of the five people found in
Morin Heights, 50 miles northwest of Montreal, were killed several days before fire destroyed the building
around the same period as the fires broke out in the Swiss villages.  Canadian bankers also have spoken of
suspiciously large amounts of money passing through a cult member’s bank account.  There also has been
a report of an Australian farm being the headquarters of the money-laundering operation.  (Austin Ameri-
can Statesman, A4.)

* October 14 - EXPERTS DOUBT VALIDITY OF CULT SUICIDE THEORY.  New York
Times News Service.

GRANGES-SUR-SALVAN, Switzerland - Swiss investigators raised doubts Thursday as to whether
48 members of an esoteric sect who were found dead Wednesday in two Swiss villages had taken part in
a collective suicide, noting that some of them were administered a powerful drug before they died.

Andre Pillar, a judge investigating the deaths of 23 members of the sect at a farmhouse in the village of
Cheiry, said some elements supported the idea of a collective suicide, “but others make us think of an
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execution.”

He said it was possible some members of the Order of the Solar Temple chose to die by taking the
drug, “a powerful, violent substance” that he said was administered “by injection and/or intravenous drip”.
But he noted that 20 of the 23 bodies at Cheiry had bullet wounds, 10 had sealed plastic bags over their
heads and several were found with their hands tied behind their backs.  [H: Isn’t it amazing what great
efforts some people will make to commit SUICIDE?  By golly, it appears Kevorkian might have
the most merciful suicide offering after all.]

Bernard Geiger, the police chief of the region that includes the hamlet Granges-sur-Salvan, where 25
bodies were found Wednesday, also questioned Thursday whether all 48 people chose to die, particularly
since at least five children were among the dead.

[H: I must remind you readers that SOUL is eternal and because SOUL is eternal, the method of
death of the body is extremely and urgently important.  THE SOUL WILL BEAR THE MEMORY
OF SUCH TORMENT AND TORTURE FOREVER.  This is KNOWN by the mind-warpers
and thus a terrorized death is chosen to keep the soul from its return by choice, protect them-
selves should the soul return with a vendetta and this will produce major problems of balanced
life-flow when triggered in subsequent living experiences.  Some of the prior life expressions
mark and mar the next many experiences.]

“We are still reeling from what we found,” he said after inspecting the underground chapel.  “When we
first walked in, it looked like a wax museum.  The bodies were lying in a circle with their heads outward.”
On the wall of the chapel was a picture of a long-haired, bearded man with a cape and a rose.

A cassette tape attached to the door of the chapel explained some of the group’s spiritual beliefs, Pillar
said, but gave no reason for the killings.

Police said they also found literature referring to a sect called the Crois and Rose, believed to be an
offshoot of the same group.  The farmhouse, perched on a wooded hill over the village of Cheiry, 45 miles
north of Geneva, was sealed off from reporters.

Twenty-five bodies, including several children lying next to each other, were found in three chalets in a
ski area at Granges-sur-Salvan in Valais canton, about 45 miles southeast of Geneva.  Police said they
jound 15 bodies at one chalet and two at another.  Later in the morning, they found eight more bodies in a
third chalet, which was destroyed by fire [started by sophisticated remote-controlled bombs].  Police
called off the search of the third chalet late Wednesday, fearing the structure would collapse.  Valais police
spokesman Carlo Kuonen told Swiss radio there was no sign of force or violence at the chalets.

“Apparently they were somehow put to sleep,” he said.  Police said the victims may have been given
an overdose of some type of drug.  Police in Canada said the bodies found there Tuesday in a rural area
outside Montreal had not yet been identified.

Const. Michel Brunet of the Quebec provincial police said the man and woman were wearing medal-
lions engraved with double-headed eagles and Latin inscriptions invoking the fabled Four Horsemen of the
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Apocalypse.

[H: Please stop the nonsense about double-headed eagles for that symbol means anything any-
one wants it to mean.  It is in Austrian logos, Indian logos, Pleiadian logos, Masonic logos—you
name it.  It has simply evolved into a confusing and overused bit of distraction.  It was the symbol
of the House of the Czar of Russia, Romanoff—but also the House of Fabrizia who later moved
to Paris, France and was sold to a Khazarian Jew.  The original trademark on art and sculpture
was from the JEWELER who served the Czar of Russia.  The real meaning of the symbol itself
is as the Thunderbird-Phoenix, which represents the “Overlord” or “Master-Lord”.  It is simply
a corrupted sign in current use—usually popping up greatly in modern cults—who have no idea
of any meaning so they take it from whatever fits their fancy.]

Pillar said he was concerned that although many of the bodies discovered in the farmhouse also had
bullet wounds, no weapons were found near the bodies.  [H: Miracles never cease!!]  Police said
earlier that the 25 other bodies found in three ski chalets in Valais, about 45 miles from the farmhouse,
showed no signs of violence and appeared to “have been put to sleep”.

Twenty of them had .22-caliber bullet holes in the head.  Some were suffocated with gray plastic trash
bags tied over their heads.  Some had their hands bound, but there were no signs of struggle.  “Everything
was peaceful,” said investigating Judge Andre Piller.

Whatever happened, someone meant to hide the evidence by burning the bodies.  But two elaborate
bombs failed to explode, possibly because the phone system was out of service most of the day.  The
bombs—containers of gasoline and butane gas linked together—were wired to a device so that they could
be triggered by a telephone call or a timer.  At least one other bomb did explode in an upper floor.  But the
resulting fire that destroyed the farmhouse didn’t reach the basement, where 19 bodies, some clad in
ceremonial robes, lay in a ritual circle.

Three others, including a 10-year-old boy, lay dead in an adjacent room.  Giacobino himself was dead
in his bedroom in the gutted farmhouse.  Some 45 miles east of Geneva, in the canton of Valais, another fire
three hours later destroyed three chalets.  Twenty-five bodies were found in them, and Giacobino’s car
was parked nearby.  The victims in Cheiry were Swiss, French and Canadian.  By late Wednesday,
Giacobino was the only body identified.

“One person had two bullet holes in the head but no holes in the plastic bag on the head.  Another had
three bullet holes in the head and one bullet hole in the plastic bag,” Piller said.  One body had eight bullet
wounds to the head.  [H: Some suicide attempts just don’t seem to work the first or second (or
seventh) time attempted.]  “That was certainly homicide,” he said.  Another body containing large
amounts of carbon monoxide indicated the person was still alive when the fire was set and breathed in the
combustion byproduct.  “There’s a real disarray.  We don’t understand any more just how the drama took
place,” Piller said.  “We have a lot of work to do.”  Asked if all those found at the farm were murdered, he
said: “We can’t exclude that.”  He left open the possibility that some members may have committed
suicide.  [H: What a brilliant and utterly incredible conclusion.]

What do YOU think, was it suicide or murder?  The authorities even (reluctantly) admit it was murder,
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yet most papers, talk show hosts, preachers, etc., insist on calling it SUICIDE.  How many of you
remember that there were TWO mass “suicides” by the same Solar Temple “cult”?  Fourteen months after
the first deaths of around 50 or more (depending on whose count you accept), just before Christmas in
1995 there were 14 (others say 16) more “suicides”.  “Investigators at the [later] scene also found two 9
mm guns, carried by two French police officers who were members of the sect and are believed to have
been among the victims, and two .22-caliber weapons.  Police said .22-caliber bullets were found in the
skulls of the victims, while 9 mm bullets were found in some of the bodies as well.”  Just as in the earlier
“suicides”, the bodies put plastic garbage bags over their heads AFTER they had shot themselves.  I
guess they were trying to do a thorough job of killing themselves.

This “suicide” occurred on the same day that 164 people died in a plane crash in Colombia.  The day
before, a Boeing 747 skidded off a runway and crashed into a tower at JFK International Airport in New
York, and the papers reported “After a day of partisan debate, the Senate on Wednesday night approved
a resolution to ask a federal judge to order President Clinton to comply with subpoenas and turn over
Whitewater material that the White House has said is protected by lawyer-client privilege.”

RON  BROWN  PLANE  CRASH

[Please also refer to the full-writing on this plane crash on page 10 in the 7/9/96 CONTACT.]

The plane carrying Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown and others crashed on April 3, 1996.

As soon as Brown’s plane crashed, we were shown wreckage in the ocean on CNN TV.  Later the
wreckage site was shifted to a mountain, and a piece of the tail section was shown.  Dr. Richard Frager
wrote: “Less than 24 hours after the crash of the plane carrying Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, the
story of how his plane crashed has changed no less than 5 times.”  [H: Well, some of those passengers
couldn’t make up their minds just how to commit suicide!]

Croation Prime Minister Vlatko Matasa and air traffic controller Miljenko Radic announced in Croatian
news that both the flight and data “black box” recorders were recovered intact.  Later our authorities said
there were no recorders on this particular airplane.  Radic then “committed suicide”, and one of the
mechanics committed suicide (“Niko Junic, 46, killed himself at his home on Saturday.  He was the airport
maintenance chief whose navigation system was guiding Ron Brown’s plane when it crashed.”).  To crash
into the mountain as reported, the plane had to be flying AWAY from the airport, not towards it.

Others spelled the name Niko Jerkic, and said he shot himself in the chest about an hour after the
bodies of Brown and the others were flown out of the airport.  The U.S. immediately said it was a suicide
(our intelligence services must really be great, to determine so quickly that it was a suicide.  Yet, they seem
to have trouble finding planes falling out of the air).  The Associated Press on April 8 said:  “The airport
maintenance chief whose navigation system was guiding Commerce Secretary Ron Brown’s plane when it
crashed has committed suicide, authorities said Sunday... Croatia’s aviation inspector has said all navi-
gational instruments at Dubrovnik’s Cilipi airport were operating normally when the T-43 hit a hilltop as it
came in for a landing.”

Five days earlier, Lt. Col. James Albright, commander of the Air Force unit in Germany which included
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Brown’s Ramstein-‘based plane, was fired “for safety concerns”.  A senior U.S. defense official hastened
to point out that “the U.S. and NATO have the entire region covered with aerial surveillance and detected
no hostile action against the plane nor explosion aboard.”  The plane was scattered over a roughly 15
square mile area, including parts in the ocean, obviously as the result of a BIG explosion.  Later Brig. Gen.
William Stevens (who is black), commander of the 86th Airlift Wing at Ramstein Air Base in Germany
(Brown’s crashed plane was assigned to the 86th) and his two deputies, Col. Roger Hansen and Col. John
Mazurowski, were relieved of command and transferred.  No reasons were given.  “The Air Force said it
was unable to provide telephone numbers or other means of contacting Stevens, Hansen and Mazurowski
for comment on their removal from their posts.”

We were told (by Lt. General Howell Estes) that the plane went down because of unusually bad
weather, but two pilots who landed immediately ahead of Brown’s flight said visibility was good.  Radic
said that five aircraft landed before the 737 and pilots experienced no problems with the navaids or
weather (AW&ST, 4/8/96, p. 26).  This was of course before he “committed suicide”.  Before Estes’
disinformation “took”, “The Pentagon finally told that old fart to shut up.”  Later Estes’ version was ac-
cepted as official.  The control tower tape was determined to be missing, and the backup cylinder is also
missing.  “The missing backup cylinder shows that this was a professional job,” said an intelligence com-
munity source.  We are told the plane made its approach to the airport from Tuzla in the northeast, but part
of the plane ended up on the mountainside about 10 miles southeast of Dubrovnik, while part was about
18 miles away in the Adriatic.  CIA TRAWLERS found part of the wreckage in the water.  Although
the plane was called a T-43A, the “T” means trainer and this plane was NOT a trainer, it was military
version of the Boeing 737-200.  Aviation Week & Space Technology called it a CT-43.

Joe Jordan, with the National Vietnam P.O.W. Strike Force, who has Special Forces and Delta Team
friends and contacts, reported:  “Cadavers from the Ron Brown shootdown have arrived at Dover AFB,
Delaware.  All have chemical traces of Thermite, a chemical used in bombs to blow safes and bunker
doors.  Also the stewardess who was alive on the ground, Shelly Kelly, was helped into the rescue heli-
copter with minor cuts and bruises.  On arrival at the hospital she had bled to death from a neat 3” incision
over the femoral artery.  Necropsy shows that the wounds are three hours apart.  Clinton has ordered all
cadavers cremated and others are trying to block the order.”

In a news briefing, Gen. Estes announced that Gen. Canavan had arrived on the scene of the crash to
take charge of the situation.  I wonder what his actual orders were?  Joe Jordan also wrote: “In the Lear jet
crash in Alabama, a two-star Air Force General was on the scene within 30 minutes.  His job: execute
any survivors.”  This refers to a crash at Alexander City, Alabama, on April 18, 1995, the day before the
execution of Richard Wayne Snell in Arkansas and the Oklahoma City federal building bombing.  The
plane carried Assistant Secretary of the Air Force Clark Fiester, Maj. Gen. Glenn Profitt; Col. Jack Clark
II; Maj. Hubert Fisher; AF Maj. James Horne, Army Sgt. Padro Mercado, and pilot 1st. Lt. Paul Bowers
and pilot Capt. Paul Carley.  According to Sherman Skolnick and others, Hillary Clinton had been indicted
two days earlier and the plane carried military investigators enroute to Oklahoma City to obtain evidence
from the Federal Building, evidence that was to be used in an indictment and possible arrest of President
Clinton.  Skolnick can be contacted by listening to his hot-line recording, 312-731-1100.

[H: It’s all OK, voters—the Republicans aren’t any better—just the suicided entities are differ-
ent—the cover-up is different in cause—but dead is dead is dead is dead—even by SUICIDE.]
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Defense Secretary Perry said he had known Fiester (who died in the Alabama crash) for 38 years.
The plane supposedly crashed because it’s fuel had become “unbalanced”, but according to some, it was
shot out of the air by a Delta Team.

WHO  WAS  ON  BROWN’S  PLANE

Look at who was on Ron Brown’s plane:

Ronald Harmon Brown:  The Armed Forces Information Service carried headlines saying “Perry
Loses Another Friend to Bosnian War”.  The article stated: “Bill Perry has now lost two friends to the war
in Bosnia .... ‘Secretary Brown was a good personal friend of mine’ .... Perry said.”  the first friend was
Deputy Assistant Secretary Joe Kruzel who died in a “road accident” near Sarajevo in August 1995.

Niksa Antonini, Croatian photographer.

Dragica Lendic Bedek, Croatian interpreter.

Duane Christian, security officer, Commerce Department.  Brown’s chief security officer, previously
did background security investigations for the Office of Personnel Management.

Barry Conrad, chairman and chief executive officer of the Barrington Group, a hotel industry com-
pany.  Headed Burger King’s U.S. franchise operation from 1991 to 1994.

Paul Cushman III , chairman and chief executive officer of Riggs International Banking Corp., based
in Washington.  International banker, specialized in “embassy banking”, sometimes also called “drug money
laundering”—just rumors, of course.

Adam N. Darling, confidential assistant, Commerce Department.  Young man, worked in 1992
Clinton for President Campaign.

Gail E. Dobert, deputy director, office of business liaison, Commerce Department.  She did fundraising
at the Democratic National Committee, was an active member of National Women’s Political Caucus.

Robert Donovan, president of ABB Inc., the U.S. subsidiary of the Swiss based Asea Brown Boveri,
also involved in robotics and “environmental sciences”.

Claudio Elia, chairman and chief executive of Air & Water Technologies Corp.  This New Jersey
based firm specialized in pollution control businesses, and is involved in the outrageous pollution control
laws of that state (see “Coming Soon: A Plan to Confiscate Your Car” in the Wall Street Journal, May 5,
1996).  Elia was formerly with the French conglomerate Compagnie Generale des Eaux.  It was at first
reported that he was not on the plane.

David Ford, president and chief executive officer of InterGuard Corp, the company that oversees
Guardian Industries’ glass manufacturing operations in Europe.  One of America’s glass-making giants.
He lived in Luxembourg.
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Kathryn Goffman, Commerce Department, name later corrected to Kathryn E. Hoffman, “senior
adviser for strategic scheduling and special initiatives, Commerce Department”.  Former Assistant Direc-
tor of the Office of Public Liaison for the Presidential Inaugural Committee; Deputy Political Director in
California of Clinton/Gore Campaign; worked with Sony Picture Entertainment, and on the staffs of Sen.
Joseph Biden and Sen. Julian Bond.

Carol Hamilton, press secretary, Commerce Department.  Press Secretary for Clinton/Gore’s New
York campaign, worked for New Yorkers for Jesse Jackson, Vice President for Public Affairs at Planned
Parenthood.  Also worked for Chase Manhattan Bank, Howard J. Rubenstein Associates, and was a
correspondent for Black News We Speak.

Lee F. Jackson [H: Readers: THIS IS A HOT ONE!], U.S. executive director, European Bank
of Reconstruction and Development, Treasury Department, listed as Central Intelligence Agency em-
ployee by Croatian news services.  Was Treasurer of the City of Boston, and worked for Salomon Broth-
ers and Kidder, Peabody.

Stephen C. Kaminski [H: Hot number two!!] Senior Commercial Service Officer, commercial
counselor for U.S. and foreign commercial service, Commerce Department.  Worked in Dusseldorf, Ham-
burg, Vienna and Tokyo.  While in Tokyo, received the Commerce Department’s Gold Medal Award for
his work in “ensuring U.S. companies’ access to Japanese major projects markets”.

Kathryn E. Kellogg, confidential assistant, Office of Business Liaison, Commerce Department.
Worked on Clinton/Gore Campaign, served on the staff of Senator John D. Rockefeller for three years,
worked to “get out the vote” for the Dukakis/Bentsen for President.

James M. (Jim) Lewek, analyst, Central Intelligence Agency for 20 years.  Formerly edited the
President’s top secret Daily Brief, a news digest distributed on an “eyes-only” basis to the President and
other senior national security officials (Strategic Investment, Apr. 24, 1996, p.2).

Frank Maier, ENSERCH Corp, senior vice president.  A natural gas power generation company.
Formerly a vice-president of Westinghouse, was trying to set up a power project in Croatia.

Charles F. Meissner, assistant secretary for international trade, Commerce Department.  Former
vice-president of Chemical Bank, served in the World Bank and U.S. Treasury Department.  Worked at
the Treasury Department’s Office of International Affairs as the Japan Desk Officer.  His wife Doris is
Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.  World Bank President James Wolfensohn
was also touring the region at the time but was not on Brown’s plane (per UPI).

William Morton, deputy assistant secretary for international economic development, Commerce
Department.  Previously worked on the Democratic National Committee, worked in the presidential cam-
paigns of Jesse Jackson and Gary Hart.

Walter Murphy, vice president of global sales, AT&T Submarine Systems.  Had been with AT&T
and Bell since 1970.

Nathaniel C. Nash, New York Times reporter.  Worked closely with financial and corporate elites
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and intelligence agencies, worked also in Germany and Latin America.

Lawrence M. Payne, special assistant for U.S. and foreign commercial service, Commerce Depart-
ment.  Six years on the staff of Sen. Paul Tsongas, worked on presidential campaign of Michael Dukakis
in 1988.  Also worked for Shearson, Lehman Brothers.

Leonard Pieroni, chairman and chief executive officer of Parsons Corp.  Fourth largest construction
company, built Amtrak rail corridors, Dulles Airport and the Saudi high-tech town of Yuban.  Helped
rebuild Kuwait’s oil and gas industry after the war.

John Scoville, Harza Engineering Co. (Chicago) chairman and chief executive officer.  Contracted to
build one of the largest dams in the world, in China.  Harza is the leading designer of hydroelectric power
plants, was planning on building dams and water resources in Bosnia.  He served as consultant on Chicago’s
1992 project to fortify 47 miles of underground tunnels after an accident flooded basements downtown.

I. Donald Terner, president of Bridge Housing Corp.  He was former director of housing and com-
munity development under former California Governor Jerry Brown.

P. Stuart Tholan, [H: SIZZLING HOT!] executive of Bechtel, president of Bechtel Europe, Africa,
Middle East, Southwest Asia.  “Tholan dabbled in exotic construction projects under contract with Saudi
potentates, Kuwaiti oil billionaires and Abu Dhabi sheiks.  He built them glitzy palaces and desert pleasure
domes, as well as missile silos and banks that came complete with plushly furnished underground bunkers
150 feet deep.  Bechtel is the politically connected colossus that built the modern infrastructure for most
Arab states and once employed former Secretary of State George Shultz and former Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger.”  He managed operations in HOUSTON, KUWAIT and LONDON.  Bechtel is
upgrading refinery projects in Russia, manages the Channel Tunnel under the ocean from England to
Europe, built Area 51 in Nevada, etc.  One of their major security subcontractors is Wackenhut.

Naomi Warbasse, international trade specialist, Commerce Department.  Deputy Director of the
Central and Eastern Europe Business Information Center.  Fluent in computers, and proficient in German
and Czech language.

Robert A. Whittaker, vice president of energy equipment group, Foster Wheeler Energy International
Corp. (of New Jersey) (others list him as chairman and chief executive officer).  Veteran of General
Electric.  Built oil refineries and chemical plants in Chile, China, Thailand, Venezuela, Malaysia, Singapore,
Spain.  Foster Wheeler manufactures power-generation equipment and is involved in “cleaning up the
world’s environment”.  The company defines wetlands, disposes of toxic environmental wastes, was one
of four major contractors of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, is at U.S. DOE Hanford Nuclear Site and
advertises projects that convert wastes into energy.  Whittaker was design engineer at General Electric’s
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory in Niskayuna, New York, and later manager of the GE gas turbine
manufacturing facility in Schenectady.  He became general manager of steam turbine products before
joining FWC in 1992.  Foster Wheeler will design and build six 350-MW steam generators with auxiliary
equipment for the Yangcheng No. 1 power plant, southwest of Beijing, China.  FWC is also building a
480,000 metric tons MSW “waste-to-energy” complex 37 miles from Moscow.  FWC also bought In-
tergraph Computer Systems which is the “world’s largest company dedicated to supplying interactive
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computer graphics systems for the technical desktop” which uses stereo imaging to design and control
power, heating and ventilation systems.

Scheduled to fly with Brown, but not on the plane, were Ronald Woodard, president of Boeing Com-
mercial Airplane Group in Renton, Wash.; Joseph Sutton, president of Enron Development in Houston,
and Alfred Checchi, co-chairman of Northwest Airlines.  Daniel Bannister of DynCorp in Reston, Virginia,
cancelled his trip shortly before takeoff and there were rumors on the Internet that he had intelligence
sources and perhaps foreknowledge of the event.  DynCorp says, “We’re a billion-dollar company with
22,000 employees and no [computer] mainframes.”  They specialize in client/server networks for desktop
computers, and until recently owned a bunch of small airlines of the Air America type.  [H: Well now, that
last sentence says a WHOLE LOT, doesn’t it?]

And the crew:

Captain Ashley Davis, pilot
Captain Tim Schafer, pilot
Staff Sergeant Gerald Aldrich, flight mechanic
Staff Sergeant Robert Farrington, steward
Sergeant Cheryl Turnege, steward (others spelled Turnage)
Sergeant Shelly Kelly, steward (most say “stewardess”) [‘Offed’ enroute to hospital.]

[H: What an incredible windfall to be able to take so many important people—TO BOTH PAR-
TIES—in one swoop!  And yet, how much have you heard about this?  Do you readers, think a
moment, know anything about these people—before now?  How many “croc” tears did Clinton
shed over all the others murdered?  Oh my, friends, this was a major “coup” for both major Party
controllers.]

Kelly survived the crash and walked to the ambulance [or helicopter], where she died enroute to the
hospital—from a fresh wound that occurred about three hours LATER than the crash wounds.  See Joe
Jordan’s comments elsewhere in this article.  In a Department of Defense news briefing, Thursday, April 4,
1996, 9:35 a.m., Lt. Gen. Howell Estes was asked about Kelly.  Estes was also asked if the plane was
tracked by AWACS, and he replied that yes, they had AWACS tapes and knew the exact route of the
plane.

He was also asked about the black boxes.  Here is the transcript of that portion of the DoD News
Briefing of April 3, 1996, 5 p.m. (EST):

Q:  Was this plane carrying a flight data recorder or a cockpit voice recorder that will help you figure
out what happened?

ESTES:  It would be a standard thing to have that in this type of aircraft.  I think you can assume that that
sort of thing—a flight data recorder, a cockpit voice recorder as there are in commercial airliners—also is
in this aircraft.  END QUOTE.

The Croatian Prime Minister and the air traffic controller announced that both recorders had been
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recovered.  Miomir Zuzul, Croatian ambassador to the United States, on April 4, 1996, said, “One woman
was brought from the crash site alive but died en route to hospital.”  The following is the complete DoD
News Briefing of April 4, 1996, 9:35 a.m., in which Estes dealt with these questions:

[END QUOTING OF PART 32]

This seems a good place to break this writing in order to keep it from being too lengthy for our Editors.  We
will take up with that news briefing next writing.  Thank you.
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FIRE  FROM  THE  SKY,  PART  6  (33)
by Calvin Burgin

[Defenselink Transcript]
DoD News Briefing

Thursday, April 4, 1996 - 9:35 a.m.
Lt. Gen. Howell Estes, Director of Operations for the Joint Staff

General Estes:  Well, good morning, ladies and gentlemen.  You’ve just seen the U.S. Ambassador
to Croatia and the Croatian prime minister with a press conference from the site.  And what I will try to do
is give some amplifying remarks, if I can, on the facts that we know from the search and rescue standpoint.
The ambassador and the prime minister obviously covered a lot of the detail there, but I think I might be
able to add a few more comments from the military’s perspective to be  of some help.

Let me just again use a couple of slides which I think might be useful in describing the overall incident
again.  Obviously, we have confirmed now where the crash site is.  It is about three kilometers to the north-
northwest on the top of a hill, as you heard Ambassador Galbraith describing.  The photo that I showed
you yesterday again pretty accurately describes the location.

I think with a picture of a T-43 here, I know there’s a lot of questions—you heard questions asked of
the people on the military side to ascertain whether this aircraft had flight data recorders or voice recorders
on board, and the answer we get back continuously from people who are responsible for this aircraft is that
it was not equipped with either.  What the Croatian prime minister is describing as black boxes, I cannot
tell you, but information we have is this aircraft was not equipped with what you would consider black
boxes, the voice data recorder or the data recorder itself.  The reason is that the aircraft was procured as
a training aircraft originally, and so when it came it was not equipped with that from the factory as normal
aircraft of this kind are used for commercial uses would come with those kinds of recorders.

If we get any definite information that changes what I’ve just told you, we’ll get back to you as quick
as we can.  And I know this is an issue which seems to be a difference between what they’re saying there
and what I’m telling you standing here, but I want to let you know what I’m being told, and we’ve done
everything humanly possible on the military side to be sure our information is accurate.

There are boxes on the aircraft, however, that could be instrumentation boxes that literally are black.
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They’re shaped in the form of a box.  It’s navigation equipment and things of that kind that somebody might
construe as being one of the type of black boxes.  In fact, the black boxes that are on aircraft are actually
orange cases, not black cases, and so that might be where the discrepancy is coming from.  But we’ll
continue to pursue this, and if I have any additional information that I’m—is made available to me, I’ll be
sure to get it to you right away on that issue.

Okay.  Next slide, please.

I’ve elected to use, again, a chart to describe where we are, where the search and rescue and the
forces involved—in fact, we have U.S., Croatian, French, and Germans up there.  We’ve had some help
from the Spanish and the United Kingdom as well in assisting the Croatians and ourselves with the recov-
ery operations.

I mentioned yesterday that Brigadier General Mike Canavan is the on-scene commander.  He spent
most of the night last night and the early part of today at the site.  He has come down from the site now and
is back down at Drubrovnik’s airport.  He has been replaced by another senior individual on-scene as the
on-scene commander.  We have in the neighborhood 30 people at the crash site carrying out recovery
operations.

The manifest issue—again, you heard this discussed with the ambassador and the Croatian Prime
Minister.  There is a slight discrepancy.  We have confirmed that there are no survivors and recovery of
remains is in progress.  Thirty-three remains have been recovered.  And so you look at the number of—
saying 35 on the manifest versus 33 remains, there appears to be a discrepancy.  We can only say that the
search has been extensive.  It has continued, as you know.  A number of checks of the area have been
made, and we’ll continue until this issue is resolved one way or the other.  [H: I wonder if any of those
dudes know how to count heads?  Or, did you have a couple of double-headed Eag—...er, ah,
people?]

Q:  Was the crew member a lady?

A:  The crew member that survived the crash, that died enroute—I can confirm to you, was a member
of the crew and it was a lady.  She did die enroute to the hospital.  They got her into an ambulance, got out
of the crash site which is a very difficult process in and of itself, and did take her enroute to the hospital, but
she died as you can see from the slide here, enroute.

Q:  Do you  know if she was in the tail section?

A:  I don’t have any additional information on that.

The interim accident investigation board, the mishap board is on its way.  You heard the Croatian
ambassador say it had just arrived.  Again, he has better information than I because he’s there at the scene.
[H: Except for data boxes, of course, and live ladies.]  We’ve been trying to get the team in since very
early this morning.  European time.  They’ve had a number of weather problems at Dubrovnik, but it looks
like the team is now on the ground and will very quickly move up to the site to begin the investigation.  And
we’ve already talked to the last issue about the flight data recorders and voice recorders.
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I think with that, I’ll go ahead and take your questions, and we’ll go from there.

[H: You have to understand that they have to pause between each question to take the Kol
Nidre.]

Q:  Has Secretary Brown’s body been recognized or otherwise positively identified?

A:  I think what I need to say about that is that the recovery operations continue and we know that
there are no survivors, and the objective is now to get that done.  The issue of positively identifying remains
is not something that’s normally done on the scene.  Those people are up there to do the recovery op-
erations.  And so once that process has been positively completed in terms of identification, the information
will be made available.

Q:  General, what did the air traffic controllers say when they realized that the plane was off-course?

A:  I have no information.  Again, this is something that the—this is something that the accident board
will get copies of as to exactly what the conversation was that transpired between the tower and the
aircraft.  That’s not been made available to me, obviously.  Those things are what we would use the term
“impounded” because they are protected so that nobody could tamper with them or lose them or whatever
so that they could be made available to an accident investigation.  And I, in my position, have not sought
out that information.  That’s for the accident investigation to pursue, not for me.  Yes, sir?

Q:  Can you release the manifest now?

A:  It’s again, not my position to release the manifest.  This is obviously a very sensitive issue.  They
want to ensure that the families, the loved ones of the people who were on board the aircraft have been
notified.  Once that is complete for the series of people—obviously, Secretary Brown’s family has been
notified, but all of the dignitaries that were traveling with him, the members of the Commerce Department,
the Croatian families involved, and the U.S. service members crews—once we are sure that is complete,
I feel certain you’ll see the transcript of the—list, released.

Q:  [Inaudible] — from the State Department?

A:  It will be a simultaneous release.  I would think, with the U.S. service members released here, the
Croatians releasing the names of their lost members, and then the Commerce Department probably releas-
ing the remainder of the names at the State Department.

Q:  I would like to ask you a little bit about the approach, I don’t want you to tell me what caused the
crash.  I understand you can’t do that.  He was flying an ADF approach or an NDB approach.  NDBs in
my understanding can be affected by weather, specifically lightning.  Is that being considered as a factor in
the investigation of what caused the crash?

A:  Well, I think everything that you can come up with is going to be considered in trying to determine
what caused this accident.  That’s the purpose of the accident investigation team.  I can guarantee you that
they will be extremely thorough in their analysis in trying to determine the causes of this accident.
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Q:  General, are you—first of all, are you standing by your statement yesterday that there was no
communication prior to the crash indicating any difficulty whether it be off-course or any other problem?
And secondly, one press report today referred to this beacon issue, that this is old technology, 40, 50-
year-old technology and it’s outdated.  Can you speak to that?

A:  Well, I think to answer your first question, yes, I stand by my statement.  I have no conflicting
information.  You heard the Croatian ambassador—or the Croatian prime minister and our ambassador
make virtually the same statement.  They’ve been at the crash site.  They saw no evidence that there was
anything strange about it from the standpoint of the issues that you raise, and so, I have no conflicting
information to what I told you yesterday.

In terms of the technology of the beacon, the NDB approach, it is a kind of an approach that’s been
around for awhile, there’s no question about that.  But, it’s still a very valid approach.  We have a very
definite procedure we follow.  It’s a safe approach.  Many aircraft have landed at the airport there at
Dubrovnik with no difficulties.  And in fact, as you know, some landed that morning and early afternoon
prior to Secretary Brown’s aircraft scheduled arrival.

So, we have no reason—if we thought it wasn’t a safe approach, we wouldn’t allow our aircraft to use
it.  I guess that’s the easiest answer.  David?

Q:  Some may think they had a radar track for his plane.  I mean, did you have this plane on your
AWACS tapes?  And if so, do we now know the exact route that plane flew?

A:  David, to answer your question specifically, I have not seen that.  I suspect that since we had
AWACS flying, that there will be a tape available that they had, but I cannot guarantee you that.  I don’t
know that for a fact.  And I just—because of all of the other things going on and the concern for the
recovery operation is where we’ve been focused.  I haven’t gotten into that issue, nor will I.  That will be
something for the accident investigation board.  Mark?

[H: Interestingly enough, those AWACS followed the plane UNTIL IT WENT OFF COURSE
AND—SUDDENLY—THEY JUST DIDN’T PAY ATTENTION!]

Q:  Is it true that the remains will go from Dubrovnik directly back to Dover and then will the military
fly the remains from Dover to individual states for families?

A:  Mark, this is an issue—I think you know, there is some discussion and you all have heard it, that the
remains will go from Dubrovnik back to Dover Air Force Base in Delaware.  I think that that is a decision
that is yet to be made.  There a lot of considerations that need to be taken into account, and once that
decision is made we’ll get the information to you.

One more——

Q:  There were reports yesterday, General, suggesting that perhaps some navigational equipment,
some radar or whatever, had been removed from the area of the airport by the Serbs during the war.  Do
you know if that’s true or not?
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A:  Yes.  I don’t have any confirming evidence that that’s the case.  We know we had a navigation aid
at Dubrovnik airport which is a valid navigation aid for which we have a published approach.  And so,
whether there were additional things there at a previous time I think is—I can’t confirm or deny for you, but
it’s almost irrelevant because they did have a valid navigation aid which they were obviously using to land.

Q:  There’s been some report suggesting that the pilot was using some visual reckoning and identified
the wrong ridge, one ridge over, went in the wrong valley.  Is that a theory that seems plausible to you so
far?

A:  It doesn’t seem plausible to me as a pilot.  I mean, when you’re flying an instrument approach, you
fly an instrument approach until you have complete contact with the runway and are safe to land.  Then you
transition from your instruments to a visual approach.  You don’t come off your instruments until you have
visual siting [sic] of the runway.  So, I find it hard to believe that if they were flying the approach, were on
course, that they would have been doing—trying to fly around visually.  It’s just not something an experi-
enced pilot would do.

Thank you very much. - END -

STRANGE  CONNECTIONS

[H: How much “stranger” does it have to get?]

What is going on in Bosnia?  We can only focus on small parts at a time.  I like Barry Lituchy’s
description: “It was payback day in the former Yugoslavia.  This accident offers us a unique opportunity to
view a highly important but no normally observed aspect of U.S. imperialism close up.  U.S. military and
political power is used to help U.S. multi-national corporations control and exploit the world economy and
impose their economic and political power on the peoples of the world.  Moreover, this power is used in
the interests of a single, elite socio-economic class.  It is used against the interests of the majority of
Americans and against the interests of the human race in general.  However, it is rare that the public gets to
see in the media the direct connections between American military aggression and the economic interests
driving it.”  [H: What I would like you to do is go back to Rick Martin’s interview with Fletcher
Prouty and remind yourself about the OIL DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN THAT AREA—SPECIFI-
CALLY REFERENCED TO BOSNIA.]

Yugoslavia’s greatest export before the war was construction.  It could build, to equal or to better
firms such as Bechtel, and at much lower costs.  A Yugoslav firm, for instance, built Saddam Hussein’s
underground bunkers which survived the best that George Bush’s Star Wars military shot at it.  Yugoslavia
built factories and refineries around the world.  Kissinger went to Yugoslavia (remember the Yugo?) and
things really started falling apart.  It has now come out that Clinton was secretly shipping arms to Bosnia
through Iran, something which makes no sense unless you understand the evil that was purposely being
committed.  The Richmond Times-Dispatch said:  “While President Clinton was admonishing the world
to adhere strictly to the Bosnian arms embargo, he was following a secret policy of allowing the opposite.”
Serbia was shooting down U.S. aircraft, which did not get reported in the Western media.  The Western
multi-nationals destroyed Yugoslavia, and then began moving in with Ron Brown to take over.  Brown was
leading a U.S. Development mission to Bosnia and Croatia with a $5.1 billion reconstruction assistance
program, but the money was to go to the multinationals, not to the locals.
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The following information leads to some strange connections and is a paragraph from the Doomsday
Club News and Intelligence Report of May, 1978:

*  “The Ontario area is a center for Russian subversion—have you ever noticed when political exiles
come back from Cuba they stop off first in Canada?  There was a newsletter called The Crusader (I
haven’t kept up with it and don’t know its current status) published by Robert F. Williams, an American
Negro in exile in Cuba, which taught American blacks how to commit sabotage to overthrow the U.S.
government.  One of the main things they taught was how to wreck the power and utilities systems.  The
mailing address was Mrs. Anne Olson, 21 Ellis Gardens, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  They also had a
radio program called ‘Radio Free Dixie’, coming from Cuba, at 690 on the dial, Friday 10-11 PM,
Sunday and Tuesday 11-12 PM (EST).  Mr. Verne Olson, Mrs. Olson’s husband, went to Cuba and
visited Castro in the summer of 1965.  Three months later, on November 9, 1965, the Sir Adam Beck No.
2 Hydroelectric Plant near Toronto, Canada, experienced a monstrous power failure which shut down
electricity from New York City to Canada—1/4th of the USA plus Canada!  Mr. Olson was a key
technician in the Electrical Research Division of the Ontario Hydro Power Commission, which
operates the Sir Adam Beck Niagara Station #2—the source of the massive blackout.  Mr. Olson
was also former National Chairman of the Communists’ Fair Play for Cuba Committee.”

I will add that Lee Harvey Oswald, the alleged assassin of President John F. Kennedy, was also
involved with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, and was earlier part of the team involved with the U-2
flights over Russia, one of which was shot down (the Francis Gary Powers incident).  Also note that the
UFO literature tells of numerous UFO sightings that occurred over the local power plants during this
blackout: Frank Edwards in Flying Saucers: Serious Business, also see books by Yurko Bondarchuk
(UFO: Sightings and Abductions) and John G. Fuller (Aliens in the Skies: The New UFO Battle of the
Scientists).

Earlier in the saga of Fire From The Sky you read:

“Ruth Paine’s husband Michael worked as an engineer at Bell Aerospace for the German ex-General
Dornberger, head of research for Bell.  Paine was part of the Gehlen operation.

“Werner von Braun became a close personal friend of J. Edgar Hoover and soon after he came to the
U.S. he also became a close personal friend of Lyndon B. Johnson.  Von Braun worked with Hoover in
security projects at the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Redstone Arsenal and later in the national Space
Agency.  In 1958, Lyndon Johnson, majority leader of the Senate, helped push through the National
Space Act, which gave funding to von Braun.”

Werner von Braun worked on secret projects at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).  Who was first
head of the TVA?  The first head of the TVA was Joseph C. Swidler.  (See Public Utilities Fortnightly,
Sept. 15, 1991, p. 4, article “Raising Cane”.)  When the giant power blackout at the Sir Adam Beck
power station (now called Ontario Hydro) on the Niagara River occurred, Swidler was Chairman of the
U.S. Federal Power Commission.  Swidler immediately investigated the event and sent a report to Secre-
tary of Defense Robert S. McNamara and Director of the Office of Emergency Planning (now called
FEMA), Buford Elington.  He said the cause was a broken relay.  Swidler wrote an article in September,
1991, called “An Unthinkably Horrible Situation” in which he complained that the power companies were
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being taken over by people who did not have the community’s best interests at heart, and in it he made the
statement: “I have had close acquaintance with two of the worst blackouts in this country’s history: The
November 1965 blackout, which affected much of the Northeast and left New York City in darkness for
many hours, and the Con Ed blackout of July 13, 1977.”  [H: Golly gee-whiz, and this only comes up
to 1977—what about these jim-dandy ones lately—like last week: JULY, 1996??]

The Toronto Globe & Mail reported, on May 14, 1996, that Maurice Strong and Vice President Al
Gore have been appointed co-chairmen of the White House Conference on Technology.  Strong is special
advisor to World Bank President James Wolfensohn.  Strong organized the United Nations’ 1992 confer-
ence in Rio de Janeiro to promote a global environmentalist dictatorship, and was the official secretary
general to the event.  “Immediately thereafter, given charge of Ontario Hydro, the largest public utility in
North America, Strong fired 10,000 highly skilled workers within a year, and cancelled all nuclear and
hydroelectric energy development projects.”

Strong said: “I’m now working on a major project to ‘green’ private investment—to set up voluntary
guidelines and criteria for private investment in various sectors, forestry, tourism, mining, oil and gas.”  [H:
Anybody other than me ready to throw-up yet?]

A press release from the E-7 Network of Expertise for the Global Environment in Montreal said:

*  Southern California Edison became the first U.S. utility to join the E-7 group of utilities.  E-7 is an
informal association of utility executives that was started in 1992 in preparation for the U.N. Conference
on Environment and Development (UNCED) to develop a strategy and recommendations on power
sector issues in developing countries.  Members include representatives from Electricite de France, the
Canadian utilities Hydro-Quebec and Ontario Hydro, Tokyo Electric Power Co. and Kansai Electric
Power Co. of Japan, RWE AG of Germany and Ente Nazionale per l’Energia Elettrica of Italy.]

The group focuses on energy related to the environment and development with an interest in influencing
foreign aid investments in the power sector.  The E-7 established a “Network of Expertise for the Global
Environment” to work with financing institutions, the United Nations, and other organization to develop
projects with an environment-development link.

E. Howard Hunt is an example of how some seemingly totally unrelated events such as the Bay of Pigs
Invasion, the Kennedy Assassination, and Watergate, can actually be related (Hunt was involved in all
three), because of the PEOPLE involved.

Hold the above information in mind as we return to more recent events:

*  September 13, 1995—Fed up Quebec voters take step toward possible secession.

MONTREAL—Quebec voters took what could be their first step toward independence Monday by
giving the separatist Parti Quebecois a solid majority in the provincial legislature.  Official results showed
Jacques Parizeau’s Parti Quebecois winning 77 seats in the 125-seat legislature.  Premier Daniel Johnson’s
Liberal Party won 46 seats and was leading in one district... (Austin American Statesman, [AAS] A-6)
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*  September 9—USAir jet crashed in Beaver County.  PITTSBURGH—[The crash occurred
just after 7:20 p.m.  This article says:] ...by 11 p.m., FBI agents were on the scene.  It was unclear why
they were brought in.  [It is unusual and curious that the FBI was on the scene so quickly.]  (Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette A4)

*  September 10—Russian plane crashes.  MOSCOW—A Russian passenger jet on a practice
flight crashed near Moscow yesterday after colliding with a military plane, a news agency reported.  At
least five of the seven people aboard were killed.  (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette)

*  September 10—Recording of crew’s final words gives few clues to cause of crash.
ALIQUIPPA, Pa.—A blackened hillside crater yielded shattered body parts and shards of twisted metal
but no answer Friday to the mystery of a jetliner that abruptly fell from the sky on a clear, still evening.

Federal investigators said Friday night that the “black box” instruments recording the last moments of
USAir Flight 427 shed little light on why the Boeing 737 smashed nose-first into the ground Thursday
night, killing all 132 people aboard.  Initial reports had said 131 were on board.  The crew radioed from six
miles away as they came in on the final approach for landing at the Pittsburgh airport and gave no indication
of any problem.  It was 32 seconds after 7:02 p.m.

Thirty-eight seconds later, a crew member said: “Oh. (Unintelligible.)  Oh God.”

Six seconds after that, the crew said: “Unintelligible.)  Traffic emergency.  (Unintelligible.).  Oh sh**.”

Eight seconds later, the air traffic controller tried to reach the plane, repeatedly calling, “USAir 427
Pittsburgh.  USAir 427 Pittsburgh.  USAir Pittsburgh...”  USAir Chairman Seth Schofield said the
airline had received no threats against Flight 427 and had “no reason to believe there was sabotage”.
(AAS A1) [COMMENT: A sidebar to the article contains a list of all the passengers, by name, age where
available, and hometown, in sections by state.  The last section is “Other” and has two entries:  “Olson,
Paul, hometown withheld per family’s request.” and “Ramasamy, Sam, Montreal, Quebec.”  Olson’s
name was at first withheld, later it was revealed that he was a witness in an ongoing drug investigation.  The
media paid no attention to Ramasamy.  The name caught my attention because there is or was a man
named Sanjay Ramaswamy working for William Perry and John Deutch at Cambridge Research Associ-
ates, owned by Perry/Deutch.  I will have more on CRA later.]

[END QUOTING OF PART 33]

The killings etc., will continue—
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FIRE  FROM  THE  SKY,  PART  6  (34)
by Calvin Burgin

[quoting]

*  September 11—SHUTTLE FIRES LASER AT EARTH, HELPS TRACK DEADLY TROPI-
CAL STORM. [quoting:]

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.—Bright green laser pulses streamed from space shuttle Discovery on Satur-
day and bounced off the thick, high clouds of a killer storm in the first atmospheric study of its kind.

Ground controllers directed the lasers at Tropical Storm Debby in the Caribbean as the shuttle soared
160 miles overhead.  The experiment was conducted in the early morning while it was dark.  The $25
million laser machine used to study the storm is flying for the first time in space.  Similar devices have been
flown on planes to track pollutants, volcanic ash and desert dust in the atmosphere to improve scientists’
understanding of global climate.

During Saturday’s test of the machine, laser pulses began emanating from Discovery at a rate of 10
per second as the shuttle flew over the Western Hemisphere. ... (AAS A5) [end of quoting]

Planes were crashing, many going unreported in the national media (as is still the case), and the Shuttle
was firing “green laser pulses” at “10 per second”, a significant frequency.  A magnitude 7.2 earthquake hit
northern California and southern Oregon on September 2.  On September 13 a strong (6.3) quake hit
south of Lake Tahoe.  On September 17 a “light blew out” in the White House not long after a Cessna
airplane crashed into the White House, killing the pilot.  The Russian nuclear missile command lost all
electrical power “because of unpaid power bills”.  The Strategic Rocket Forces said electricity was discon-
nected by order of Pavel Sinyokov, a director of Moscow’s power grid.  In Siberia, a plane crashed killing
26 people.  The article reporting the crash said, “More than a dozen planes have crashed in the past 18
months in the former Soviet Union...” supposedly because of lack of money for maintenance.  A ferry sank
after leaving Estonia, killing hundreds.  Popular Mechanics magazine for September reported that Boeing
was making new airplanes “modified with a hidden interior flight deck”.  A bomb killed a reporter in
Moscow, a Russian pipeline ruptured spilling over 2 million barrels of oil at the time the article was written,
and the Jewish Holy season was celebrated.
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Did you take note above that it was stated that the Order of the Solar Temple was connected to
“Peruvian Marxist groups”, probably referring to the Shining Path group? [end of quoting]

Here are some more connections: [quoting]

*  The New World Order In Canada by Professor Robert O’Driscoll and Elizabeth Eliott, Section III:
Ottawa: Occult Capital of the New World Order, page 255 says (bolding mine):

“Then in 1992, the Secret Brotherhood of the Illuminati made an even bolder step.  At a War/
Peace Conference in South America it was agreed that the New World Order take over one country
totally.  The country chosen was Canada.  It was to be the staging ground for the New World Order
Plan, even though the controlling mechanism for the whole operation was in the United States.  It was
further agreed that the Royal Bank of Canada would be the official bank of the New World Order—
the Federal Reserve of the World, and in Quebec a secret society called L’Order du Temple Solaire
[the Order of the Solar Temple] (a slight variation of the name of the reconstituted Templars) ‘pen-
etrated’ Quebec Hydro with a 150 billion dollar ‘scam’ and simply took it over; just about all the vast
reserves of Canadian electrical power were now in New World Order hands.” [end of quote]

The Order of the Solar Temple “took over” the largest power generator facility in Canada,
Quebec Hydro?  Hmmmnn.

HYDRO-QUEBEC

I opened this article with a quote from the Canadian press of April 3, 1996.  The day earlier, April 2,
the Canadian News Digest reported: [quoting:]

*  HYDRO-QUEBEC PROBES SOLAR TEMPLE LINK

QUEBEC (CP)—Natural Resources Minister Guy Chevrette acknowledged Tuesday he’s worried the
Solar Temple cult may have influence in Hydro-Quebec.  Chevrette said he has asked the public utility to
investigate allegations by a former employee that he was fired because he wouldn’t swear allegiance to his
boss in a cult ceremony.

“I don’t have any reason to believe there is a huge Solar Temple network at Hydro-Quebec,” Chevrette
said.  The cult received worldwide attention in 1994, when 53 members of the Solar Temple died in mass
suicides in Canada and Switzerland.  The five who died in Canada were found in a burned house in Morin
Heights, Que.

Swiss police are to release the report of their investigation into the deaths today.  [end of quoting]

We should take a closer look at Hydro-Quebec.  According to their own literature:

“Hydro-Quebec ranks among North America’s largest electric utilities.  It generates, transmits
and distributes most of the electricity consumed in Quebec.  Hydro-Quebec activities extend to
energy-related research and promotion, energy transformation and conservation, and other areas
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connected with energy.  Hydro-Quebec is a publicly owned electric utility with a single share-
holder: the Quebec government.”

“Hydro-Quebec is a publicly owned utility company that was created in 1944.  It is one of
North America’s largest electric utilities and produces almost all the electricity consumed in Que-
bec.  Hydro-Quebec trades electricity with certain Canadian provinces and the U.S.  This utility
company is often involved in research and marketing of its products and know-how as part of joint
venture projects.”

I wonder what kind of joint-venture research projects it is involved in?  They say their facilities include
a large research laboratory dedicated to researching “electro magnetic pulses”.  This would be a
natural thing for a power company to research, and would make a natural cover for secret expanded
research.  Another Hmmmnn.  [H: And what of major “BLACKOUTS” (controlled) all along the
Eastern Seaboard?]

And then we read: [quoting]

* HYDRO-QUEBEC CHARGED WITH ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF THE CANADIAN
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT

MONTREAL—March 20, 1996—Environment Canada announced that charges were laid this week in
Provincial Court, Shawinigan, Quebec against Hydro-Quebec.

Hydro-Quebec is alleged to have dumped 4,839 liters of PCB-contaminated oil in the Saint-Maurice
River in June 1995, contrary to the PCB regulations under the Canadian Environmental Protection
Act.

The charges were laid on the advice of the Department of Justice, following an investigation conducted
in the Quebec Region of Environment Canada.  The court date has been set for April 22, 1996.

*  HYDRO-QUEBEC DEAL TAINTED, MNA’S TOLD
Justice Minister confirms French firm bribed utility officials to get job.
BY: Andre PICARD, QUEBEC BUREAU, GLOBE AND MAIL, PG a9a l, Friday May 13, 1994.

QUEBEC—Hydro-Quebec awarded a $25 million dollar contract to a French technology company
that carried out INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE and bribed senior officials in the Crown corporation to
get the job, Quebec’s Justice Minister confirmed in the National Assembly yesterday.

Quoting from a confidential Hydro-Quebec internal security report, the CBC reported yesterday that
Mors Technologies Inc. obtained technical reports from other companies that were bidding on the contract
in 1986, as well as internal memos and minutes of meetings from Hydro-Quebec officials who chose which
company would build a remote-control switching system.

Mors paid a senior Hydro-Quebec official $200,000 to provide the inside information, according to a
provincial police report obtained by the CBC.  But, because there was no proof that the man received the
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money, allegedly deposited in a Swiss bank account, the Crown refused to lay criminal charges.

Instead, the manager was fired.  He sued for wrongful dismissal, and Hydro-Quebec paid him $100,000
in an out-of-court settlement.  In the National Assembly yesterday, Justice Minister Roger Lefebvre con-
firmed the story, but said, “There is no new information that warrants the case being reopened.”

Parti Quebecois House Leader Guy Chevrette called it the latest in a series of scandals that shows
there is an “absence of sound management of public finances”.

A stream of revelations this week has cast doubt on the administrative practices in Quebec.

Yesterday the Liberal government tried to nip one of the scandals in the bud by announcing an inves-
tigation into the leasing, without tender, of two C-215 water bombers to Royal Aviation Inc., a deal that
will garner about $100,000 a month of profit.

But, while promising to investigate the financial wisdom of the lease, Jean Leclerc, the junior minister
for government services, insisted that bureaucrats who awarded the contract did not know that Royal
Aviation’s directors include former Liberal Minister Paul Gobeil and the former president of the party’s
constitutional committee, Raymond Langlois.

The issues raised involve allegations of conflict-of-interest by former Liberal cabinet ministers and
senior party officials; there are suggestions that the information is being leaked to the Parti Quebecois by
civil servants sympathetic to the opposition.

The government has already ordered an inquiry into a controversial stock-option plan for directors of
M3i Systems Inc., a high-technology company whose directors have close ties to the ruling party.

Mario Bertrand, who was Chief of Staff to former Premier Robert Bourassa, is one of three prominent
Liberals—along with Marcel Cote of Groupe Secor and former Air Canada president Pierre Jeanniot—
who stand to make about $2.3 million from their M3i stocks.  Between them, they received $2,318 shares
(half of them to Mr. Bertrand) and share options in 1990.  Since then the value of each share has skyrock-
eted to $1,000 from $10.  [H: Almost as good a deal as Hillary’s insider trading.]

M3i, which designs computer systems that deal with the distribution of water and electricity, was
founded by two former Hydro-Quebec employees.  The Crown Corporation paid for all the initial re-
search, but set to scrap the computer-systems technology as risky and unprofitable.

The conflict-of-interest allegations arise from the fact that Mr. Bertrand was a board member of both
M3i and Hydro-Quebec (he resigned this week), and that Mr. Cote’s consulting firm was called in to
advise Hydro-Quebec on how to privatize its high-tech subsidiary.

The CBC reported yesterday that in its early stages the M3i venture was a failure that cost the Crown
Corporation $42 million.

In a statement yesterday, Hydro-Quebec president Armand Couture confirmed that half of its regional
distribution centers will be shut down, but said that it was a result of advances in the technological field
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rather than poor decision making in the 1980s. [end of quoting]

Hydro-Quebec has been involved in an ongoing battle with the native Cree and Inuit people who claim
it is destroying their homelands and hunting/fishing grounds.  Here are more quotes taken from the Internet:

[quoting:]

* GRASSROOTS VICTORIES, LOBBYIST GRIDLOCK by Brian Tokar:

On an unusually balmy November morning, eco-activists in the northeast awoke to some long-awaited
but entirely unexpected news.  In the immediate aftermath of the 1994 elections, any good news would be
unexpected, but this one would be an occasion for celebration in any season.  The new nationalist Prime
Minister of Quebec, Jacques Parizeau, had announced the indefinite postponement of the hotly contested
Great Whale hydroelectric project in the James Bay region of northern Quebec.  The project, Parizeau
said, was “sur la glace”, on ice, and for a long time to come.

Opposition to Quebec’s hydroelectric megaprojects was the last major environmental issue uniting
activists from different sectors of the community with varying political outlooks in the northeastern U.S.
and Canada.  Hydro-Quebec, the province-owned utility that had for two decades staked its future on
damming all of the major wilderness river systems in the James Bay region, had become an international
symbol of ecologically devastating development, injustice toward traditional native populations, and high
stakes financial and political manipulations.  Grassroots coalitions of environmentalists, native solidarity
activists, and advocates of sustainable energy and fiscal responsibility pressured electric utilities and regu-
latory boards throughout the northeast to reject or reduce the power contracts with Hydro Quebec.

The Great Whale project was to be the next major leap in Hydro Quebec’s expansive development
plan.  [H: Now, readers, can’t you just picture the voters of Quebec going to the polls to vote on
“saving the Great Whale project” and noting that MOST would think there was an effort afoot
to “save the great whales”.  The policriminals don’t miss a thing.]  The planned series of dams along
the Great Whale River [H: See how easy?  They had to call it the Great Whale River for some
reason long ago.] would have flooded some 1,800 square miles of forests and wetlands and severely
disrupted hydrological cycles in a heretofore undisturbed region larger than New England.  It would have
destroyed the habitat of caribou and freshwater seals, and the major feeding grounds of migratory birds
important throughout the northeast.  The devastation would have affected the thousands of native Cree and
Inuit people living in the Great Whale watershed, near where the shallow, nutrient-rich waters and coastal
marshes of James Bay meet the frigid deep waters of Hudson Bay to the north.  By 1994, utilities in
Vermont that had purchased Hydro-Quebec power, despite widespread opposition, were selling back
more of that power to Quebec at a substantial financial loss.

Grassroots Strategies

Tying together all these issues and more, activists throughout the region developed campaigns against
these power purchases that were more diverse, colorful and decentralized than anything the region has
seen for some time.  There were demonstrations in the streets of the state capitals.  Students at major
universities initiated divestment campaigns.  Maine was the first state to turn down Hydro-Quebec power,
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requiring utilities to strengthen conservation plans instead.  The Vermont contracts were reduced by about
a third (due to declining electric demand and to successful referendum drives in Burlington and other
communities), and then railroaded through by a Democratic governor with close political ties to both the
utilities and to Wall Street.  Probably the most decisive blow was the cancellation in the spring of
1992 of a $13 billion contract with the New York State Power Authority. ... Hydro-Quebec suf-
fered an additional political embarrassment when some 15 executives and former executives of
the utility were TIED TO THE SOLAR TEMPLE CULT AFTER THE MYSTERIOUS MASS
KILLING OF ITS MEMBERS IN SWITZERLAND LAST FALL.  Cree representatives made it
widely known that if Quebec were to secede from Canada, then the native peoples of the region were
ready to take steps to secede from Quebec.

A little further research reveals that there is a coalition of “Greens” political parties (Lyndon LaRouche
calls them “eco-terrorists”) such as the Raritan-Brunswick Greens and the Tuft’s University student envi-
ronmental group “ECO”, and others which have formed an alliance called the North East Alliance to Save
James Bay.  The Dartmouth group, Dartmouth Divest Hydro-Quebec (DDHQ), achieved: “After months
of discussion and debate, the Trustees of Dartmouth College announced today their decision to divest
from Hydro-Quebec (HQ).  The decision follows sustained pressure from students, faculty and alumni,
who argue that the provincial utility’s James Bay hydroelectric projects are environmentally and culturally
destructive” (Dec. 18, 1992).  Another headline says: “Tufts ECO wins Divestment from Hydro-Quebec.”
And then the biggie, “New York Cancels Hydro-Quebec Power Contract—In a dramatic move, New
York Gov. Mario Cuomo canceled the state’s $17 billion contract with Hydro-Quebec for electricity that
would have been generated by the Great Whale project the Canadian utility wants to build in the James
Bay region of northern Quebec.” [end of quoting]

To connect this with recent events, a press release on April 9, 1996, states: [quoting:]

*  FORMER HYDRO-QUEBEC CHAIRMAN AND CEO ACCEPTS SEAT ON ASC BOARD

WESTBOROUGH, Mass.,  April 9, 1996—American Superconductor Corporation (Nasdaq: AMSC)
is pleased to announce that Richard Drouin, former chairman and CEO of Hydro-Quebec and a global
authority on the electric utility industry, has accepted a seat on the company’s Board of Directors.

Drouin served as chairman and CEO of Hydro-Quebec, the sixth largest utility in the world and largest
in North America, from 1988 through 1995...

In 1989, Drouin was Honorary Chairman of the World Energy Congress.  He also was a driving force
in focusing the resources of the world’s largest economies—the “G-7” countries—on energy issues.  Known
as the “E-7”, the organization was created in 1991 and is devoted to protecting the global environment by
promoting the judicious generation and use of electricity.

“A guiding principle throughout my career has been the sustainable use of energy.”, Drouin said.  “Serving
as a director of American Superconductor allows me to continue working toward that goal because the
company’s core product, high-temperature superconducting wire, has immediate and enormous potential
for revolutionizing the way the world manages energy.  I am honored and eager to help American Super-
conductor continue turning that potential into a commercial reality...”  High-temperature superconductors
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(HTS) transmit electricity with zero resistance.

In addition to applying its HTS technology to power-quality equipment (power converters, current
limiters and energy storage devices), American Superconductor is developing power transmission cables
with Pirelli Cables, electric motors with Reliance Electric, and transformers with Asea Brown Boveri.
A foundation for all commercial applications is a joint research and development program with Inco Alloys
International to work on advanced generations of HTS wire based on American Superconductor’s propri-
etary “metallic precursor” process.

“American Superconductor has mapped out a timetable to develop commercial applications with
industry leaders like Pirelli, Reliance, ABB and Inco as well as the Electric Power Research Institute,
which represents more than 7800 U.S. utilities,” he said.  “From its inception, the company has met or
exceeded these benchmarks.  In addition to its entrepreneurial vision, American Superconductor has
demonstrated that it can and will deliver on the promise of HTS.”

....Drouin, 64, also sits on the boards of Coca-Cola Beverages, Provigo, CT Financial Services
(Canada Trust), Abitibi Price, Tele-Metropole, The Conference Board of Canada and the Quebec Wild-
life Foundation.  Prior to joining Hydro-Quebec, he was in private practice as an attorney and special-
ized in commercial and corporate law and industrial relations.

American Superconductor is the leader in developing commercial applications of high temperature
superconductor technology for the global electric power industry.  With world-class expertise in
electromagnetics, cryogenic integration, power semiconductors and power engineering as well as high
temperature superconductors, the company is driving the evolving market for advanced electric power
equipment and power quality products.  [end of quoting]

Take note that this former head of Hydro-Quebec, now on the Board of American Superconductor
Corporation, is developing transformers with Asea Brown Boveri (ABB).  ABB is a major Bilderberger
organization, and New World Order leader.

Drouin quit Hydro-Quebec SIX DAYS AFTER SECRETARY RON BROWN’S PLANE CRASHED
IN CROATIA (on April 3), and became head of a project to build transformers with ABB.  So why
bring up ABB?
[END QUOTING OF PART 34]

My, my—what a nasty and intriguing web is woven when the Elite among the Order is chosen!  Good
morning.
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[Direct Continuation From Part 6 (34), Quoting Part 6 (35):]

FIRE  FROM  THE  SKY, PART  6  (35)
by Calvin Burgin

[quoting media:]

*  ABB PRESIDENT ROBERT DONOVAN AMONG THOSE ON BROWN’S PLANE
By Chuck Hutchcraft, Chicago Tribune, Web-Posted: Thursday, April 4, 1996.

“Robert E. Donovan, 54, was president and chief executive officer of ABB Inc. of Norwalk, Conn.  In
addition, he was executive vice president of ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd., Zurich, the parent of ABB
and the world’s leading electrical engineering joint venture.

“ABB Asea Brown Boveri engineers products and services for power generation, transmission and
distribution, industrial and building systems, and rail transportation.  The company reported a net income of
$760 million on sales of $29.7 billion in 1994, the last year for which figures are available.  Donovan is a
graduate of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point and spent 10 years in the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, serving in the U.S., Thailand and Vietnam...”

“ABB, in partnership with Raytheon (builder of the Patriot Missile) [H: You know, that one with
almost 199% NON-accuracy.], has a contract with NASA to build a wind tunnel.  Donovan was
succeeded by Howard Pierce, an American citizen.  ABB is working with Daimler-Benz in making high-
speed rail systems and automobiles that do not use gasoline.  They also specialize in underground trains.
ABB’s board of directors include world leaders Peter and Marcus Wallenberg.

“Percy Barnevik, now President of ABB, attended the Bilderberger Meeting in Canada, May 30,
1996.”  [end of quoting]

In the meantime, many other airplane crashes were and are occurring.  One day the Associated Press
carried the headline: “MARINE COPTERS COLLIDE; 14 DEAD.  CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C.—Two
Marine Corps helicopters collided in the dark early today during the largest U.S.-British war games in
decades, apparently killing 14 people.  Two Marines were rescued.”  You probably heard about that story,
as it was headline news for a couple of days.  I’ll bet you did not hear about this one, which was an AP
headline ON THE SAME DAY but was soon pulled: “CRASHED COPTER WAS FOR WHITE HOUSE.
STRATFORD, Conn. (AP)—As dozens of people watched in horror, a 25$ million military helicopter
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that was to provide cargo service for the White House lost its blades, flipped backward and slammed
into the ground, sending flames hundreds of feet into the air.”

Another AP story was: “Marine aviation deaths this year far exceed recent totals.  Associated Press,
WASHINGTON—More than twice as many Marines have died in aviation accidents in the past eight
months as were killed in the previous two years.”  There have been far too many aircraft crashes recently
for me to list, as it would take a book to describe them all.

MORE  STRANGENESS

On the front page of the April 5, 1996, Austin American Statesman newspaper are headlines which
state: “Bomb parts may be link—Authorities say chemicals, other evidence in Montana cabin match deadly
devices used by Unabomber.”  Under this article is an article headlined: “Bad instrumentation suggested as
cause of Brown airplane crash,” and under that article is an article headlined: “Clinton backed covert Iran
arms link to Bosnia.”  Ask yourself, is it just possible that these three headline events are linked and are
related stories?  Of course it is and they are!

News reports said that about a week earlier First Lady Hillary Clinton and daughter Chelsea traveled
on the same T-43 during their recent trip to Bosnia, as did Secretary of State Warren Christopher in
March.  What most did not tell was that the plane carried Secretary of Defense William Perry and 24 of his
staff and eight press people, two days before the Brown crash, from Zagreb, Croatia, to stops in Tirana,
Albania, to Egypt.  The Intelligence World Report (#095) said: “Defense Secretary William Perry shared
IMINT and other intelligence on the Tarhunah underground chemical weapons plant being built by Libya
with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak on Wednesday in Cairo.  The investigation found no evidence of
any laws being broken.”  (The Big Boys seem to be very interested in holes in the ground these days, but
that is another subject.)  Once the jet left Perry and party in Cairo, it had a one hour routine maintenance
turnaround then flew to Tuzla and picked up Ron Brown and crashed (my source is Linda Kozaryn,
American Forces Press Service, report #96179).  What would you think about, if you were in Perry’s
shoes?  But then, while those who believe the crash was no accident wonder why Ron Brown was
targeted, I have to wonder if Brown was, in fact, the target.  Could Perry have been the target?  Was
he targetor, or targetee, or just extremely LUCKY?

Here is part of a transcript of Perry’s remarks upon arrival from Egypt at Andrews Air Force Base:
[quoting]

Q:  And you flew on that same plane in Bosnia.  Can you tell us about your own experience aboard the
plane?

PERRY:  I flew in the plane from Zagreb to Tuzla, and from—and we also went to Sarajevo and to Albania
and then finally to Egypt.  The plane turned around after it dropped us off in Cairo and then went back to
Zagreb to pick up Ron Brown.  So we were flying the plane the day before it went down.  The plane
seemed fine while we were on it.  We saw no indication of any problems in the airplane.

Q:  Flying over Bosnia, did you ever feel in any peril aboard the plane?
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PERRY:  No.  The weather was bad in Bosnia the day we were there, too, but not bad enough to prevent
a safe landing.”  [end of quote]

Of course, Brown had connections that would have made him a target.  According to Newsweek (10/
11/93), Nguyen Van Hao, confidant of the prime minister of Vietnam, “wanted Brown’s help in easing the
American ban against trade with his country.”  Hao’s former business partner, Ly Thank Binh, claimed that
Brown agreed to “work for lifting the trade ban in exchange for $700,000 to be deposited offshore, and
secretly paid out of any development deals Hao and Binh obtained.”  The Washington Times, the New
York Times, Spotlight, the Associated Press and others had articles about Brown’s possible embarrass-
ment to Clinton and Brown’s son’s involvement in some investigations in Oklahoma (into dealings with
Dynamic Energy Resources).  During the time Brown was the Democratic National Committee chairman,
he was also a partner in the law firm Patton, Boggs, and Blow which represented BCCI, and was on the
board of directors of Chemfix Technologies, a sewage disposal company (Brown arranged for Chemfix to
get a sewage disposal contract with New York City, and purchased 5,000 shares of stock of this company
just before New York was chosen as the site of the 1992 Democratic convention).  A federal investigation
into Brown in Miami was sidetracked by Janet Reno.  Brown and Reno are both considered to be “ours”
by Communists, and Ken Maginnis, of the Ulster Unionist Party, who knew Brown from his efforts to
encourage U.S. investment in Ulster, said: “Northern Ireland has lost a faithful ally.”  Brown was a highly
paid Washington lobbyist for Haiti’s “Baby Doc” Duvalier.  [H: And note that almost EVERY party to
these doings, even in the military—ARE ALSO ATTORNEYS!  Holy Bible: Mattew 5:20:  “For
I tell you that unless your righteousness surpasses that of the Pharisees and the teachers of the
law, you will certainly not enter the kingdom of heaven.”  And how many of you realize that in the
Bible of the New Testament the terms are virtually interchangeable: Pharisees and “lawyers” as
well as Pharisees being interchangeable with Khazars and Zionists?  I can’t help what “you
thought.”]

Brown’s law partner at Patton, Boggs, and Blow was murdered in South Africa within one hour of
Brown’s plane crash (so I’ve heard, but I haven’t found the details).  The “Boggs” name comes from a
connection to Congressman Hale Boggs of Louisiana who was killed in a mysterious plane crash in Alaska.
The government located the wreckage but kept it secret.  Boggs was refusing to sign the final version of
the Warren Commission Report, because he did not believe in the “Magic Bullet” of Arlen Specter; neither
did anyone else on the Warren Commission except, it was claimed, Gerald Ford.  After Boggs’ death, the
others decided to go along with the “Magic Bullet” theory.  TV’s Cokie Roberts is Bogg’s daughter.  The
book High Treason by Groden and Livingstone, about the Kennedy assassination, said Boggs “...disap-
peared without a trace on a flight in Alaska”.  Speaking of the “magic bullet” theory just before his myste-
rious death, he said, “I had strong doubts about it.”  The fact that Boggs’ plane simply disappeared makes
it a little strange.  Especially since Boggs had been the recipient of damaging material on the lives of critics
of the Warren Report and the FBI investigation of the President’s death, given to him by J. Edgar Hoover
just prior to his death, leading Boggs to mount an attack on the FBI and accuse them of “Gestapo tactics”.
Boggs’ plane crashed in 1972 and also killed on that plane was Representative Nick Begich, D-Alaska,
who was the father of Nick Begich Jr., who wrote ANGELS DON’T PLAY THIS HAARP.  [H: Try to
get that book as it is one of the very best on the HAARP SYSTEM.  Also—do not forget who
Gerald Ford was before he was President: check it out in TRANCE FORMATION OF AMERICA,
by Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien. {To order call Phoenix Source at 1-800-800-5565}]
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A JFK assassination researcher has a CD entitled “Encyclopedia of the JFK Assassination”.  A ques-
tion posed in the CD is, “Who drove Hale Boggs to the airport that day in his limousine?”  Answer:
William Jefferson Clinton.

On November 30, 1963, new President Lyndon Johnson issued Executive Order No. 11130 appoint-
ing a Special Commission to investigate the assassination of JFK, consisting of Earl Warren, Sen. Richard
Russell (former Governor of Georgia), Sen. John Sherman Cooper (advisor to Secretary of State and
NATO and Ambassador to India), Congressman Hale Boggs, Congressman Gerald Ford, Allen Dulles,
and John McCloy (president of the World Bank, officially in charge of disarming the U.S. since 1961).  [H:
Yes, please, take the time to go back and re-read that paragraph.]

Patton, Boggs & Blow are very much involved in eco-activist activities; one of the textbooks of
activists is the Environmental Law Handbook by Patton, Boggs & Blow, “the premier environmental law
guide” (actually written by Timothy A. Vanderver).

In his 1992 book The Lobbyist, Jeffrey Birnbaum tells how Williams and Jensen (lobbyist for Tyson
foods) and lobbyist Thomas Hale Boggs, Cokie’s brother, helped in what appears to be a money-launder-
ing deal with a fishing and hunting club.  There are discussions on the Internet about the fact that the gun that
was found with Vince Foster was kept at this hunting club (on Lake Millwood, in southwest Arkansas).
[H: You can learn more, for your inquiring minds, from Michael Maholy’s presentations {in
numerous past issues of CONTACT} AND, of course, Trance Formation Of America. {To order
call Phoenix Source at 1-800-800-5565}]

THE  FIFTH  COLUMN
AND  THE  NORMAN  THESIS

This information is abstracted from Conspiracy Nation—Vol. 7, #2, #3, #4.  Conspiracy Nation
encourages distribution of the material, [quoting:]

Back around March 4th, 1995, Mr. Sherman Skolnick of the Citizens’ Committee to Clean Up the
Courts came out with a story about a company called Systematics and alleged high-tech spying being done
on foreign banks.  (This was covered in CN 4.22 and, so far as I can tell, Skolnick’s phone message,
Hotline News at 312:731-1100, was first to break the story.)

Here is how Skolnick’s story appeared in Conspiracy Nation:

*  A telephone company in Arkansas is called ALLTEL.  They have a subsidiary called Systematics which
is a proprietary espionage operation of the National Security Agency [NSA].  Developed was a highly
refined version of the Inslaw software called PROMIS.  Originally designed to keep track of the caseloads
of federal prosecutors, it was adapted to be used by spy agencies to track people worldwide, by satellite.
The software has a “trapdoor” built into it.  So, the NSA arranged to sell it or give it to supposedly friendly
or other spy agencies: France, Sweden, Israel, and others.  The “trapdoor” was a sort of “Trojan Horse”,
enabling U.S. espionage to spy on other spy shops.  Systematics [allegedly] adapted it to be used through
low-orbit satellites, to spy on the computers of central banks....[end of quoting]
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Perhaps a better word than “trapdoor” would be “backdoor”.  The software sold or given to the
unsuspecting banks is said to have had a hidden “door” through which prying eyes could enter unan-
nounced.  This is worth emphasizing, because some have said it would be impossible for a hacker or group
of hackers to get into, for example, a Swiss bank.  What these critics are neglecting to factor in is this
“backdoor” through which electronic burglars possessing the “key” could easily enter.  This last has not, to
my knowledge, been refuted.

The late White House aide Vince Foster is said to have had about $2.73 million stashed away in a
Swiss bank account.  CIA hackers, perhaps taking advantage of a “backdoor” in the bank’s software, are
said to have stumbled across not only Foster’s hidden account but also hidden accounts belonging to
members of Congress and other high government officials.  This, it seems, is where these “public servants”
were hiding bribe money they had illegally received.

But apparently it was feared that breaking such a huge scandal publicly would cause Grandpa and
Grandma USA to fall out of their rocking chairs.  Yet something had to be done.  These congresspersons
and others could not be allowed to get away with their crookedness.  While the CIA hackers, known as
the “Fifth Column”, [Fifth Column Interview available on tape from The Word call 1-805-822-4176 to
order] are said to have cleared out the accounts of the offenders, still it was obvious that some punishment
was in order.  Then too, you can’t just leave these bribe-takers in office—what’s to stop them from
accepting more bribes?

So it is reported by several independent sources that these bribe-takers are being told to leave their
jobs, or else have their alleged rottenness revealed.  As former Forbes senior editor James R. Norman put
it in the December 1995 issue of Media Bypass magazine (1-800-4-Bypass): [quoting]

There has been an unusually large number of veteran congressmen and senators announcing their
resignations, retirements or switching parties.  The official explanation: It’s no fun now that the Republicans
control Congress.  But sources claim the real reason is that some of these departees have been quietly
confronted with evidence that they took bribes or payoffs through Swiss or other offshore bank accounts.
Rumor has it that about 30 current members of the House and Senate have been identified as having such
foreign slush-fund accounts.

Richard L. Franklin, writing in his monthly newsletter, Franklin’s Focus (Focus Press, 1820 Pali-
sades Drive, Appleton, WI 54915), confirms the charges.  He reports that he has checked with several of
his sources and that, “as they say in the trade, the story now has legs.”  According to Franklin, a so-called
“Angel of Death” is visiting the various congressional representatives and informing them that they have just
24 hours to announce their retirement.

It is beyond dispute that a record number of Senators and Representatives are suddenly announcing
their respective retirements from public office.  What is more, the Norman article which appeared in the
December 1995 Media Bypass is on record as predicting many of these retirements before they actually
occurred.  If Norman’s name was Jean Dixon or Irene Hughes, he would be everywhere on the talk shows
by now, hailed for his amazing “psychic” abilities.  Yet we hear nary a word of this remarkable story in our
“free” press.  To me, the very fact that this story is not being allowed into the public dialogue—that, in itself,
says something.  Aren’t the networks at least hungry for ratings?  Why won’t they draw in viewers with
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these intriguing and widely-believed allegations?  Why too aren’t members of Congress furiously demand-
ing the opportunity to defend their impugned “honor”?  The silence is deafening.

Reporting on the phenomena of the disappearing Congress critters, the Washington Times, National
Weekly Edition (Jan. 8-14, 1996) declares that “Congress is going through a shakeout”.  There have been,
says the Times, 49 announced retirements or resignations since the November 1994 elections.  And, it
adds, a dozen of them have bowed out just recently, since Thanksgiving.  Well, Times, here are two more
names to add to your “trickle that has grown into a stream” of retirements: Associated Press reports
(“Clinger to Retire”, Jan. 15, 1996) and Rep. William Clinger, “said Monday he will leave Congress after
serving 18 years.”  The AP story adds, as if it is an afterthought, that Rep. Pat Williams, Montana Demo-
crat, announced retirement plans on Saturday, Jan. 13th.  Clinger says, “It’s probably time for me to move
on.”  Says Williams, “he’s homesick”.  The AP article also notes that the high number of congressional
retirements is the “most in a century”.  [H: And of course, a really biggie is Dole himself, and the
Mrs.!  We KNOW of at least $50 million EACH received in those neat “bribe-type” funds from
Switzerland, that “they” got.  And when old Billy Boy cries the blues and Hillary, Billiary and
Crookery cries her tears about how bad it is—remember they were on the very top of the “re-
ceiving” list for hidden bank accounts, money laundering and “drug blindness”.  So, perhaps
taking the “Fifth” to new meanings—is it possible some of it vanished into the Treasury Return
pit?  Certainly we do hope so, don’t we?]  [end of quoting]

So that’s the story thus far.  Now, thanks to an East Coast source whom I will call “Mr. Mercedes”, I
have received an audio tape of Jim Norman’s recent appearance on New York radio station WBAI,
marked on the cassette as having been January 10, 1996.

Says Mr. Norman: “This country is in a major political crisis.”  According to the ex-Forbes senior
editor, it is “unfolding right before our eyes”.

“For many years,” he says, “[Vince Foster] had been a behind-the-scenes go-between between the
NSA, the National Security Agency, and a company in Arkansas called Systematics—a bank and data
processing company now owned or controlled by a telephone conglomerate called ALLTEL.  He may
have had access to very high-level code, encryption [and] other kinds of computer intelligence systems.”

According to Norman, “More important than that: when [Foster] arrived in the White House he—
according to sworn testimony by his executive assistant, Deborah Gorham (phonetically spelled)—some-
how or other, he came to have possession of at least two inch-thick ring binders from the NSA, from the
White House offices, which my sources tell me would have been extremely sensitive code materials—
probably the codes, and more important than that, the protocols, by which the President authenticates
himself when he calls up the Pentagon and says, ‘Let’s go nuke somebody’.”

“Plus the fact,” adds the controversial but respected journalist, “that we have documented evidence of
Foster making periodic, one-day trips to Geneva.  Over every 6 or 8 months he had been making a one-
day trip to Geneva.  And multiple sources have confirmed that he had at least one, if not several Swiss
bank accounts.”

Mr. Norman charges that Vince Foster, and Hillary Clinton, were both under surveillance for espio-
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nage at the time of Foster’s so-called “suicide”.  Norman wonders, “Where would Foster have gotten
access to these very sensitive documents [e.g. the ring binders with the authentication codes] within the
White House?”

This last rings true when it is recalled that Foster and Mrs. Clinton had been widely reported as being
lovers.

According to Mr. Norman, significant national security issues are lurking beneath the surface of the
otherwise dropsical Whitewater hearings.  “Vince Foster, as problematic as his death is, it’s small potatoes
compared to what we discovered. ... In fact, former intelligence people who have been involved in com-
puter surveillance of foreign accounts have found hundreds of Swiss, [Grand] Cayman [and] other off-
shore bank accounts, coded bank accounts, maintained on behalf of high-level U.S. political figures.  Both
parties.  Many members of Congress, Elected officials, Appointed officials, Military officers, Intelligence
community big-shots, Wall-streeters, BANKERS... are involved.”

“There’s a massive scandal here, about to blow up.  And, in fact, we’re already starting to see it.”

[quoting:]

JAMES NORMAN: “[Hillary] had actually been an attorney of record for Systematics which at the time
was owned by the Arkansas billionaire Jackson Stephens, who tried to take over a Washington bank
holding company on behalf of the BCCI [Bank of Credit and Commerce International] crowd and install
Systematics as the data processing manager of that entire operation.  Which is extremely curious, because
BCCI itself was essentially a huge money-laundering, arms-finance and drug-finance/drug-money laun-
dering operation.

In the process of going through all this, I actually came across what turned out to be a Swiss bank
account number: it was a 10-digit, encrypted series of letters.  When I turned it over to some of the
intelligence sources who I’d been using on this story, they ran it through their system.  And, actually a
couple of months later, when I asked them: “Gee.  Is it possible [that] Cap Weinberger might have money
in these accounts?”  They said, “Well, yeah.  Don’t you know?  That account number you gave us was
Cap’s!”  In fact, they mentioned that a relative of Howard Metzenbaum, former Senator from Ohio, was
another co-signatory to that account; that Weinberger had multiple accounts—not implausible to me at all.

I mean, here was Weinberger, Secretary of Defense throughout the Reagan era, during which we had
one of the biggest defense build-ups in history.  We also participated in the massive illicit arming of Iraq
with high-technology weapons systems capabilities, plus the armaments themselves.  It was an environ-
ment fertile for kickbacks.  Payola.  Corruption.  And, in fact, Weinberger was eventually indicted by
Iran-Contra prosecutor Lawrence Walsh for lying to Congress, for failing to turn over his dairies.  He was
pardoned by George Bush just as Bush was leaving office.  And so he never had to stand trial—which was
probably a merciful reprieve for Colin Powell, who was Weinberger’s chief assistant at that time, chief
advisor.

Weinberger had basically elevated Powell to a high-level advisory position, and Powell would have
been effecting a lot of the orders that Weinberger was giving him—about moving arms here, and drugs
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there.  [H: Could this possibly all be WHY Sir Powell decided not to run for President?  Bully-ho!]

And in fact, Weinberger’s name has come up in connection with a Costa Rican legislative investigation,
a two-volume report down there that identifies Weinberger, as well as Ollie North, our former Ambassa-
dor to Costa Rica, and various others as being personas non grata for helping facilitate a massive drug and
arms operation which helped corrupt that country’s society.  If those people set foot down there again,
they’re getting arrested.

So suddenly it starts to make a lot of sense.  And when you think in terms of Swiss bank accounts and
massive amounts of money—kickbacks—it explains a lot of stuff that’s going on right now.

[H: I wonder if any of you have considered offering Misters Tilton & Brinkerhoff of Financial
Corporation of Santa Barbara and Santa Barbara Savings and Loan, an opportunity to consider
funding one of OUR CONTRACTS—you know the little 10 package?  I think they might even
enjoy knowing WHO controls that little package and possibly might even consider shushing the
bull-dog lizard, HORN.  Do you think they want all those connections with such as the “White
House” gang to be recognized for all the world to see—HOW they brought people down and
stole their property?  “Somebody” might like to go visit Mr. Tilton and share and tell a few
things.  He would be EASY to locate—and moreover, it is KNOWN that SBS would like to come
out of Chapter 11—if they could ever just get rid of the Ekker case!  Well, they are NOT going
to get rid of Ekkers and they might enjoy knowing as much.  The investigation of SBS is about as
interesting, readers, as is the above mentioned cases.  How nice for us that Green, Abbott,
Horton, et al., have joined the “conspiracy” with Horn over this property—because they will all
end up in the same stew-pot.  Now Mr. Fort has hooked his own corporation to the Corporation
Pot-Plot as well.  I am amazed at what information can be gained by never leaving home!]

What we’re looking at here is massive, endemic, high-level corruption of the federal government;
Bipartisan, Democrats and Republicans.  It’s been going on for years, particularly since the early 1980s.
The dollars involved have grown exponentially, I believe from arms and drugs trading.  There are huge
amounts of money sloshing around here.  And it has corrupted the government in a fundamental way.  The
government cannot police itself.  The normal enforcement mechanisms have been compromised: The Jus-
tice Department, the IRS, Customs, and the Intelligence community.

And what has happened is that there are a lot of good people in our government who have watched
this happen, have been powerless to stop it—their protests would go nowhere.  There’s been no effective
investigation by anybody of this stuff.  And finally, what had happened was, a small handful of guys—they
call themselves the Fifth Column, retired Intelligence people—have done something.  One is a former CIA
contractor.  Another is a former National Security Agency person.  I know they’re assisted by a variety of
other people of the intelligence community.  They were able to acquire their own used Cray supercomputer
from Clark Air Force Base [in the Philippines].  It’s apparently an air-cooled and generator-driven
machine that can actually be packed into the back of, I think, what looks like a refrigerated semi-trailer
truck with a satellite uplink.  And they’ve got his thing rollin’ around the country so it doesn’t get nailed.

And so for the last 5 years, they have been downloading, systematically, tapping into foreign bank
databases and pulling down reams and reams of account data. [end of quoting]
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[James Norman goes on to describe how this Fifth Column allegedly raided the secret bank accounts
of corrupt government officials, transferring the money into U.S. government accounts.  “For two years
they’ve been raiding these accounts.  Now they’re into Phase II.  Phase I: ‘Take the marbles.’  Phase II:
‘Get them out of government.’”

[END QUOTING OF PART 35]

This is so provocative as to cause us not to want to interrupt by writing changes but unfortunately Dharma
is NOT a computer.  And, I am often reminded of the placard on her door: “NOTICE: Due to the shortage
of robots, some of our workers are human, and will react unpredictably when abused.”  Good afternoon.
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